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I MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. Miscellaneous Considerations 
This work is not self contained in the sense that if the 
reader is lacking in background to read with understanding at 
an arbitrary location within the text, then there exists text 
at previous locations which should clear this 
misuiiderstariuing. However, self containment appears to be a 
desirable property» With this in mind, readability will be a 
constant goal, aiding not only the reader, but the author as 
well. In fact, the philosophy contained in part two of the 
classic work. Discours de la Methode by Descartes(1637), will 
be one I shall try to follow throughout= Descartes' four 
principles I translate as (1) never accept for true but that 
which is, to me, evident, (2) divide all questions into as 
many pieces as necessary so as to resolve these pieces with 
ease, (3) to order my thoughts, beginning with the simplest 
and easiest to recognize, so as to proceed by degrees to gain 
knowledge of the sscst complex, (4) to make throughout a com­
plete breakdown of the thought process and to make such thor­
ough reviews that I was assured that nothing was omitted. 
Propositions, lemmas, etc. all require assumptions. To 
state these assumptions explicitely is sometimes cumbersome 
and can divert the reader's attention away from the issues 
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which the writer believes to be essential. However, to omit 
assumptions from the text can mislead the reader into 
believing a statement is mere general than what has actually 
been proven, assuming the proof to be correct to within the 
assumptions implicit within that proof. The task of sifting 
the details of a proof for implicit assumptions can be 
disagreeable and is the responsibility of the author, not the 
reader. For this reason, the reader of this work may find 
the reading of explicit assumptions somewhat burdensome. 
It is a difficult task to decide haw the details of a 
thought process should be set down and perhaps still more 
complex to realize which thoughts should be included and 
which should bG omitted. This dilemma is rather striking 
when it is recalled the number of times that an idea that was 
cbvious two months ago, can be quite puzzling today. Then 
Suddenly those details which were so obvious should have been 
written down completely. Another decision which must be made 
involves the inclusion or exclusion of peripheral subject ma­
terials This material should depend on the intended reader. 
However, when the eork of several years accumulates in a 
looseleaf notebook, the material is, to a large extent, 
disorganized. The temptation to leave this material in an 
iiicohetttiit state is eousiderabie. The thesis necessarily 
provides the occasion to unite. For this reason, the in­
tended reader will be as much myself as anyone else. 
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Some of the notation used in this work may appear 
unusual and it should be asked if such notation is in the 
best interests of maintaining clarity. Good notation should 
be (1) compact, (2) unambiguous, (3) easily read and quickly 
understood, (4) an aid in reasoning, (5) easy to manipulate 
without error by simple mechanical rules. The logical nota­
tion attributed to Lukasiewicz is appealing, and will often 
be used in this work with some improvisation, A logical 
calculus can be viewed as a pair consisting of operators and 
operands. The operands of this calculus are statements and 
the operators are: (1) àND, (2) OR, (3) IMPLY, {li) NOT, which 
shall be abbreviated in this work as (1) 6, (2) OR, (3) 
(U) N, respectively. The notation of Lukasiewicz places an 
operator before each pair of operands, as for example 
statement 1 ][statement 2]» Now the expression 
S[statement 1][statement 2] can be considered itself to be a 
statement of a compound nature. Thus, if a third statement, 
say statement 3, or the compound statement, 
&[statement 1 ][statement 2] were known to be valid, then 
0R[statement 3]5[statement 1][statement 2] would be one means 
of expressing this concept, and 
0B&[statement 1][statement 2 ][statement 3 ] would be another. 
In this work, the implication operator will not be placed be­
fore the operands but between them, so that statsment 1 im­
plies statement 2 might be expressed by [statement 1] => 
a 
[statement 2] or equivalently by [statement 2] <= 
[statement 1]. Then [statement 1] <==> [statement 2] will 
mean that the validity of statement 1 implies and is implied 
by the validity of statement 2. It is hoped that this nota­
tion is natural enough to accomplish the goals of 
compactness, clarity, inambiguity, and simplicity better than 
the use of ordinary English. Other special symbols are 
(1) V meaning OR[all][for all], (2) 3 meaning there exists, 
(3) £ meaning is an element of, A vertical bar through 
these symbols implies, as is customary, the negation of the 
meaning of the original symbol. The symbol 0 will have four 
different uses, (1) the scalar zero, (2) the null vector, 
(3) the null matrix, (4) the null, or empty set. No ambigui­
ty should arise since meaning can be taken from context. 
Thp referencing of formulas* theorems, propositions, 
lemmas, and remarks is done in the following manner; NAME m.n 
will nean NAME number n of chapter m, where NAME symbolizes 
formula, theorem etc. The expression NAME n implies a within 
chapter reference. The words theorem? proposition, lemma, 
and remark are used in a somewhat special context. A theorem 
is a relevant published statement» A proposition is a rele­
vant statement which is- hopefully, original to this work. A 
lemma is a statement which may be published, but which is 
usually original. Since chapter II is expository, no lemma 
of this chapter is intended to be original. A remark is a 
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statement of minor importance which may be published or orig­
inal. Propositions, lemmas, and remarks are followed by the 
word discussion in place of the customary word proof. This 
was done for two reasons. First, the word proof has a 
finality of meaning which this author believes should be re­
served. Discussion is intended to mean an attempted proof. 
This is not an attempt to shun responsibility for errors but 
an expression of the fact that these attempted proofs have 
been carefully read only by a few people. Second, certain 
diversions may be taken in a discussion which might not 
appear appropriate under the heading proof. The completion 
of a discussion of a proposition, lemma, or remark will be 
indicated by two slashes. 
In this work, there will be considerable need for 
snhscripting and superscripting, and little need for the op­
eration of exponentiation. Thus, whenever an expression such 
as x2 is encountered, the symbol 2 should be interpreted as a 
superscript unless otherwise stated. 
Definitions and yord usage always seem to be 
controversial subjects. It has been suggested that without 
words, there is no thoughts Words do appear to help the rea­
soning process as do definitions which can be considered to 
be ordered sets of words. However, there is a finiteness to 
the number of convenient words and definitions available. 
Likewise, there are many concepts to which an association 
with words and word sets can be made. It is likely that 
words and definitions can be spent wastefully, that is used 
on concepts of little value. The stating and use of 
injudicious definitions can, I believe, restrict the ability 
to express oneself to the extent that the reasoning process, 
let alone intelligent communication, is impaired. Some new 
definitions will be made; however- they should be considered 
as proposed definitions? that is, with scepticism. 
2o Review of Literature 
This thesis traces a small, short path through the 
fields of matrix algebra and what is commonly called linear 
model theory. Both fields have received considerable atten­
tion in the literature. It is difficult to say that this 
work is closely related in organization or in concept to any 
particular article of the existing literature. 
Chapter II has considerable parallel with the the test 
of Halmos (1958); however, a large part of the interest in 
linear spaces is due to the unexpectedly readable work of 
Banach (1932). While chapter II is basically a review of 
prerequisites needed for subsequent chapters, proposition 
II. 1 is particularly- important. This proposition, among 
other things, is the lever by which an attempt is made to pry 
the concept of rank from this thesis. That this can be ac­
complished is, in some sense, not too surprising in the light 
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of, for instance, the coordinate free considerations of 
Kruskal (1960, 1968). 
Chapter III seems to have little in common with anything 
I have previously ever read. There is some external 
resemblance between this chapter and a paper by Bjerhammar 
(1958). The approach to the material of chapter III has 
practically nothing in common with Bjerhammar's work. 
This chapter first establishes some properties of 
conditional inverses. The properties developed for 
conditional inverses are then applied to the study of 
projection operators, all of which are shown to be express­
ible in the form X(2X)*Z. This leads rather naturally to a 
short study of intersection spaces, 
Moore (1920) was perhaps the first to consider a 
generalized inverse of an arbitrary matrix A, This he 
defined by (1) AA+A = A, (2) each column vector of A+ is a 
linear combination of row vectors of A, (3) each row vector 
of A+ is a linear combination of column vectors of A. To my 
mind; this definition is not only shorter than that of 
Penrose, but more natural. In the introduction to the work 
of Moore (1935), Barnard, page 9, states that Moore also con­
sidered as an inverse of K, the matrix L satisfying KLK = K. 
However, I have not been able to verify from the text of 
Moore, that L was ever made free of the constraints by which 
L = K+. This matrix J. will be called a conditional inverse. 
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a terminology apparently due to R.C. Boss. With only the ev­
idence of the written word as a guide, it is possible to 
conjecture that the thinking of Moore is perhaps intuitively 
pleasing; but that it has been made rather inaccessible by 
seemingly unintuitive notation. Rao (1955) was led to seek 
least sguares solutions t to the normal eguations X*Xt = X'y 
when X'X was not invsrtible. Since X'X is symmetric, there 
exists an orthonormal matrix C such that CX'XC = D, a diago­
nal matrix. Inverting only the nonzero scalars of D leads to 
a matrix, say D+. Rao showed that t = C*D+CX*y is a solution 
to the normal equations. Thus, since C'D^C = (X'Xj+, it 
appears that Rao rediscovered the generalized inverse of 
Moore in the special case of a symmetric matrix. Penrose 
(1955) defined a generalised inverse of a matrix by what is 
today the most widely known definition of the Roore-Penrose 
pseudoinverse. Rado (1956) brought attention to the fact 
that the works of Moore and Penrose are closely related. 
However, the 1958 paper of Bjerhammar appears to be the 
pioneering work on the topic of conditional inverses even 
though the ideas involved were not entirely new in 1958. 
That paper contains several important results including 
(1) the explicit solution to any consistent linear matrix 
eguation, (2) the general explicit form of all possible con­
ditional inverses of a given matrix, and (3) necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the form (RA)*R or H (AR)• to be a 
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conditional inverse of A. In this paper, many special 
variants on conditional inverses were considered and appear 
to have been rediscovered by Rao (1967) with consequently 
some different terminology. These special forms, exception 
being made to the Moors-Penross pseudoinverse and the 
conditional inverse (X'X)*X* of X, do not appear to be 
particularly useful to date. As an exception, Mitra (1968) 
makes use of reciprocal, or reflexive conditional inverses. 
While chapter III has, I feel, little to do with exis­
ting literature, a considerable amount of the spirit of this 
chapter can be directly and subconsciously related to the 
lectures of Dr. George Zyskind. The operator X(ZX)*Z, which 
is a direct attempt to generalize the orthogonal projection 
operator X(X'X)*X', comes from one of his seminar lectures. 
Chapter IV is a study of estimation in the linear model 
with particular emphasis on the fixed linear model under 
design and covariance matrices with possible linear 
dependencies. Permissible parameter and observation spaces 
are defined to be compatible with the meaning given in the 
paper of Zyskind and Martin (1969) and are examined in the 
additive model. Two forms of BLUE (X^) are developed with 
some consideration given to invariance of BLUE(Xj3) under 
different covariance matrices. This concept leads, although 
perhaps not logically so, to the study of when two models, 
related by a linear transformation, have the same BLUE for 
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all linearly unbiased estimable parametric functionals. 
These questions have been studied in varying forms by Goldman 
and Zelen (1964), Zyskind (1967), and Rao (1965, 1969). How­
ever, this chapter seems best to be described as the 
outgrowth of some conversations with Dr- Zyskind. It was he 
who suggested that the permissible parameter space as well as 
the permissible observation space are, in the general addi­
tive linear model, basically always linear varieties, 
Goldman and Zelen (196%) appear to be the first to de­
scribe a method for obtaining BLUE (X0) in the model 
y = X p +e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V when X and V are otherwise arbi­
trary. Their solution involves obtaining the BLUE in a 
submodel of y = X^+e subject to constraints. However, these 
authors appear to have overlooked one detail which is that 
they did not  ?hov the constraints just mentioned to be, in 
general, consistent. although not explicitly stated as 
follows, Goldman and Zelen showed that if C(V)=3Ç(X), then 
A A 
x p  = BLUE(Xp) <==> x * v + x p =  X'V + y. This is an obvious gen­
eralization of a result dus to &itken (1934) in which v was 
considered nonsingular# in which case, V+ = V-i. Mitra and 
Rao (1968) show that if ig (V) a G(X) , then XS = BLUE (X A) 
A • 
<==> x'v*xp= X'V*y over all choices of conditional inverses 
V* of V. One basic approach taken in this paper for 
obtaining BLUE(X^) is that of Goldman and Zelen (1964), 
Once again, consistency of the derived constraints appears 
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neither obvious nor considered in this 1968 paper. When 
(^(V) C(X) , 3LUE(XÔ) can no longer be obtained as the so-
A A 
lution X p to the system X'V*Xp= X'V*y. Zyskind and Martin 
(1969) showed the existence of a subset of conditional 
A A 
inverses of V for which the solution X A to X'V*XA = X'V*y is 
BLUE for Xji. This paper also establishes that for V* in 
this restricted class, BLUE(i'Xp) = l'BLUE(Xp) with 
BLUE(i'X^) unique, equal to the maximum likelihood estimator 
of l«Xp under y a; n (X p ,7). 
Seely and Zyskind (1971) then make a rather abstract 
study of minimum variance unbiased estimation. The approach 
is via the notion of a sigma-min element. This notion brings 
minimum variance statistics relative to the class of linear 
estimators into the study of the linear model, in particular, 
ir. a very natural «ay,- providing ? .simple and interesting ar­
gument for a theorem due to Zyskind (1967) by which 
a'y = BLUE(E{a'y)) <==> Va is in C(X). Essentially, this 
argument is again used by Rao (1971) as a means of bypassing 
the fact that c(X) is an iavariant subspace of V. Perhaps 
more important with respect to this thesis are examples 3 and 
H of Seely and Zyskind which describe, in general form, prop­
osition whereby BLUE(Xp) = (I-NB) «y = (I-VZZ«)y. 
Rao (1971) presents what he calls a unified theory of 
linear estimation. First, minimum variance estimation of 
unbiasedly estimable parametric functions is considered. The 
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first approach is via the partitioned matrix 
V X 
X' 0 
any conditional inverse of which is given by 
C» C2 
C3 -C» 
It is shown that the matrices C», C* are are useful for 
A 
estimation purposes whereby (1) = C^y, 
^ A (2) V(p'p)= 2p'C*p, (3) cr 2 = y»Ciy/(rank(V|X)-rank(X) ) . 
This approach is first outlined in Mitra and Rao (1968). K 
second approach taken by Rao is to seek the set of quasi 
A * 
inner product spaces [#,*] for which [ (y-X |i ), (y-X ft ) ] is 
A 
minimized with respect to jS . For those parametric 
functionals which are not unbiasedly estimable, minimum vari­
ance, mimimum bias estimators are investigated. The notion 
of best minimum bias estimation of parametric functionals 
which are not unbiasedly estimable dates back to Chipman 
(196%) who credits Penrose (1955) h it h tfi<= first 
nonstatistical formulation. 
Chapter V, on efficiency of linear unbiased estimation 
by simple least squares, is easiest to relate to existing 
literature. When studying the goodness of approximation of 
BLUS(Xp) by SLSE{Xp), the first step is to establish when 
these estimators are identical for all permissible choices of 
the observation vector y. Necessary and sufficient condi­
tions for this identity were first established accounting for 
linear dependencies of the design and covariance matrices by 
Zyskind (1967). Interest in singular covariance matrices 
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appears to have originated at Towa State University with the 
first published evidence being a 1966 abstract by Zyskind and 
Martin. Experiments providing singular covariance structures 
can be traced back at least as far as Kerapthorne (1952). 
That there must exist rank(X) orthogonal eigenvectors of V 
which span C(X) for the equivalence of simple least squares 
and best linear unbiased estimators to hold is the starting 
point for the approach used in chapter V. 
Durbin and Watson (1950) and Watson (1955) are among the 
first to lay ground work for comparing the relative perform­
ance of SLSE(Xp) with respect to BLUE(Xp). rîâqness and 
McGuire (1962) appear to be the first to establish, under X'X 
and V nonsingular, the relationships (1) b < V(BLUE(1'X^)) ^ 
V (SLSE (1'Xp)) < z where b and z are respectively the largest 
and smallest eigenvalues of V aonsingular and 
(2) V(SLSE(1*X p ) ) < (b+z)(b-i+z-i)V(BLUE(l'XJ)))/4. Using 
an inequality due to Schopf (1960), Golub (1963) extended the 
results of Magness and McGuire by considering the ratio of 
the determinants of y(BLUE(XA)) and V(SLSE(Xâ)) as related 
to the eigenvalues of V. However, Golub also considered X'X 
and V to be nonsingular» 
Watson (1955) defined the efficiency of the simple least 
squares estimator as |X'X|2/|X*VX||X'V-iX|. Again it must be 
assumed that X'X and V are nonsingular. When rank(X)=1, 
Watson (1967) established the inequalities 4/(b+z)(b-i+z-i) < 
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|X'X|2/|X'VX||X'V-1X| < 1. When k=rank(X) is arbitrary, the 
relationship Efficiency > {4bz/(b+z) 2)*^ was establishei. 
Swindel (1968) then considered a variant problem initiated by 
Watson (1955). It is known that the simple least squares 
estimator I'b = l'(X'X)-iX'y is unbiased for I'B over all 
choices of V when 1* is in the row space of the design matrix 
X. However, V(l»b) = 1' (X'X) "^1 (y-Xb) • ('/"Xb) / (N-k) is a 
A 
biased estimator of V(l»b) where the bias depends upon the 
design matrix and the covariance structure? i^e^ the bias is 
a functional f(X,V). Swindel sought bounds for this bias in 
terms of the eigenvalues of V. These bounds are claimed to 
be attainable in the sense that for a given V, there exists a 
design m'a'trix for which the proposed bounds are attained. 
This is perhaps not too agreeable a situation since, for some 
specific design matrix, the bounds to the bias may be consid­
erably closer than the bounds given by this article. To some 
extent, this difficulty is probably due to the fact that the 
bounds proposed by Swindel are expressed as a functional 
defined on V alone. 
At this pointf the reader who wishes an overview of this 
work and some of its motivation is advised to skip to chapter 
VI before reading chapters 11? Ill- IV- and V. 
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I I  P R E L I M I N A R Y  M A T H E M A T I C A L  C O N C E P T S  
1, Introduction 
The present chapter is intended to be introductory in 
nature. The treatment of subject material is not intended to 
be broad in scope. On the contrary, it reflects some of the 
author's present interests as geared to use in this work. 
For the most &artf tfce results in this chapter are neither 
rew not difficult. Seme of the discussions will be original 
in the sense that the author is not conscious of being under 
the influence of a proof he has seen; others will be 
borrowed, although not borrowed in a strict sense. For many 
of the concepts not covered herein, the reader should consult 
Edwards (1965) and/or Halmos(1S58) • 
2. Scalars and Vectors 
Scalars are operands. If these operands can be manipu­
lated in accordance fcith certain rules, then the scalars and 
these rules fera a pair called a field. For the purposes of 
this work, scalars are real numbers. 
Vectors are operands. For the purposes of this work, 
vectors will be ordered n-tuples with n>1. Each element of 
this ordered n-tuple will be a scalar. The number n will be 
referred to as the order of that vector. Vectors, like 
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scalars, will be denoted by small Latin or Greek letters. 
Differentiation will sometimes have to be inferred from 
context. 
3. Function, Identity, Invariance. Idempotence 
The words function, transformation, mapping, and opera­
tor all convey the same meaning. Consider a set S of objects 
X in S. Consider a procedure, f, which, when given an ele­
ment X in S, produces an object y. This object y is called 
the value of f at x and is written y=f(K)= The procedure f 
is a function <==> 
e-6[ X E S ][ (x) ][ y2=f (X) ] => y*=yz. 
when the value of f is a scalar, the function f is 
called a functional. Curiously, ?. Levy(1922) attributed the 
French correspondent "fonctionelle" to J. Hadamard with the 
following meaning, which will not be adopted here: "While a 
function depends on one or more variables according to some 
deterministic law, the definite integral depends, in 
accordance with some deterministic law, on all the values of 
a function. This is what J. Hadamard later called a 
functional.". 
n transformation T %ill be said to act as an identity on 
a set S <==> [xfiS => T(x)=x]. T will be said to be 
invariant over a set S <==> [xgS => T(x)ES]. 
A transformation F is said to be idempotent with respect 
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to the transformation T <= = > T(F(•))=T (F (F(•))). If the pre­
ceding relationship is valid for all transformations T, then 
F(*)=F(F(*)) and F is said to be idempotent. An idempotent 
transformation does not act necessarily as an identity over 
all elements on which it is defined. However, any idempotent 
transformation T acts as an identity over all objects which 
have been transformed at least once by T» Loosely speaking, 
an idempotent transformation shrinks in one application, the 
set on which it is conceivably defined- to a set on which it 
acts as an identity. Idempotence will be seen to be a funda­
mental characteristic of projection operators. 
4, Space, Linear Space, Vector Space 
The term space «ill be used in this work to define any 
set having the property that the elements of such a set are 
all ordered n-tuples of scalars. 
The terms linear space and vector space are synonymous. 
The following considerations of a linear space are general 
and need not be restricted to vectors defined as ordered n-
tuplês « 
Consider a nonempty set S of vectors: If and oaly if 
there exists (a) an operator called 'sum® which, given any 
two elements x, y in E, produces a vector denoted by 
SDM(x,y), and (b) an operator called 'product' which, given 
any scalar w and any vector x in E, produces a vector in E 
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denoted by P(w,x) satisfying the following properties for all 
scalars wi and arbitrary vectors x, y, z in E: 
(1) SUM(x,y) = SUM(y,x) 
(2) SUM(x,SOM(y,Z)) = SUM(SUM(x,y),z) 
(3) 3 unique 0 in E: SUM(x,0) = x 
(4) xEE => 3-x g E, -X unique; SITM(x,-x) = 0 
(5) P{%i,P(w2,x!) = P(wiw2.x) 
(6) X in E => P(1fX) = X 
(7) P(w-SU« (X-Y)) = SUM(P(w,x),P(w,y)) 
(8) P(w:+w2,x) = SUM(P(wi,K),P(wZ,x)) 
then the space E is linear with respect to the operators 
'sum* and 'product*. 
Let n>1 be fixed and return to the set E of all possible 
ordered n-tuples, the elements of which are taken from the 
field of real numbers. Define (a) the sum as an operator on 
t w o  a r b i t r a r y  v e c t o r s  x ,  y  i n  E  p r o d u c i n g  a  t h i r d  v e c t o r  z ,  
of order n having as its ith element, the scalar equal to the 
sum of the ith element of x and the ith element of y, i arbi­
trary between 1 and n inclusive. The function will be writ­
ten as + and will (in contrast to the usual function repre­
sentation such as f(X,y), where the function name precedes 
the arguments of the function) be written as x+y where the 
function name is placed between the arguments of the function 
with value z=x+y. (b) The product as an operator on a scalar 
w and a vector x in E producing a second vector z of same 
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order as x, having as its ith element the product of w with 
the ith element of x,  i arbitrary between 1 and n inclusive. 
T h i s  f u n c t i o n  i s  w r i t t e n  a s  w x  w i t h  v a l u e  z - v x .  
These definitions of sum and product along with the set 
of all possible n-tuples form a pair satisfying the proper­
ties of a linear space. 
5. Linear Operators 
The operator T will be said to be linear relative to the 
operators sum and product over the set o£ vectors E <==> 
5[x, y in E][w an arbitrary scalar] => 
6[T(S0M(x,y))=SUM(T(x),T(y)) ][ T (P (w, x) ) =P (w, T ( x) ) ]. 
If T is a functional with the above properties, T is a linear 
functional. 
6, Inner Product, Inner Product Space, Norm 
An inner product is a bilinear functional, having cer­
tain other properties, defined on the product space S x E, E 
linear. Foe ihe purposes of this work, the following partic­
ular inner product is chosen. The value p of this functional 
is defined as P=~i*iXiy* where x* and y* are the ith ordered 
elements of x, y in E. This will be denoted by p=x'y. 
An inner product space is a pair consisting of a linear 
space E together with some inner product. 
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A functional n(x) is a norm <==> 
5S[ n (x + y) <n (X)+n (y) ][ n (wx) = | w j n (x) ][n(x)>0 for all x, y in 
E, and all scalars w ]. 
A linear space can have more than one norm. In particu­
lar, a strictly positive inner product can be a norm. The 
Euclidean norm of a vector is denoted as ||x|| =(x'x)i/z. The 
Euclidean norm of a matrix is j! A jj =(trA'A)i/2 where tr3 
equals the sum of the diagonal elements of B, A' is the 
transpose of A= 
7. Orthogonality, Linear Independence 
Two vectors x and y are orthogonal with respect to a 
defined inner product if and only if their inner product 
equals zero. A finite set of vectors, {x^}, is linearly in­
dependent <==> 
—T 
[Z]_^ajXj=0 <==> the scalars a^=0 for all j = 1 to J]. 
The expression % can be written in a less cluttered 
form. Since each vector is an n-tuple of scalars, let 
each scalar be denoted by x^^, i=1 to n. Now the equation 
corresponds to n scalar equations so that by the 
definition of , the n scalar equations are: 
+  X 4  T  =  0  C " )  
a^x^i + +apXp = 0 (k) 
° (n) 
Notice that each equation has the form of an inner prod­
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uct. If each n-tuple x were written as a vertical stack of 
scalars, and if each vector, that is each stack were placed 
side by side, a rectangular array of scalars, say X, would be 
formed as follows: 
• • • Ht 
*kl 
X
 
II 
^nt ' ' ° 
Each column of this array is recognized as being each one of 
the original vectors x;, j=1 to n. This array will be called 
the matrix X. 
Notice (a) the scalars a^ to form an ordered J-tuple 
and being scalars form a vector, say a, and (b) every row of 
X is an ordered J-tuple, and (3) any equation, say equation 
i, is the inner product of the it h row of X and the vector a. 
Thar the array X can be regarded as a collection of column 
vectors or row vectors will be fundamental. Conventionally 
a vector written as x will be considered to be a vertical or 
column n-tuple and this vector, when written as x', will be a 
horizontal or row n-tuple= However- x and x" are 
fundamentally the same object» To write X is (n x p) is to 
indicate that its column vectors are of order n and its row 
vectors are of order p. A matrix will be said to be of 
finite order if and only if n and p are finite. Linear 
independence can be restated as follows. 
Definition The column vectors of a matrix X of finite order 
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are linearly independent <==> [Kt=0 => t=0]. 
8. The Spaces C(X) and 1R(X) 
Let X(n X p) be given. Ç(X) and R.(X) are sets of 
vectors defined by: 
Definition 5[x£C(X) <==> 3t: x=Xt][x£^(X) <==> 3t: 
x' = t*X ]. 
Lett Ma 1 and ^(X) are linear spaces. 
C ( X ' ) =  P J J )  1 1  e ( X ) = R { X ' )  l -
Here X* is the transpose of X, obtained by making each column 
vector of X the corresponding row vector of X*-
Equations of the form Ax=b are frequently encountered 
where A and b are known. If possible# a solution vector x is 
sought. The next lemma states exactly when a solution can be 
found. This lemma, as shall be seen, is rank free and intro­
duces one of the goals of this eork, namely an attempt to 
eliminate references to the notion of rank wherever this 
seemed reasonable to me, 
Lejjjnia_3 The system Ax=b has at least one solution x <==> 
b eC(A) . 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let X: Ax=b. 
Thus b E C(A) by definition. 
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(<==) Let b Ê C { k )  .  
Thus 31: b=At => Ax=At. Clearly x = t satisfies Ax=b => 3x: 
Ax=b.// 
Lemma 4 If the column vectors of A form a linearly indepen­
dent set, then b£ i^(A) => 3 only one solution x to Ax=b. 
Discussion: By lemma 3, a solution x exists. Let xi and x? 
both satisfy Ax=b. So Axi=Axz=b => A(xi-x2)=0. Linear 
independence of the columns of A implies x--x2=0, that is 
X 1  =  X  2 . / /  
It c<?n also be shown that uniqueness of x implies linear 
independence of the column vectors of A. 
9. Combining Linear Spaces: Intersection, Sum, 
Direct Sum, Union, Difference 
Let E and F be arbitrary spaces where x in E and y in F 
have the same order. The symbols eHf denote the set of all 
vectors which R and F share. By definition, the null vector 
is an element of every linear space, implying that E and F 
always have the null vector in common. To eliminate this 
trivial case, the follosing definition is made. 
Definition E n F=0 <==> RFxEEirxfOl => x F. 
The sum of E and F will be denoted by E+F. An arbitrary 
vector of the resultant set is defined as follows. 
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Definition z £E+F < = => 3(x£ E, y £ F) and scalars v, w: 
z=vx+vry. 
If it happens that the linear spaces E and F are related 
by Ef] F=0, then the sum of E and F will be called the direct 
sum to call attention to the essential disjointness of these 
component spaces. The resulting space is written as E © F. 
Definition xSE@F <==> sr x g E + F ][ E H F=0 ]. 
The union of two spaces E and F is written as eUf. 
Definition x E E U F <==> ORr x E E ][ x 8 F ]. 
The difference of two spaces is written as E-F and is 
defined as follows. 
Definition x g E-F <==> 5[x£E][x^F], 
Lemma-5 Let E and F be linear spaces. The spaces E F) P, E+F, 
and E0 F are linear. In general, the spaces E U F and E-F 
are not linear. 
10. Spaa, Linear Extension, Basis, 
Dimension, Rank, Nonsingular Matrices 
The span of a set s of vectors is a linear space E 
defined by the properties S[every linear combination of 
vectors in S is in Ej[every vector which cannot be yritten as 
a linear combination of vectors in S cannot be in E]. It is 
said that S spans E. 
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To emphasize the fact that the set E is generated by 
supplementing S with vectors not in S which are linear combi­
nations of vectors in S, it will be said that E is the linear 
extension of the set S, For instance, when E and F are 
linear spaces, E+F can be regarded as the span of the set 
E U F. The space (^(X) can be viewed as the linear extension 
of the individual column vectors of the matrix X. 
It could be asked if it is possible that a subset, say 
XI, of the column vectors of X, have C(X) as their span. By 
algebraic considerations? it can be seen that if the columns 
of A are not linearly independent, there exists at least one 
column of X which can be deleted, the remaining column 
vectors still spanning • Also if the column vsctors ars 
linearly independent, any deletion of a column vector from X 
results in a decrease in the span of the remaining column 
vectors. As a result, given any set of vectors spanning 
C(X), the set can be progressively reduced, with no decrease 
in span, until and only until a linearly independent set of 
vectors is encountered^ The fact that any reduction must 
stop at a linearly independent set of vectors is marked by a 
def inition. 
Definition Any linearly indeoendent set of vectors is said 
to be a basis tor its span. 
Def inition An orthonormal basis is a set of orthogonal 
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vectors, the Euclidean norm of each vector being unity. 
The following lemma will contain an important construc­
tion, It is unfortunate that a construction will be of im­
portance for the development of subject material. 
Lemma 6 G(A) has an orthonormal basis for all matrices A of 
finite order. 
Discussion; Claarly "C{A) has a basis. Let a^* to a^» be a 
basis for Construct lla^*|| and 
for k=2 to n. The symbol I will be reserved for matrices 
having ones on the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. First, all 
IIaII =1 for i=1 to n. Second, the a *s are orthogonal, for 
let p<g, then 
S[ap=(I-IiZj a^a4')ap*][a«=(I-l5;î a^ai^a^*] => 
ap'a^ — (sp'^^ap'spap*) rjLuaj., liO — 0^ Issc«uss ùscu"C 
a%=(I-Zaiai*)a%*=0, => a^^*=Zi=l 3^(3^/%%*). 
(a) if ay* is orthogonal to all a^, i=1 to k, then a%*=0 
=> a^* cannot be a basis vector, a contradiction. 
(b) otherwise a^* is a linear combination of the former 
a^ => a linear combination of the former a^ * => is not a 
basis vector:// 
Let B be a finite set of linearly independent vectors 
and let E be the span of B. It can be shown, Halmos (1958), 
that all bases of E, i.e. all linearly independent sets 
having span E, have the same cardinality. This fact is 
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marked by a definition. 
Definition A linear space E is finite dimensional if and 
only if E has a basis of finite cardinality. The cardinality 
of any basis of E is called the dimension of E. 
For any matrix X, it can be shown that C (X) and ^(X) 
have the same dimension. The functional rank(X) is defined 
to be the dimension of Ç(X) and/or %(X). Many works in­
volving matrix algebra rely considerably on rank considera­
tions. To this author, rank considerations can be awkward. 
An attempt will be made in this work to eliminate refer­
ences to the concept of rank. The elimination of rank comes 
at a price. Only the reader can decide for himself if the 
price is too high relative to whatêVêL gains there might be. 
Dimensionality will not be completely lacking» in that it 
will be assumed to be finite. 
With reference to lemma U, there exists a class of 
(n X n) matrices for which the equations Ax=b always have at 
least one solution for all choices of b. For such matrices, 
it can be shown that So[ Ci») = C(In) IL  rank (A) ][ the column 
and row vectors of à are linearly independent]. Such matri­
ces are called nonsingular and usually are given considerable 
attention in elementary matrix algebra texts. This is per­
haps a question of convenience, since nonsingular matrices 
seem to be uniformly easier to study than singular matrices. 
However, in statistics, and, particularly in the study of 
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linear models, singular matrices occur quite naturally, often 
giving rise to less natural attempts to be rid of these 
singularities. 
11. Linear Varieties, Hyperplanes, Codimension 
Linear varieties can be considered as translations of 
linear spaces. Let E be a linear space and t an arbitrary 
fixed vector. Then L= [x: z S. E => x=t+z} defines a linear va­
riety. Whenever the translation vector t is in E, the linear 
variety L reduces to the linear space E. Linear varieties 
arise quite naturally. For instance, the set of solutions in 
z to Az=0 can easily be seen to form a linear space. Now let 
Ax=b be consistent. Since the solution vectors x to &x=b can 
be expressed as xi+z where x* is a particular solution to 
As=îi and z is any vector satisfying Az=Of the solution set 
{x: Ax=b} is a linear variety with translation vector xi. 
Hyperplanes are special linear varieties. Any linear 
variety H is a hyperplane relative to a linear space E <==> 
&[H#E][any linear variety V CI E having H as a proper subset 
is E itself 1, 
The word codimension describes a dimensional property of 
a linear variety. Any particular linear variety is a trans­
lation of a unique linear space E. To see this, let 
L=(x: x=t+z, z 8E} and also suppose 
L={xO: xo = to+zo, zOgEO}, So for every zo £Eo, 3 z & E: 
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t+z=t0+z0, or 2^0, 6EO => 
&[ z^=z^ 0+(to-t) with z^, 2^ Ê E ][ Zg=Zj, 0+(to-t) ] 
Let Z20=-Zj0, => z^ = -z^o+(to-t) => Zj^+Z2 = 2 (to-t) . Now E 
linear => (to-t)EE. So for every 2° 8 EO,3z e E: z°=z-(to-t) 
= > zO&E => E =3EO. The previous reasoning is symmetric in 
superscripted and unsuperscripted symbols => E" =)E. So 
5[E0 :=) E]r E c] EO ] => EO=E. 
The uniqueness of E in determining the linear variety L 
justifies defining the codimension of L as the dimension of 
that linear space E, the translate of which is L« With this 
in mind, R is a hyperplane relative to the linear space È if 
and only if the codimension of H equals the dimension of E 
minus one. It appears that the distinction between 
hypsrplane and linear variety is rather artificial and that 
one of the terms could easily be dispensed with, 
12. Complementary Linear Spaces, Orthogonal Complement 
That E is a given finite dimensional linear space im­
plies the existence of a finite basis for E. Whenever the 
elements of E are n-tuples- the elements of a basis for E can 
be written as column vectors of a matrix B of finite order, 
so that C(B}=E. In fact, E can be expressed as where 
X is any matrix, the column span of which is E. 
Definition Let C(X) and iC(W) be such that C(X) © ^ (W) is 
defined. Then C?{X) and |?(W) are said to be complementary 
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with respect to and only with respect to Ï^(X) ©C(W)« 
Chipraan(1961) defines two matrices A and B to be 
complementary <==> A and B both have k columns] 
r rank (A)+rank (B) =k ][ (A) (\ (B) =0 ]. Nothing is wrong with 
such a definition and focus can be turned to column spaces by 
considering A' and B'; however, such usage will be avoided. 
The following lemma will be needed in considering or­
thogonal complements. 
Lemma 7 Let a#0, then a?.C(A} => a'R*0-
Discussion: O^a => 3f : a=AffO. 
Now a#0 -> a'afO => a'AffO => a'AfO because a*A=0 => a'Af=0, 
a contradiction.// 
The set "C^{X) will be called the orthogonal complement 
of G(X) and is defined as follows. 
Definition &lt 6 <==> => 
[t (X) <==> [x E.R(X) => t'x=0]]. 
The space can be seen to be linear with 
G(X) A =0y because let Oî^t 6 T£,*'(X) » By the definition of 
Î^"(X), t'X=0, and negating the implication of lemma 7 im­
plies ti.£(X). The following lemma shows the unreserved use 
of the word complement is justified. 
Lemma 8 Let n be the order of vectors in c(x). Then for 
any vector t of order n, &[ 3 a E.i6(X) ][ 3 b &)G^(X) ] such that 
t=a 0 b. 
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Discussion : 
It has been shown that C(X) , X of finite order, has an 
orthonormai basis, say x* to x^. Clearly 2. xMx*'t) £ C(X) 
and (I-2x^ xi • ) t (X) because for any x^, xi'(r-Zxixi')=0 
=> (Zxi xi')t© (I-Zxixi») t=t.// 
Since the column vectors and row vectors of form a 
basis for all n-tuples, an arbitrary n-tuple will often be 
expressed by writing x£C(I»j). 
Matrices appended with a protrusion will have a special 
meaning. The symbol will denote any square matrix A such 
that &X=0. Likewise, _X will denote any square matrix B such 
that XB=0. The choice of square matrices imposes no restric­
tions on 5^(x_) or on CC-X); however, later in this work, 
additional restrictions such as 3^ (X_)= C^{X) may be imposed. 
Definition )L : sr )C= X=0 ][ square]. J(; &rxj(=0]r J( square]. 
It should be noted that it is not necessary to make the 
matrices X_ and _X square and that computational inefficiency 
can occur from making these matrices square. 
13. Some Elementary Relationships 
&emma_9 ^(X)c= <= = >3H: X=ZM. 
Discussion ; 
(==>) Let X be (n X p) and )£(X) c: C(Z) • 
^(X)c= e(Z) = >  [ x g .C(X) => xeC(Z) ]  => f o r  a l l  f ,  3 g :  
Xf=Zg. Let ei, i=1 to p be the ith column of Ip => 3 solu­
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tions gi to Xei = Zgi, i=1 to p => X = Z(gi,,,gP) => 3 M : X=ZM 
the choice M=(g:,,,gP). 
(<==) Let X=ZM. 
x£C(X) => x=Xf => Xf = ZHf, but ZMfE.C(Z), so 
[xte(X) => x£e(Z) ] => e,(X)e=:e(Z) .// 
Çorgllar% e(X)=C(Z) <==> 3(G,H): &[ Z=XG ][ X=ZH ]. 
Lemma 10 C(5)= <= = > = 1^(A) . 
Discussion : 
{==>) Let (B)= %"{A} . 
Now €(B) = 'StiA) => 6[AB = 0][AX = 0 => x €. SCB) ]. 
Assume G^(B) # 1% (A) , => 3a ^  )R(A) : a*B=0. Now by lemma 8 
a e Ift(A) © R\a) = IJ^(A) ©C(B) =>3aieR(A) and 0#az gG(B) : 
a=a 1 0 az => a^^O by lemma 7, a contradiction. 
{<==) Let ^(A) = C^(B) . 
Now H(A)= ler(B) => CCâ')= => K(B') from 
part 1, => %''(A)= e(B).// 
Lemma.jl C(A) =3 ^ (B) <==> C^(A) c= C^B). 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let C(A) =3)C(B) . 
Thus [ x e e (B) => x e 'e(A)]. Let 8[t E  )S:(A) ][XE€(B) ]. 
X g.w(B) => X &)C{A} => t'x=0; however, [x££{B> => t ' x=0 ] 
t £!£,"(3) => eÎA) c= . 
(<==) Let ^*'(A) c= . 
=> rttC.''(A) => t g. e.^(B) 1- Let R[x ££(8) ][t£e''(A) ]. 
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t E 'e^(A) => teie^(B) => t«x = 0; however, &[ t £ A) ][ t • x=0 ] 
= > x£C(A) .// 
Corollary C(A)=C(B) <= = > (^^(A) = 16 *"(8) . 
Lemma 12 [ (P) H C.'^(X) = R\P) + C(X) . 
Discussion : 
(a) Consider an arbitrary vector q and let q = qi+ g 2 + q 3 + q «  
where R5&[q» &C(X)n"%(P) ][ q^  £ ^ (X) H (?) ][ q^ » £ >Î.^ X) R 2^ . (P) ] 
rq* £• TO*- (p) ], Let z be arbitrary in lijP) H C*" (X) = 
Nov q £ [ ^v") n (X) ]*^ => z'q=0 => 0=z'qifz'q2+z'q3 + z*q+ = 
0 + 0+z*q3+0 => z*q3=0e Now both and z are in (X) R #<(P) 
and z is arbitrary => q3=0 => q=qi+q2+q* => 
q t e(x)f\?R(p) + C(x)n ist (p) + e(X) (p) + e^x^nn*" (p) 
= C(x) + SC (P). 
(b) Let a L C(X) + (P). => a=ai+a2+a*o Let z be arbitrary 
in 5\(P)UC~(X), thus Z» q=Of 0+0 => q £ [ K(P)liC~(X)] .// 
Proposition,! H G(X)=0 <==> [AX=0 => X=0 ] <==> 
All column vectors of A are linearly independent. ] 
1 K (A) II Ç. ÎAÎ =0 <=-> r Àï=û => Â=0 1 <==> All row vectors of X 
are linearly independent. ], 
Discussion : 
Consider the stateîsent f (A}f\ îS (X) ~0 K——^ £ AX=0 —^ X—0 ] 
<==> All column vectors of A are linearly independent. ]. 
(==>) Let &[TR^lA)ne(X)=0][AX=0]. 
Assume X#0. Then ^(X) cz (A) => (A)(\C(X) I'D. 
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Let p represent the statement (A)H C(X)=0, q represent 
AX=0, and r represent X=0. At this point, it has been shown 
that 'if q is true and r is false, then p is false*. It is 
an exercise in logic to show this implies the conjecture 'if 
p and q are true, then r is true', that is 
&[ R^(A)n (X) =0 ][AX=0 ] => X = 0. 
(<==) Let AX=0 => X=0. 
=> [ AXt=0 => Xt = 0 for all t ] => [ Xt#0 => AXti^O for all t] 
=> C&[x 6.e(X) ][xitO] => Ax/0] => Rr(A)n e(X)=0. 
Consider the statement [RX=0 -> X=0] <==> all column vectors 
of A are linearly independent, 
( = =>) Let AX=0 => X=0. 
Assume all columns of A are linearly independent, => 3x#0: 
Ax*0, a contradiction. 
{<--) Let .-.X=0 ][ all colUmP, vcctcrs cf A are linearly 
independent ]. 
Let ei be an arbitrary column vector of a suitably dimen­
sioned identity matrix. AX=0 => AXe^=0 => Ax^ =0 => xi=0 for 
all i because of the linear independence of the columns of A, 
=> X=0. 
Consider the statement [ |f? (A) fi. C-"(X) =0 <==> [AX=0 => â=0 ] 
<==> All row vectors of X are linearly indepeadent. ]= Frors 
the first part of proposition 1, it can be written that 
TR.^(X')nC(AM=o <==> [X'A'=0 => A'=0]. But ti^CX')!) C(AM =0 
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<==> %(A)n e^(X) =0, so that [ fl(A)n C'"(X) =0 < = = > [AX = 0 => 
A=0]. Linear independence of all row vectors is shown in a 
manner analogous to that for the linear independence of the 
column vectors of A.// 
The next corollary is an analogue of the Binet-Cauchy 
theorem. 
ÇO£2ilarï 5[BAX=BR => AX=R][AX=H => BAX=BR ] < ==> 
(B)U"e.(AX-R) =0. 
Discussion; Clearly X: AX=R => BAX=BR. Using proposition 1 
[B{AX-R)=0 => AX-R=0 ] => "R" (B) fl € (AX-R) =0. The proposition 
follows from logic considerations^ that is^ let p represent 
[AX=R => BAX=BF], q represent [B(AX-R)=0 => AX-R=0], and r 
represent (B) H ^ (AX-R) =0, because S[ p ][ q <==> r] implies 
^'[Pliq] <==> r.// 
Esseatially this corollary states that all solutions A 
to BAX=BR are solutions to AX=R and vice-versa if and only i 
no vector in t^(AX-R) is orthogonal to all rows of B. 
&[ tr(A) =3^(8) ][ e(A) ït £(8) ] => 3aE.e(A), a*0: 
a S- tS (B). 
Discussion: 3a£,S(ft) ; a^'SCB)» By the construction of lemma 
6(, at least one aE, {B) can be produced.// 
Note that C-C'/Tl w'B) î'O is a small generalization of 
d(A)=3\^(B); however, the implication of lemma 13 is not ap 
plicable to this generalization. 
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Lemma ,14 Let A be an arbitrary (n x p) matrix, then 
f>[t£î(^(Tp) => 3 unique a E,R (A) : At = Aa ] 
[Si; ï^(Z)c= t?.(A) ][ 1R(Z) # H{A) 1 => 3aE)R.(A) : $ z£,tl(Z) : Aa = Az]. 
Discussion : 
(a) Consiiier Aa= At « Now t, by ismma 3» can be written 
as the direct sum of two vectors ti &({(A) and t^ t TR^{A) . The 
choice a=ti satisfies Aa=At. 
Uniqueness of at^(A) can be shown as follows. 
Assume &[ a* £,k .(A) jfa^ £^(A) j: Aa: =Aa^, => A (a* -a^) =0, howev­
er, iR.(A) is linear so that (a^-a^) g.• Now 
(A) n =0 => a^ -a2 = 0 by proposition 1. 
(b) Let e[ïi(Z)c= îfÎL(A) ][ Ï^(Z) * |R(A) ]. 
Thus [Z£ÎR(Z)  = > 3 t ;  z ' = t « A ] .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  R(Z) / (A) 
=>3at{R{A): ^ t: a'=t«Z=q«A for some q because a£.R{A). Con-
r* •« #5 w»  ^  ^ t  ^ t tivA 'atM^ 'ciid ^ r* « J.W «Lf K* V w V Jk*;» ^ OM: *-
AA'q=AZ*t, assume the contrary, so that A(A'q-Z't)=0 => 
0R[ A •q=Z* t ]&[ A'q^Z • t ][ A (A'q-Z• t) =0 ], The first alternative 
is impossible because a was chosen such that no t existed 
satisfying a'=q'A=t'Z. under the second alternative, 
^ C Z) C A) => (A * q—Z ' t) £, ^  (A). Kowev er^ ^ {A)ji^(A)=0 => 
a'q-Z't=0 by proposition 1. This contradicts A'q#Z^ t.// 
Çorollari_1 5[ >^{AA')=^(A) ][ ^ (A'A) = %(A) ]. 
ÇorollarY_2 F,[ TÊ.{AH)= e(AHH') ][ îR.(HA)= %(H'Ha) ]. 
Discussion: By corollary 1, (f(AH)= C(AHH*A*)• Note 
"C (AH) =s Î^(AHH*) =5 l:^(AHH'A') = ^ (AH) , The second part pro­
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ceeds in symmetric fashion.// 
£lo£Osition_2 5[ C(XH)= e(X) <==> !R.{X)Q C^(H) =0] 
[ ?R(HX) = "Rcx) <==> 2R''(H)n ^ (X)=0]-
Discussion : 
Consider the first double implication^ 
( = = >) Let )e(XH) = "CCX) . 
FOE all E, 3 t ;  XKt = x f .  Assume îR(X)î^C» (H) #0, => 3 z - XrO : 
2'XH=0 => 0=z'XHt=z*Xf for all f => z'X=0 contradicting the 
c h o i c e  o f  z :  z ' X î ^ O .  
(<=-) Let %(X)n =0. 
Clearly for all z, jt: z*X'XH=t*H*X'XH by corollary 2 to 
lemma lU, implying (z*X*X-t•H*X«X) H=0. 
So e [  {z'X»X-t'H'X'X) S.îR(X) ][ T%.(X) n C'"(H) =0 1 => 
(z* X*-1'H*X')X=0 by proposition 1. Now 
Rf s li" n =0 1 => 7.'hv 
proposition 1. Thus for all z, 3t: XHt=Xz => C{XH) = C(X). 
Consider the second double implication. By proposition 
2, C(X'H') =t2(X*) <==> lîl(X')n C"(H') =0 => 
(HX) = iRCX) <==> tZ(X; H % (H)=0o// 
^r2POSi£ion_j -a» j 
[ 3<(XA)n e."(G) =0], H arbitrary < ==> [g'XAî'Ô <==> g'XBitô] <==: 
%(X)Û e\A)=: , where _X: ^{-£) = gC^{X) . 
Discussion : 
Consider the first double implication. 
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( = =>) Let C(XA) = G(XB) . 
By the corollary to lemma 9, 3G: XB=XAG, SO (XA)= TG(XB) 
G(XA) = C(XAG) => •R.CXA)!! =0 by proposition 2. Also 
since 3G; XB=XAG, then X{; B-AG]=0 => B=AG+ _XH with H arbi­
trary. 
(<==) Let S[B=AG+JCH][ îR.{XA)nC*"(G)=0]. 
Then XB=XAG and 'C(XAG) = 'C(XA) because of proposition 2 in 
which %(XA)n C^(G)=0. Thus C(XA) = ^ (XB). 
Consider the second double implication. 
(==>) Let S[ C(XA) = (XB) ][ g* X&î^O ]. 
Assume g*XB=0, implying 3t: g*XAt#0, but g* XBq=0 for all q 
3xAt: XBq#XAt for all q => ^(KA)# C(XB), a contradiction 
g«XB#0. 
(<==) Let g'XA#0 <==> g'XB#0. 
iissum« CîKâ) u{a5) ^ -> 3 XAti SAt^XSq for all q -> 
XAt = XBz0 (XBL 'fr where (XBL 1= )S^(XB). Thus choosing 
g=(XBL*f => g * XAt#0 but g* XBz=Og a contradiction, => 
C(XA) = tf(XB) . 
Consider the third double implication. 
Note r g^XA#0 <==> g» XB#0j <==> [g'Xâ=0 <==> g'XB=0]. 
(==>) Let g*XA=0 <==> g»XB=0. 
Now g'XA=0 => g=X&"^(X) n, but g'Xà=0 => g'SB=0 => 
g'XE.R.(X)n ^ *"(3) => ]R.(X)f\ 82.(X)n C*'(B). 
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«==) Let 2R(X)n e\A) = R(X)H ' 
= > q'X£|R.(X)nC^(A) => &rg'XA = 0][q'XB=0 ] => [g«XA=0 <==> 
g'XB=0 ].// 
Corollary ^(AX) = ÎR.(BX) <==> G[ B=GA + HX_ ][ (AX) ] < = = > 
[AXg^O <==> BXg#0] <==> . 
Now it is a simple matter to see that proposition 3 con­
tains all the information of proposition 2 as follows. Let 
C(XR) = Y^(XI) =e(XA) <==> %(X)(1'e^(A)= since 
lg^(I)=0, it follows that Yt (X) fl (A) =0, implying 
C(XÂ) = C(X) <==> R{X)u C^{A) =0, 
14. Form of Linear Operators 
Linear operators transform linear spaces into linear 
spaces. To see that all linear operators can be represented 
by matrix multiplication, the following theorem is essential. 
Thegrem_1 To any linear functional f defined on a finite di­
mensional inner product space (E,ll) , there corresponds a 
unique vector y in E: f(x)=Y'x for all x in E. 
Consider a linear function T defined on E. From the 
definition of T, it is seen that T is linear in each of the 
elements of an arbitrary x in E operated on by T. Thus each 
transformed element of x, being a scalar, is a linear 
functional defined on E. The transformation can now be re­
garded as a p-tuple of linear functionals. In view of the 
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previous theorem and the definition of the product of a 
matrix and a vector, the following lemma can be stated. 
Lemma 15 Let (S,Tr) be a finite dimensional inner product 
space where the vectors in E are arbitrary n-tuples of 
scalars. Then to every linear transformation T defined on E, 
there corresponds a unique matrix F such that x £• E => 
T (x) =Fx. 
15. Eigenvectors, Eigenvalues, Projection Operators 
One of the characteristics of linear operators which has 
received considerable attention is the existence of vectors 
for which the value of T(x) is obtained simply by multiplying 
X by some scalar h. Those vectors of E which have this prop­
erty are called eigenvectors of T and the corresponding 
scalars are eigenvalues. Transformations represented by sym­
metric matrices are particularly simple and well behaved. 
Lemma 16 Let A be a {n x n) real symmetric matrix. Then 
there exists n real orthonormal eigenvectors of A. The cor­
responding n eigenvalues are also real= 
If these n eigenvectors are assembled into a matrix P 
and the corresponding eigenvalues are the diagonal elements 
of a diagonal matrix L, then we can write AP=PL => A=PLP'. 
m 
Consider the quadritic functional x'Ax. This functional 
will be said to be positive definite <==> x arbitrary nonnull 
=> x'Ax>0 and positive semidefinite <==> x arbitrary => 
x'Rx>0. 
Lemma 17 If A is symmetric positive semidefinite, then 
5[all eigenvalues of A are >0 ][3 S real: SS'=A] 
Discussion: 
x'Ax=x ' PLP'x= Zh'^xi x i>0 => hi>0 for all i. Since h^ >0, 
T.l/"2 = 
u 
1 
.... h./2 
0 c = e s 0 
0 
is real so that A=(PL^/z)(PLi/z)«, The matrix S=is 
real by leninia 16«// 
ly definition, ^(X) is invariant under T <r==> xEC{X) 
=> T(x)&tf(X). When T is linear, it can, in accordance with 
lemma 15, be represented by a matrix V and it is often said 
that ecx) is an invariant subspace of V <==> xs.'êCX) => 
VxLe(X). 
Lemma 18 C(X) is an invariant subspace of symmetric V <==> 
3a subset of the eigenvectors of V which span S(X) = 
Lemma 19 C-{X) is an invariant subspace of v <==> jO:VX=XQ. 
The definition of a projection operator given by 
Halmos (1958) has almost irresistible appeal. Consider a 
space C(X) . Let (X) be any one Df the numerous 
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complementary spaces of If(X). In view of the following 
lemma, all vectors t£C(X) © C," (X) are uniquely expressible 
as t = x 0 d where x£C(X), d & Gr (X) . 
Lemma 20 Let A and D be linear spaces such that A f) D=0. 
Then any t €. A © D is expressible as and can only be expressed 
as the sum of one vector in A and one vector in D. 
Discussion; Let 11 A © D, = > 3 a £A, 3 d € D :  t = a + d .  N o w  
assume t=a*+d* with a* £ A, d* E D so a-ai=d-di (1) 
A, D linear => S[ (a-a*) £ A ][ (d-dM £ D] (2) 
6(1) (2) => S[ (a-ai) £ D][ (d-di) A]. Since A 0 D=0, the only 
vector common to A and D is 0 => a-ai=0=d-d* => 
&[a=ai ][ d=di ].// 
Thus the uniqueness of the vector x£ C(X) given the 
vector t makes this correspondence a mapping of 
(X) 0 "C-" (X) on CTa) • Since every vector in S(X) and 
(X) is required to exhaust G(X) © Cr (X) , this mapping is 
onto (^(X) . This association between t and x is a projection 
operator. An intuitive view is to regard this operator as 
one which, given any vector t, nullifies the component of t 
in some prescribed linear space. 
Définition F(*) is a projection operator relative to the 
linear space E <==> t £. E => 3 dis joint linear spaces h and D 
such that 5S[ A 0 D=E ]Ca £ A => F (a) =a ][d E D => F(d) =0 ]. Fur­
thermore, the range space of a projection operator will be 
called the projection space and the annihilated space will be 
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called the direction space of projection. 
Lemma 21 Projection operators are linear. 
Discussion: Consider arbitrary vectors t* and t^. Their 
decomposition in C(X) and C~(X) are, say, t^ =xi+di and 
t2 = x2+d2 => ti+t2= (x+ {d*-i-d^) . Since this decomposition 
is unique, then 5[ F ( t*) =x* ][ F (t^) =x2 ] => 
F(ti+t2)=Ki+x2=F(ti)+F(t2). Also for any scalar w, 
F (tft) =wx=wF (t) ,// 
Lemma 22 F(«) is a projection operator on a linear space L 
<==> F (s) is idempotent. 
Discussion ; 
(==>) Let F project onto along fX) . 
t arbitrary in £(X) 0 £,~CX) => 3 unique xg.S(X)y d& Sr (X) ; 
t-x-i-d. Now F(t)=s-rO => ? (F (t) ) =x=F (t) => F idempotsnt. 
(<==) Let F be idempotent, 
By lemmas 15 and 21, 3unique P: F(t)=Pt« F idempotent => 
pp=p => 5s[ CînH %^(p)=o jitE => F(t)=o3[t£e(p) => 
F(t)=t]. also C(P) ®%^^(P) = E(I«) because any vector in 
(P) is expressible as (I-P)t and t=Pt 0 (I-P)t => t arbi­
trary can be written as the direct sum of a vector in ^f?) 
and a vector in ~^{P). Thus disjoint linear spaces Ci?) 
and have been found, the direct sum of «fhich is ^ 
and such that S[t6. e(P) => F(t)=t][t&@f(P) => F(t)=0], => F 
or equivalently P is a projection operator.// 
au 
Corollary P idempotent => 
&5&['e(P)n R"^(P)=0 ][ ^(P)n^^ (P) =0] [ ^(P) © R'"(P) = G(I) ] 
[ %(P) © 'd'{P)= C(I) ]. 
Lemma 2 3 Let (E,TT) be a finite dimensional inner product 
space where vectors are n-tuples of scalars= Then to every 
projection operator F(*) defined on E, there exists a unique 
idempotent matrix P such that x£E => F(%;=Px. 
Discussion: This is a direct consequence of lemmas 15, 21, 
and 22.// 
If the direction space of projection were chosen to be 
{X) instead of an arbitrary complementary space of C(X) , 
then the projection operator is said to be an orthogonal 
projection operator. 
Lemma 24 The matrix P is an orthogonal projection operator 
if and only if P is symmetric. 
16» Matrices in Function Form 
Sets of Matrices, Conditional Inverses 
Expressions eill be encountered where one or more of th 
matrices involved will be an arbitrary member of a set of ma 
trices. To introduce the question in a more general setting 
consider a (n x p) matrix A* defined as: 
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Al = 
al il IP 
... a^ np 
where every element ap^^ is an element of some field S, inde­
pendent of i. Let Aj. be the set of all possible matrices 
with elements in S where i is considered as an identification 
coming from an identification set I with the property A* EA j. 
<==> it I, Let G be the class of set functions defined on I: 
6[g E G => g(I)c= i][iic= I => 3g E G; g(I) =1^ ]. It is then 
said that A E is a matrix in function form. The matri­
ces àcan be specified, for instance, by enumeration, by 
a set of matrix equations defining the properties of the set 
ÎR direct function form where: 
(i) 
A: = j 
LZni(i) - n p  
and each fp^: I -> s. A constant matrix or simply a matrix 
arises if and only if g £ G => A is a set of matrices- all 
of which are equal. 
Let X be a matrix in function form and A be a constant 
matrix. Then g(AX) is invariant if and only if X*, 
XzeXa,,) => C(ÂXî)= and will be denoted by C(AX; . 
9(1) If the column span of AX varies with the choice of 
then this fact will be emphasized by writing l^(AX). 
1*6 
Conditional inverses will be found to play a central 
role in this study of projection operators. Consider the 
matrix equation AXaQ=AQ. Any matrix X satisfying this equa­
tion is said tc be a conditional inverse of A relative to Q. 
If the matrix Q is such that AQ=A, then X is said to be a 
conditional inverse of A. The set of all conditional 
inverses will be written as CI(A). It will be seen that 
while relative conditional inverses may have initial 
intuitive appeal, they appear, for the purposes of this work 
to be dispensable, 
Definition CI(A)=(X: AXa= a}, 
Authors have considered certain subsets of CI(A), howev-
ct , cuau ui. rciiiUBc any î>p*s«^làA j.ii uiiXo 
work. Some of these subsets are# 
(1) Bjerhammar (1958) X £ CI (A) ][ XAX=X ], 
(2) Chipfflan(1964) 53[ x s ci (A) j [ Xha=K ] [ (XA) ' =Z-iXAZ j 
[ (AX)' = W-iAXH ], where Z and W are symmetric positive definite 
matrices. Receatly, Ward et al. (1971) extended the defini­
tion of Chipman to matrices 2 and W symmetric positive 
semidefinite. 
(3) Penrose (1955) S 3£ x g ci (A) ][ XAS=X ][ (AX)" =AX ][ (XA)" =XA ], 
where H symbolizes the transpose conjugate. 
The unique matrix X defined in this manner was discov­
ered in a less well known and perhaps simpler form by Moore 
(1920). It carries the name of the Hoore-Penrose 
pseudoinverse. The Hoore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix A 
will be denoted by A+, 
(4) Goldman and Zelen (1964) 
S&[ X £ CI (A) ][ A £ CI (X) ][ (XA) • =XA]. Such matrices X were 
termed weak generalized inverses. 
The following simple lemma, to be found in Rao (1967), 
is useful in answering yes to the question: given a 
conditional inverse X of h, is X* a conditional inverse of 
A'? 
Lemma_25 Let S={G: hGh=h} and S={H: A'HA'=A'), then G£R 
<==> G* £ S. 
Discussion; G£R <==> AGA=A <==> A'G'A*=A' <==> G*E S,// 
A linear equation set, Ax=b is said to be consistent 
<==> a solution x exists. A first important use for 
conditional inverses is the foliowi«y. 
Theorem 2 (Penrose(1955), Bjerhammar ( 1958)) Let AX=B be a 
consistent matrix equation. Then all solutions X can be 
expcesseu as, and only as (!-&*&)M, M arbitrary^ A* in 
CI (Â) . 
Corollary All and only solutions to AX=B consistent, 5 arbi­
trary nonnull are expressed as X=A*B, A* in CI(A). 
Note that an alternative expression for the solution set 
of theorem 2 is X=A*B+_AR, R arbitrary with -AR defined, 
C ( Ift(k) and A* in CI (A). 
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Another use for conditional inverses is in the formation 
of projection operators. Consider a general projection oper­
ator onto In view of lemma 23, this projection opera­
tor must be expressible as a matrix P with C(P)='C.(X). By 
lemma 9, there exists a matrix Z such that P=XZ. Since the 
projection is onto C(X) , the following relations must be 
valid, 
C(XZ)=€(X) (3) 
^(X) invariant under XZ => [xg.C(X) => XZx=x] (4) 
also tS-R^csz) <==> Kst=n C5) 
It shall be seen, that to satisfy condition (4) is to 
satisfy all the conditions for forming the projection opera­
tor desired as follows. (4) => X&X=X <==> ZtCI(X). But 
Z£CI{X) => CîXî = e^XZX) c: C(X2) cz e{X) => condition (3) is 
satisfied for ZECI(X). Also, Z S CI (X) => XZX = X => XZXZ=XZ 
=> XZ is idempotent. Now by the corollary to lemma 22, 
ll^(XZ) 0 G(X) = 16(1) . Thus XZ, Z in CI(X) is a projection 
operator and {XZ: Z£CI(X)} exhausts all projection operators 
onto 1c(X). The following lemma can now be stated. 
Lemma 26 All and only projection operators onto ÇCX) are 
expressible as XZ with Z S CI(X) and direction space of 
projection ^"(XZ). 
Corollary XX+ is an orthogonal projection operator onto 
C(X). 
Discussion: By definition, X+ ECI(X) and (XX+)'=XX+, so the 
£i9 
corollary is an immediate consequence of lemma 24.// 
The following theorem can be quite useful. 
Theorem 3 fB jerhammar (195fl) ) Let &&[Ao*ECI(A) ] 
[ C (-A) = 5?\a) ] [ afl(A-) = . Then CI (A) = 
(A*: A* = Ao*+ _AR + SA_} where R and S are arbitrary such that 
the previous expressions are defined. 
Discussion ; 
( ==>) Let A* = Ag*+_AR + SA_ . 
Clearly AA»A=AAp*A+0+0 = A => A*g CI(A). 
(<==) As su se " E x  : S&[ X s  c i  (A) ][ ^ H-5: 
X=A.*+ _AR+SA_ ], 
Now S r A A:*A=A][AXA=Al => A(X-Aa*)A=0 => 0B[X=Ao*][X-A.*=G#0: 
AGa=0]o The first alternative is impossible by assumption. 
The second alternative implies, by applying theorem 2 twice, 
that there exist R, S; G= _AR +SA_, a contradiction. Thus the 
original assumption is false, implying its contrary is 
t r u e . / /  
Theorem U For all matrices A, the set CI (A) is not nulle 
17. Solutions to Potentially Inconsistent Linear Equations 
Potentially inconsistent linear equations- say Tx=b, 
arise in view of lemma 3, when b is drawn from a space which 
is not contained in TC(T), but which has some vectors in 
common with C(T). A simple case is that of solving Ta=Xg 
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for a ,  given some g. 
The propositions of this section contain quite useful 
information for the study of statistical linear models. How­
ever, the originality of these propositions is not intended 
to be of the level of other propositions in this work. Nev­
ertheless, the facts stated will be needed in subsequent 
chapters and it is necessary to try to stand on firm ground. 
Lemma 27 The solution set in 'a' to Ta=Sg, g arbitrary such 
that Xg exists, is the solution set in 'a' to X_Ta=0 where 
the square raatris X_ varies over the set of matrices such 
that <l(X_ ) = e^X). 
Discussion : 
(a) 3 a: Ta=Xg for some g => X_Ta=0 because if X_Ta*0, 
then Ta % by leama 7. Therefore 3g: Ta=Xg by lemma 3. a 
contradiction. 
(b) If X_Ta=0, then Ta E.e(X) => 3g; Ta=Xg.// 
Lemma 28 A full set of solutions to Ta=Xg, g arbitrary such 
that G^Xg S.)S('T) f is a=T*PXf where f is arbitrary- P is any 
projection operator onto C(X)f|C.(T) and T* varies throughout 
CI (T) . 
Discussion : 
(a) Let a=T*PXf. 
Ta=TT»PXf=TT*TSt because ie(PX)= £(T)i\C(X) => 3(S,F); 
PX=TS=XF. SO Ta=TSt=XFt => 3g: Ta=Xg. 
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(b) Let 3g: Ta=Xg. 
Xg &C(T) => 3f: Xg=PXf => Ta = PXf => a=T*PXf by the corollary 
to theorem 2.// 
Proposition U Let Ax=g and Bx=h each be consistent. Then 
5[ Ax=g ][ Bx = h ] are jointly consistent for arbitrary g £.C(A) 
<==> TR(A)UR(B)=0. 
Discussion: 
(==>) Let 5[ Ax=g][ Bx=h ] be jointly consistent for all 
gg.Ç(A) . 
«ssuû.e #0, => 3(P;g): Also 8[&x=g => 
p'Ax=p*g ][Bx=h => g*Bx=q*h]. Now p'A=q'B => p'g=q*h for all 
g f => p'At=q*h= constant for all t => p'A=0 
contradicting p'â#0 => ^(Â)n ^ (B) =0. 
(<==) Let "RCâjn ^ (B) =0. 
Define - => RfB) = Ig'f =B) by lemma 10. So 
=0 => % (A)(\ ^ ( _B) =0. Now Bx=h consistent => 
x=3*h-»-_Bz by theorem 2, ehere B* in CI(B), z arbitrary => 
Ax=AB*h + A_Bz. But «il (A)(\ £-*•(-B)=0 => C(A-B)= C(A) => â -Bz 
spans C(A) => Ax spans €! (A) whenever x constrained by Bx=h 
=> 3x: Âx=g for all g in C(A) => S[ âx-g ][ Bs=h ] is jointly 
consistent for all g c.C(«/ -
Proposition 5 Let Ax=g and Bx=h each be consistent. Then 
6[Ax=g][Bx=h] is jointly consistent <==> [[tE.R(A)niR.(Q) * i.e 
3a, b: t*=a'A=b'B] => a'g=b'h]. 
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Discussion : 
{ = = >) Let S[ Ax=g ][ Bx=h "] be jointly consistent and 
tER{A)U"R(B). 
lyMi) ,X = I l  => p«( ) x =p«| I  for ail p. In particular, let 
p*=(a'|-b'), => (a*A-b*3)x=a*g-b'h => 0=(t'-t')x=a*g-b'h => 
a*g=b'h. 
(<==) Let a'A=b'B => a'g=b'h. 
/«\ /g\ l " \  ,  ^ l " \  
Assume I î X = I I is not consistent, => | 1 g. (^1 | by lemma 3, 
=> 3p; p*^ j = 0 and p'| j f 0. (6) 
However, any p: B[p•A=0][p•B=0] is expressible as p*=(a*|-b') 
/A by the definitions of a and b. a'g=b'h => {a'|-b»n | = 0 => 
\h ! 
p'( I = 0 => p; p'^ j = 0 and p'^ j f 0, contradicting (6) 
=> S[ Ax=g ][ Bx = h ] is jointly consistent. 
Proposition 6 Let ST A'Ax=aIFB'Bx=b] be jointly consistent 
for arbitrary a E.C(A' A), bc.c(B'B). Then x is a solution to 
S[_ fl'ftX—ajLD'tsx—b^ / X is a solut ion to ( A - A ^  B * B) s — a^ r» • 
1/ ^  O V» 0 ^  S M * 
(==>) Let X: &[ A» Ax=a ][ B» Bx=b ]. 
Thus (A*A+B'B)x=a+b because sums of equals are equal. 
(<==) Let x: (A'A+B*B)x=a+b. 
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Thus 3 V: &[A'Ax = a + v][B'Bx=b-v] (7) 
Since S[A'Ax=a ][B•Bx=b] are jointly consistent, then Sx*: 
6[A'Axi=a][B'Bxi = b]. Now (7) =>"3x2: &[A'Ax2 = v][B'Bx2=-v] => 
£[v£C(A'A) ][ V &G(B' B) ] => v=0 because of joint consistency 
of A'Ax=a and B*Bx=b for arbitrary aE)£.(A*A) => 
2R. (A* A)r\R (B'B)=0 by proposition U.// 
18, An Extremum Theorem 
The following theorem is a foundation for the technique 
for finding local extrema of a constrained functional common­
ly called the method of Lagrange multipliers, 
Luenberger (1969), 
Theorem 5 If x" is an extremum of the functional f subject 
to the constraints gi(x)=Of i=1 to n inclusive, and x° is a 
regular point of these constraints, then there exist n 
scalars h», i=1 to n inclusive that render the functional 
f(x)+ lEi*ihigi(x) stationary at xo. 
This chapter comes to a conclusion here. It has been 
written to assemble concepts, results, and methods which will 
be used in the development of subsequent chapters= 
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III CONDITIONAL INVERSES AND PROJECTION OPERATORS 
1. Some Useful Properties of Conditional Inverses 
This chapter will primarily discuss projection opera­
tors, Conditional inverses can be made to play a very natu­
ral role in the construction of projection operators and will 
be examined here in some detail. In the previous chapter, 
CI(A) was used to represent the set of conditional inverses 
of a matrix A» Matrices appended with a protrusion, intro­
duced in the previous chapter and defined to be square with 
the property X»X = 0, XJ( = 0, will be frequently used in 
this chapter, 
proposition 1 Let A be an arbitrary matrix. Then 
A* in CI (A) implies all of the following properties, 
1. %\AA*)f\'e(A) = 0, 
2. nt(A) = Or 
3. = 0, 
4. %.(&)(! "5^ (A*A) = 0, 
5. (A*) = 0, 
6. ?R.{AA*)n C'(A) = 0. 
Discussion: 
1. A* ECI (A) => AA*A=A. 
Assume îîC(AA*)f| TCCA) *0» implying 3aS."G(A), a*0: aElR/"(XA*) => 
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AA*a=0 => 3g: a=AgfO and AA*Ag=0. Since AA*A=A, then 
AA*Ag=Ag=a=0, a contradiction => (AA*) O IC (A) =0. 
2. %^(AA*) => Gf(A*)%C(A)=0. 
3. Assume 1R.^(A) Q C(A*A) ^0, implying 3A*AgfO: AA*Ag=0. 
Now A*AgfO => AgfO because if Ag=0, then A*Ag=0, a 
contradiction. Since AA*A=A, then AA*Ag=Ag#0 contradicting 
AA*Ag=0 => Sl^(A) r\ Ç (A*A)=0. Properties 4, 5, and 6 are es­
tablished analogously to 1, 2, and 3.// 
corollary: &[f:(AA*) = tS(A) ][at(A*A) = T&(A) ] 
Discussion; Jros proposition 1; item 5. %R.(A) || "G (A*) =0 -> 
by proposition II.2. The reasoning is analo­
gous for lRX&*a) =!&(&)"// 
It should be noted here that K("*) ^  and 
(A*) = For instance, A=(1,2)* implies (1,0) S CI (A), 
however? no vector in lu((1,0)') is in cCâ) = 
For convenience, let the convention be adopted that A* 
without qualification will denote an arbitrary element of 
CI (A). If arbitrariness is stated, it is only for emphasis. 
igmma_1 I^ÎA) 0 iCd-AA*) = ^(I) . 
Discussion: Since ^(A)= and all x E6(1) can be writ 
ten as ( I - A A*+AA*)x=(I-A&*)x+ & A*x, then 
e (A) + lS(I-aa*) = ed) - To show- £(A)n CCÎ-.--A*) =0, consider 
(I-AA*)g*0. Assume (I-AA») g t^.(A) =>3h; (I-AA*)g=AA*h. By 
lemma II. 8 g=p+q with ptl£(A), q£C^(A) => (I-AA*) g = 
(I-AA*)g = AA»h => q = AA*(h+q)& ^ (AA*)^ (A) = 
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(&)n A)=0 => q=0 => (I-AA*)g=0, a contradiction. The 
statement of the lemma follows,// 
lemma 2 S[ H (AH) * £ CI (A) <= = > lR(A)r\ (H) =0 ] 
[ (HA) •H£ CI (A) <==> (H)nie(A)=0 ] 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let T&(A)nTe^(H)fO. 
= > A#0' : g'AH=0'. 
assume H(AH)*£CI(A) => AH(AH>»A=A => g* AH (AH) *A=g « A => OfO, 
a contradiction => H (AH) * ^  CI (A) . 
(<==) Let 'o^(A)Ue^(H) =0. 
By definition AH(AHy*AH=AH, so (AH (AH)•A-A)H=0. 
Now 'R(A) r\ C^(H)=0 => AH(AH)*A=A by proposition II.1, implying 
H (AH) * e CI (A) , 
The second equivalence can be established by a symmetric 
reasoaing.// 
This result should be compared to a theorem of 
Sjsrhamaar (1958) «hich states: if and only if 
rank(BA) = rank(A), then (RA)*R includes all conditional 
inverses of A (R running through the set of matrices of 
adequate order!. It should be noted that if H 
then lemma 2 implies CI(A) =3 {H(AH)*}; however, 
CI (A) c= {8(AH)*) because the restricted choice of K = I is 
sufficient for a complete description of CI(A). It is 
inferred that CI (A) = (H (AH) *: TR. (A) Q €''(H) =0} = 
{(HA)*H: ît"" (H)ne (A)=0) . Thus to each A* in CI (A), matrices 
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G and H can be found such that A = H(AH)* = (GA)»G. 
By theorem II.3, it can be noted that any two 
conditional inverses of a matrix are related by additions of 
arbitrary orthogonal complements of the row and column spaces 
of any particular conditional inverse. It is natural to ask 
if a conditional inverse of a matrix always exists that en­
tirely spans the column and row space of the original matrix. 
If such a matrix exists? it could be considered, in some 
sense- a foundation on which all other conditional inverses 
rest. The condition 
GG[ Â+E CI (Â)][q&(a+)= TS(a) ][%:(&+)= ^ {â) ] to define is due 
to Moore (1920). Such a formulation seems more intuitive 
than that of Penrose (1955). Some of the properties of 
will now be determined and related to the properties given by 
Penroseo 
Remark^] For all matrices A ,  3n :  A * N A *  &  C I ( A )  and, an 
appropriate choice for N is 
Discussion: By theorem 11.4, (AA*)* and (A'A)* exist. 
Now A»NA»£CI(A) <==> AA'NA«A=A, so 
(AA' {&'&}**'&=(&; (A'A)*a'A because 6[ =0 j 
[proposition 11=2] => AA'(AA*)*A=A. By the same reasoning-
ft (A'A)A=r. implying AA»NA»A=A => A'NA' is in CÎ(A) when 
N = ( A A ' )  * A ( A ' A )  * . / /  
Remark 2 A'NA*£CI(A) => S[ JR. (A • NA • ) = <l(A* ) ] 
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[t;(A'NA')= C(A') ]. 
Discussion: Let A'NA*ECI(A). 
Assume T&(A'NA')f*t(A'). However, "RCA* NA') C= lfi(A• ) = C(A) => 
^Ag^O: A'NA'Ag=0 by lemma 11.13. However, by proposition 1, 
item 2f it is concluded that A'NA* A CI(A), a contradiction => 
1&(A'NA')= fL(A') . 
To show C\A'NA»| = C^{A*) requires an analogous reason­
ing.// 
Remark 3 5[ A* NA' Ê CI( A) ][ A'ciA' t CI (A) ] => A'ah'=k'nA'. 
Discussion; Clearly A (A'NA') ?.= A {A'ms») a. Applying proposi­
tion II.1 twice leads to A'NA'=A'MA'.// 
In view of the existence and the uniqueness of a matrix 
A'NA' in CI(A), let this matrix be used as the fundamental 
element in theorem II.2. 
Definition : The basic conditional decomposition of any 
matrix A* S CI (A) is the expression A* = A'NA'+-AR+SA_ where 
A'SA'SCI(A), C (-A) = %\A) , ^(A-.)=^^(A) and R, S are such 
that _AR, SA_ , RA, AS are defined. 
This definition is validated by theorem II.3. 
2emark_% A'NA* SCI (A) => (A • NA* ) A (A • KA • ) = A'NA». 
Discussion: A'NA* SCI (A) => A (A « NA ' ) A ( A'NA» i = A (A «NA. 
Proposition II.1 => (A'NA') A (A'NA») =A»NA»-// 
Remark_5 A*NA'£CI(A) => 5[ (A (A* NA* ) ) ' =A (A* NA') ] 
[ ((A'NA') A) ' = (A'NA') A]. 
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Discussion: A'A=A'(A'NA')'A'A=A'A(A'NA')A => 
AN'AA'A = AA'NA'A by proposition II.1, so that 
(A (A'NA •) ) • =A (A'NA') • Reasoning on AA* in symmetric fashion 
leads to the second result,// 
At this point; the useful properties, relative to this 
work, of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, A+, are stated in 
lemma 3. Interest centers not only on the results proper, 
which are well known, but also on the short, elementary argu­
ments producing the results. 
Leaaa 3 For all matrices A, A'NA'S CI(A), and &'NA* is 
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Furthermore, the Moore-
penrose pseudoinverse is unique and has as its column space, 
the roe space of the original matrix and as its row space, 
the column space of the original matrix. 
Discussion: By remark 1, A'NA* in CI (A) exists for all A. 
It satisfies all the properties of the Moore-Penrose 
pseudoinverse by remarks % and 5. By remark 3, the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse is unique. By remark 2, the row and 
column spaces are as stated.// 
LeiniBa__ji Let S be symmetric. If X in CI{S) is restricted to 
the extent that X is unique^- then X is symmetric. 
Discussion: X S CI(S) => SXS=S => S'X'S*=S' => SX»S = S => 
X'eci(S), If X'fX, then clearly X & CI(S) is not unique, a 
contradiction => X*=X, the definition of symmetry.// 
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Corollary The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a symmetric 
matrix is symmetric. 
Lemma_5 &[AG'=0][3t(G')cz <&(&')] <==> 3 A» E CI (A) : 
A * A A ' = A'+G' 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let AG*=0 and 1R(G*) c= R(A'). 
Assume Ja*£ CI (A): A*AA'=A'+G'. Let Q: QAA'=A»+G«. Such a 
Q exists because o^(AA®) = ) and %(A'4G*} c= R.(A* ) . Now 
Ç g CI(A) by assumption. But kQAk'=kk'*0 < - = >  A Q A =h >  
a contradiction => 3 A*: &*&&'=&'+G'. 
<==) Let 3A*; A*AA'=A'+G'. 
=> AA*AA'=AA'=AA'+AG' <==> AG»=0, Now A*AA'=A'+G' => 
G!=(A*a-I)A« => <R.CG«) c=.1R.{A») by lemma II.9// 
Corollary 1 = A® ~ 
Corollary 2 AA+ = A(A'A)»A*. 
Discussion: A*AA+=A' => A+= (A* A) •A'+ (I-_A) Z for some Z, where 
_A) = ^{A) f because A+ is not a general solution to 
A9AX=A*. So aA+=A(A'A)*A'.// 
Remark 6 Let V be symmetric positive semidefinite. Then 
V=S'S <==> V+=S+S*+. 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let V=S'S. 
V symmetric positive semidefinite => S is real. It need only 
be shown that S+S*+ satisfies the four classic properties of 
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the Moore-Pentose pseudoinverse. Using corollary 1 to 
lemma 5, 
1. VS+S'+V=S'SS+(S'+S'S)=5'(S'+S'S)=S'S. 
2. S + S'+VS + S*+ = S+(S'+(S'SS+)S'+) = S+(S'+(S')S'+) = S + S' + . 
3s VS+S'+ = (S'SS+)S'+ = S'5'+ which is symmetric by defini­
tion of S'+. 
'4, S+S — V = S+(S*+S'S} = S+S which is symmetric. 
(<==) Let V+=S+S*+. 
Then V=S'S fcllovs from (*+)+=& which is an immediate conse­
quence of the classic definition of A+.// 
lemma 6 To each A* in CI(A) , 3Q: a*A=I+_AQ where 
Ç (-A)= %^(A) . 
Discussions Since A(I-A*n)=0, I-A*A =-AS where 
^ ( _A} = (h) e so A*a=I4_Ag where Q=-R.// 
The methods being used here often seem to provide a cer­
tain streamlining of proofs found in the literature. The 
decomposition of (AB)+ due to Ciine(1964) is a rather typical 
case. The gain in space in this case is moderate as is the 
gain in ease in discovering a proof. In any case, it should 
be realized that the real difficulty involved in clir.s's 
decomposition is not cnç of proof, bat of discovery» 
proposition 1 as well as proposition II.2 bring to mind 
the question of where, or in what set, must vectors be chosen 
so that they are not orthogonal to a prescribed linear space. 
Lemma 7 and its corollary provide an answer. 
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Lemma 7 AgfO <= = > 3 A* £ CI (A): g & A* A) . 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let Ag#0. 
Define _A by C (-A) = %^(A) , then A* has a basic conditional 
decomposition of which A*=A++.AR, R arbitrary such that RA 
and _AP exist, is a special case. Thus A*A = A+A+ _ARA. Also 
g=p+q where 0#p e.1t(A) and q tR*'(A). Now since 
A) = 1R(A + A) = S(A^A) by the corollary to proposition 1, 
lemma II.2 and the definition of => 3 f: p=A+Af. Also 
qSw{-^) => 3b: q= -ilb => 3R: JlRAf=q by the choice 
R= (01 (1/c) b J 0) where (1/c)b is the -jth column of R and the 
scalar c is the jth element of the vector Af for which c*0. 
Such a nonzero element is assured by the fact that p#0 be­
cause p=0 => Ay=0, which is false. So 
-ARAf==A ( (1/c) b) c= Jkb=g. In review, given AgfO, an R has 
been found that produces an A* in CI (A) such that g£C(A*A). 
(< = =) Let 0#y S. S (A* A} for some A* in CI(a) = 
By proposition 1, item 3 f) G(A*A) =0, so gE.'C(A*A) => 
AgfO.// 
Proposition 2 Let A he an arbitrary pxq matrix and let 
C(^)= R"" ( A V , K(A- ) = , Then 
1. g £,*£.( A) => the component u of A*g in A) is 
invariant for all A*8 CI(A), 
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2. &[0#g&e(A) ][h&Rf(A)] => 3A* &CI(A): A*g=u+h where 
u is the unique component of A»g in T(^(A) , 
3. 0#g T  C^(A) => [z£lt(Ip) = > 3 A * £ C I ( A): z=A*g ]. 
Discussion: 
1. Let g &C{A} . 
Using the basic conditional decomposition, A*=A++_AR+SA_, 
g &(r(A) => A*g=A^g (±)_ARg because o(A^)= ^ (A). Since A + g is 
the component of A*g in "#^(A) and since A^, by lemma 3, is 
unique, it follows that A+g is uniquely dependent on g. 
2. Let C#g E.S(a) and ht^^'CA). An A*£CI(A); A*g=u + h 
is sought. Since any A»2.CI(A) provides the component u, A» 
is to be selected to produce the component h. 
Now A*g=u+.ABg and h£"R^(A) => 3t; h=_At. Since R is arbi­
trary with _AR and RA defined, 3R: t=Hg because g=0 has been 
3. Let C#g E. t.^(A) . 
= > A*g = 0+JVRg+SA_ g. Since R is arbitrary, JVRg can be any 
vector in IR^CA) . Since S is arbitrary, with SA- and AS 
defined, S can be selected so that SJLg is any vector in 
A) implying that? for any given g? E ; A*g traces 
out all vectors in ) as A» varies throughout CI(A).// 
At this cointf it is tempting to hypothesise that a 
complete set cf matrices X such that % ( A )  Q C^(X)=0 is CI ( A ) .  
However, lemma 7 shows this to be false, and that the set in 
question contains CI ( A ) U ( A * A ) .  
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2. The Operator X (ZX)*Z 
Ey lemma 11.26, it was seen that any projection operator 
onto Ç(A) was expressible as AA* for some A* in CI (A). In 
order to project ontc some known subspace, (f(AQ), of G{A), 
the results which follow will be used. 
Propositions 3 and 5 can be found in Rao and Mitra 
(1971) but were established independently by me prior to the 
publication of that «orlc. 
Proposition 3 AZAZ=HZ <==> Z has the form Z=H{&H}*+_^F 
with H, F arbitrary with _AF and FA defined, ( _A) = (A) . 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let AZ project onto ^(AH), H arbitrary. 
Applying lemma 11=26 with AH replacing X, the most general 
form of Z is H(AH)*+_AF. 
(<==) Let Z=H(AH)*+_AF. Clearly AZAZ=AZ.// 
A second approach to proposition 3 is to suppose AH 
is given and an F is sought such that cCÂHRj= c(hK) and 
AHBAHB = AHR. Proposition II.2 implies '^(AH)f\ ^ ^(8) =0» so 
that 5[ AHRAHR=AHB ][ 'R(AH)n =0 3 => AHaAH=AH by proposi­
tion II,1. Thus R is in CI (AH) by definition of CI (AH). It 
fellows that Z = HR+_Af=H (AH) *+J\F. 
Proposition 3 will now be used to provide a different 
answer to a theorem by Mitra (1968) . 
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PioppsitioD 4 ZAZ=Z < = = > 3 H : 6[Z=H(AH)*][ ( A) f| (H) =0 ]. 
Discussion: The solution set to ZAZ=Z is a subset of the 
solution set to AZAZ=AZ. Introducing the general solution in 
Z to AZAZ=AZ into ZAZ=Z implies H(AH)*AH(AH)*+_A?_AF= 
H(AH)*+_AF =>_AF = 0 => H (AH) *AH(AH) * = H (AH) * <= = > 
(^(A)n C(H)=0 (1) 
because, ty definiticn AH(AH)*AH(AH)*=AH(AH)and by 
proposition 11,1 [AH(AH)*AH(AH)* = AH(AH)* => H(AH)*AH(AH}* = 
K (AH) * ] < = = > 5<.^(A)P| TC(H) =0. So if 5t^(A) pj c (") then the 
implication [ AH ( AH) * AH (AH) * = AH (AH) * => H ( JVH) (AH) * = H (AH) * ] 
is false. But since AH (AH) *AH (AH) •=AH (AH) • is true, for the 
above implication to be false, H(AH)*AH(AH)*=H(AH)* must be 
false => [ H (AH) *AH(AS) *=H(AH) * => "^.^(A)^ G(H)=0]. Also if 
n ^ <H)=0, proposition II. 1 implies H (AH) •AH (AH) * = K (AH) 
thus proving (1) by which the proposition follows.// 
£orcllari_J ZAZ=Z <==> 3g: 6[ Z= (GA) *6 ][ (A) FL 1R.(G) =0 ]. 
Discussion: îhe discussion is analogous to that of proposi­
tion 4.// 
Corollary 2 ZAZ=Z <==> Z=H(GAH)*G where G and H are arbi­
trary and ^(H) =0 iniist be satisfied. 
Discussion: ïhis result is a combination of the results of 
proposition 4 and its corollary 1-// 
Proposition 5 A Z A Z A  =  A Z A  <==> [3H,P,Q: Z=H(AH)*+ _AP+QA_] 
<==> [3G,P,Q: Z=(GA) *G+ _AP+OA_ ] where (Jl)= TR.^(A) , 
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R(A_) = and P, Q are such that _AP, PA, AQ, Qfl_ are 
defined. 
Eiscussion: 
( ==>) Let AZAZA=AZA. 
=> (AZAZ-AZ)A=0. The most general form of AZ is 
AZ=AQA +ANA' (2) 
=> AZAZ-AZ=ANA*AQA_+ANA'ANA»-AQA_-flNA*. So 
(AZAZ-AZ)A=C => ANA •ANA» = ANA« => ANA' idempotent => 
ANA'-ANA'(ANA')* foe some (ANA')*, that is by the choice 
I  A M  a n  *  =  A N A %  
= > ÂKÀ' has the form AH (AH) for some ti, that is by H=NA'. 
(2) => AZ = AQA_+AH(AH)* => Z = H (AH) *+-AP+QA-. 
{<==) Let Z=H _ArtQA_. 
=> aZAZA=AZA ty substitution, 
The second double implication is shown in a manner sym­
metric to the discussion above,// 
Now let us turn directly to the form A(ZA)*Z. 
i€n]ma_8 5[A(ZA)*ZA = A <==> 1(^(2)0 €(&) = 0] 
[ZA(ZA)*Z = Z <==> 11(2)11 1£r(A) = 0]. 
Eiscussion: Ey definition ZA(ZA)*Zâ=ZA. The lemma follows 
directly frcm. proposition II.1.// 
£Sï£iiàîI_I w(Z) rs c(A) => à (Zâ) ^ ZA=A and 
1^(A)Z3%(Z) => ZA(ZA)*Z=Z. 
Eiscussion: TR.(Z) =5 |^(A) => (Z) Q )^(A) =0 by lemma II.7, 
Also T^(A) TR.(Z) => 'IR.(Z) n C.^(A) =0. Then apply lemma 3.// 
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At this point consider two matrices A and Z  
where )^(A) = Ç(Z).  Sy lemma II.9, 3g:  Z=AG and 
^(A) n C^(G) =0 by proposition II. 2. Now 
AG CG»A'AG) *G« A'AG = AG (3) 
ky lemma 2. So &[ 3R. (A) H e^(G) =0 ][ (3) ] => AG (G'A'AG) *G'A'A 
= A < = = > A'A[G(G'A»AG) *G» ]A'A = A»A because A« ) 0 € (A) =0 , 
implying G (G'A ' AG) *G• Ê CI (A" A) C*) 
So Z (Z'Z) *Z' = flG(G'A« AG)*G'A' and (4) imply 3 (A * A) • £ CI ( A ' A) : 
2 (Z • Z)»Z* = A (A ' A)*A'. However, corollary 2 to lemma 5 and 
the uniqueness of the ri00re= Penrose pseudoinverse imply 
Z (Z«Z) *Z* = A (A'A) for all choices of (Z*Z) * and (A'à)*. 
This shows that C(A)='C(Z) implies Z (Z* Z) »Z* = A (A' A) •A* over 
all choices of conditional inverses of Z-Z and A'A. 
The motivation of the following proposition is to show 
that all valid projection operators onto C(X) with ^^(2) as 
a valid subspace of the direction space of projection car. be 
expressed as X(ZX)*Z. 
Proposition 6 Let XHZ be a projection operator with X and 
Z given. Then lC(XHZ) = lg(X) <==> &[ H £ CI (ZX) ] 
[ 'R'(2)ri'e(x)=ci. 
Discussion : 
(=->} Let Ig(XRZ) = ig(X) and XHZ be iderapotent, 
= > "^(HZ) n lG(X) =0 because, 
assume (HZjfl €{X) #0, implying 3xg^0: HZXg=0. Now 
•e(XHZ)=e(X) => 3f: XHZf=Xg => XHZf=XHZXg by the 
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idempotence of XHZ. Eut 0itXHZf=XHZXg=0, a contradiction => 
TS^'"(HZ)r\ie(X) =0 => lR.\z) n e(X) =0 (5) 
= > R\z)ne(XHZ) =0. Now &[lR^(HZ)n e(X)=0][XHZXHZ = XHZ] 
= > XHZX = X by proposition II. 1. (Z)H C(XHZ) =0 => Z X H Z X = Z X  
= > H £ CI (ZX) (6) 
So (6) and (7) complete the implication (= = >) . 
(<==) Let H= (ZXL*, IR^Z) n € (X) =0. 
= > e (XHZ) ='CjX (ZX) *Z) because by lemma 8 g(XHZ) = l6(X) =3 
\ i.(X(ZX) *Z) =) e(X(ZX)^*ZX) = ^ (X) .// 
Reconsidering the previous proposition^ let H=(GZX)*G 
aith ^^(GZ) n-gCX) =0, Clearly X (G2X) '^GZ is a projection 
operator onto (^(X) and it could be asked if this does 
uescjLxbe à larger class of îi than givsn by proposition 5# 
The answer is no if it can be shown that (ZX)* g CI(ZX) : 
(ZX) *= (GZX) *G. By definition, GZX (GZX) *GZX=GZX. 
Now (GZ) [{ l£(X) =0 -) ïv (G) fj ^ (ZX) =0 because assume 
H^{GZ)fl ^ (X)=0 and %^(G)n G(ZX) ^0, so it follows that 
3zXg#0: GZXg=C. However, ZXg#0 => Xg#0 => GZXg#0 because 
lR.^(GZ)n £ (X) =G, a contradiction implying (R^(G)n, £(ZX) =0 => 
2X (GZX)+GZX=2X => (GZX)*G£ CI (ZX) => a larger class of H is 
net described in this manner. 
New that proposition 6 brings out X(ZX)*Z with 
(Z) n G(X) = C as a set of projection operators onto 10(X) 
for various suitable Z, it could be asked, if the constraint 
(Z) f| (X) =0 were relaxed, could other projection opera­
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tors possibly fce obtained with perhaps a subspace of 1G(X) as 
the projection space. Another way of looking at this ques­
tion is by means of the following remark. 
5emark_7 The form A (ZA)*Z describes, for appropriate choices 
cf Z, all projection operators having a subspace of "£(&) as 
its range space, 
Eiscussion: l^(AQ) describes all subspaces of C.(A) for dif­
ferent choices of 0, Ey lemma 11,26? AQ(AQ)» describes the 
set of all prcjection operators onto C(?.Q). For any (AQ)* 
in CI(AC), C(AQ)* is a conditional inverse of some matrix T. 
Using lemma 2, for all Q, there exists a Z; (ZA)•Z = Q(AQ)*, 
implying that the projection operator AQ(AQ)* can 
alternatively be written as A(ZA)*Z.// 
Proposition 7 Let Z and X be such that ZX exists, let 
(ZX)* £ CI(ZX). Then [X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator] <==> 
CB[ (Z)n e(X)=0 ]£ ^(Z)n e^(X) =0 ]. 
Eiscussion; 
(==>) let NOR[ -JR^Z),", e(X)^0][ KCZ)n eNx)=0]. 
= > G[T%i(Z)niie(X)#Oj[(&(Z)n ie^(X)#0]. Sow => 
Jg'Z#0': g'ZX=C', Since for all g'Z, 3n: g'Z=n*Z*Z, then 
•RiZ) n tC*(X) *0 =>3znit0: n'Z'ZX=0' -> 3zn#0: Zn6 S'^(ZX} . 
Proposition 2, item 3 states 0#Zn6C~(ZX) => (ZX) *Zn traces 
%t(Is) as (ZX)* varies over CI (ZX) . Now ^\z)n C(X) #0 => 
3xe.€(X), xfO: Zx=0. So choose (ZX) * £ CI (ZX) : x=(ZX)*Zn. 
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Then 0=X (ZX)^*ZX (ZX)^*Zn = X (ZX)^*Zn/0 => X(ZX^fZX(ZX^*Z#X(ZX^*Z 
= > X (ZX)*Z is not a projection operator. 
(<==a) Let 3^(Z)niC(X)=0. 
Define P=X(ZX)*Z where (ZX)* is a fixed arbitrary element of 
CI(ZX), sr (7)0.'C<X)=01[ lemma 8] => PP=[ X (ZX) »ZX ] (ZX) »Z= 
fX](ZX)*Z=P => P is a projection operator. 
{<==b) Let %(Z)n =0, 
The reasoning is the same as in part a above where the fact 
that A (Z)n ^'•(X)=0 => ZX(ZX)*Z=Z is taken from lemma 8.// 
CorgllaH SCH(Z)=3 ^ (X) => X(2X)*Z is a projection opera­
tor ][ Ig (X) => ft (Z) => X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator ]= 
In the preceding corollary, note that if X(ZX)*Z is a 
projection operator, then it can not be concluded that either 
^(2) 1^(X) or c(X) 31(3) is valid. This is easily seen 
by letting X'=(0,1: and Z=(1,1). 
When X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator, it is of interest 
to be able to determine both the projection space and the di­
rection space of projection. The following two propositions 
attempt to explore these spaces. 
Proposition 8 Let P=X(ZX)*Z be a projection operator. Then 
L R^(S)n e{>:;=0 J <==> r? projects onto ] and 
L C'-*) J P projects onto î^(XT) where T depends 
on the particular choice of (ZX) • in CI (ZX) . 
Discussion : 
(a) To show (Z)f\ "C. (X) =0 <==> P projects onto C(X) , 
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( ==>) Let %\z)n If (X) =0. 
Note that X(ZX)*Z projects onto TC (X) <= = > 
5[g£ e (X) => Fg=g]tg^Ê(X) => Pgfg]. 
Assume F does not project onto C(X) , implying 
CE[3gte(X); Pgî'gJEa g^-CCX) : Pg=g] (7) 
Gelation (7) will be shown to be false by showing that both 
of its alternatives are false, as follows. 
Alternative 1: Assume 3g£."C(X): Pg#g, implying 3t: PXtrXt. 
However, applying (Z) 0 "C(X) =0 to lemma 8 leads to 
X{ZX)*2Xt=Xt for ail t, so that alternative 1 can nevec be 
true. 
Alternative 2: Assume 3g^ G(X): Pg=g. However, X(ZX)*Zg6 
C(X) and since g a c(a), clearly Pgeg. Thus alternative 2 
can never fce true either* 
Falseness of (7) implies falseness of the assumption 'P 
does net project onto ^(X) ', implying P must project onto 
C(X). 
(<==) Let P project onto iS'{X) . 
= > [9E. C(X) => Pg = g]. But qZCit) => jt; y-Xt => PXt=Xt 
fcr all t => X(ZX)*ZX=X => %^(Z)n C(X) =0 by lemma 8. 
<k) To show (2)]) Ç (X) #0 => P projects onto a subspace of 
^(X) depending on the choice of (ZX)* in CI(ZX). Clearly 
g^C'iX) => Pg#g => [ Eg=g => g&C(X) ]. The projection space 
is therefore constrained in C(X), so let g=Xt and ask where 
is t so that FXtrXt. By lemma 6, (ZX)*ZXt=(I+ JZX)R)t 
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where [ JZX) ]= (2X) and R depends on the choice (ZX) * 
in CI(ZX). Define T by C(T) = (X JZX) 8) and notice that 
1 depends on the choice of (ZX)* through 8. Thus X(ZX)*ZXT 
= XT and if t4e(T), then X(ZX)*ZXt = Xt+X JZX) Rt#Xt.// 
Proposition 9 Let P=X(ZX) *Z be a projection operator. Then 
C "R (Z) r\'C^(X) =0 ] <==> [ R^(Z) is the direction space of 
projection of E] and [ïi(Z)P| 1^"(X) #0 ] => P projects along 
2R.'(Z) ©^(BZ) where lî^(BZ) depends on the element (ZX) • 
chosen frcm CI(ZX). 
Discussion : 
(a) To show K(Z)n €-^(X)=0 <==> îR.^(Z) is the direction 
space of projection of PI 
( ==>) Let lR(Z)r\ e'(X)=0. 
£y lemma 8, "SlCZ) Q (X) =0 => ZX(ZX)*Z=Z so that g E. ( Z ) => 
Wf ~  r% _ V »-»_._/> — — a ~ ._v. r r  ^  ^  r r v  # r r * r % « 4 » r T — —  X .  iy-v ^ aiiu / ha \  HA f  
X(ZX)*ZgfO => 1R,^(Z) is the direction space of projection. 
(<==) Let (Z) be the complete direction space of 
projection of P. Thus g & (Z) <= = > Pg=0. 
Assume "K(Z)n (2 (X)fO. Since P is a projection operator, 
then, fay proposition 7, 'R^{Z)fl C (X) =0- ^(Z/Pl G^(X} ^ 0 => 
3g& %,{Z) : g»2'#û and g'Z»ZX = 0. So choosing (ZX)*=(ZX) + 
= > (ZX:*Zg=0 sc that a (ZX)* is found for which g4^^CZ) 
causes X(ZX)*Zg=0 => IR^(Z) is not the complete direction 
space of projection, a contradiction implying 3l(Z)f] C^(X) =0, 
(t) To Show îR(Z)(\ (X) #0 causes the direction space of 
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projection to depend on the choice of (ZX) 
Clearly g 6 %^(Z) => Fg=0 => the direction space of projection 
contains IR^(Z). Now, lR(Z)n => 3zgfO: 
g'Z'ZX = C => Zg E (ZX) because by lemma 13, g'Z'Z can be made 
an arbitrary vector in T%(Z). Thus by proposition 2, item 3, 
(ZX)*Zg traces ^(Ig) as (ZX)* varies over CI{ZX), Thus 
(ZX)_* can be chosen such that X(ZX),*Zg=0, that is, there 
exist vectors, g being an example, not in îR'(Z) which are in 
the direction space of projection of P. Since (ZX)*Zg can 
trace it is clear that the choice of (ZX)* influences 
this direction space of projection, since t^(X(ZX)^*Z) is 
linear, the space of all vectors orthogonal to C(^(ZX)^*Z) is 
linear, and can thertfcre be expressed m the form 
%^(Z) + %^(BZ) . E dependent on the choice (ZX) * in CI(ZX),// 
The next proposition may appear to state little. Howev­
er, notice that it contains no direct assumptions about 
X(ZX)*Z being a projection operator Nevertheless, the fact 
that X(2X)*ZXH=XH makes it act as a projection operator. 
i£0£osition_1C X (ZX) *ZXa=XH <==> iR (ZX) n C^(H) =0 ] 
[ ^  (Z)H £(XH) =0 ]. 
Eiscussion: 
{==>) Let XiZX) *ZXH=XH, . 
Assume &[ IR. (ZX) H e^(H) =0 ][ (Z)!! C(XH)=0] is false => 
CB[%L(ZX)n e''(H)#0 ][ TR'^(Z) n f%XH)fO], 
£c proceeding in two steps. 
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(a) If lR\z)n C(XH)fC, 
then 3xHgfO: ZXHg=0 => 0#XHg=X(ZX)*ZXHg=0, a contradiction 
= > (Z)n C =0, therefore: 
(k) (Z)^ C(XH)=0 and l5t(ZX) Q C^'CH) J'O. 
lemma 9 => X (2X) •ZXH^XH(ZXH) *ZXH, but (Z)fj C(XH) =0 
= > XH (ZXH)*ZXH = XH by proposition II. 1 => X(ZX)*ZXH#XH, 
a contradicticr implying R(ZX)H iC (H)=0. 
(<==) Let &[ lR(ZX)n e''(H)=0][ (Z)RC(XH)=0]. 
Ey definition, ZXH (ZXH) * ZXH=ZXH. 1R-^(Z) R e(XH) =0 => 
XH (ZXH) *ZXH = XH by proposition 11,1. Since CI (ZX) = fH (ZXH) *; 
"C (H) =0], then X(ZX)*Z%H=XH.// 
ÇQrçllary_1 X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator <==> 
3H: &[ R{2X) 11 ^^H) = 0][ Tv (2)0, e(XH)=0]= 
Discussion: Let &[ R(ZX) fj (H) =0 ][ RNz)(]e(XH) =0 j. 
Clearly ZXH (ZXH)* ZXH (ZXH) *2 = ZXH(ZXH)*Z (8) 
Now &[ (8)][ %^(Z)0 t(XH}=0] <==> 
XK (ZXH) *ZXH (ZXH) »Z = XH(ZXH)*Z (9) 
However, "R(ZX) fj •^-(H) =0 <= = > H(ZXH)*ECI(ZX). 
So £-[ (9) ][ « (ZX) n C^(H) = 0 3 < = = > X(ZX)*ZX(ZX)*Z = X(ZX)*Z 
<==> X (ZX)*Z is a projection operator»// 
ÇorçUari_2 Ï H: 5[ % (ZX) Û e'(Hj =0 ][ (Z) H =0 j <==> 
cEr (Z) n e(X) =0 ]['R(Z) il e"(x) =0 ]. 
Liscussion; îhis result is a direct combination of the pre­
vious corollary and proposition 7.// 
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Fi0£0£iti0n_J[J UC(X(ZX)*ZX) is a linear space <==> 
#,''(2)0 G(X) =0. 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let (Z)^ 'e(X) fO. 
Assuuie UC{X(2X)*ZX) IS linear, thus egual to 
= > 3(ZXffO,ZXgZO): 5[Xf + Xg#0 ][ZXf+ZXg=0 ] 
= > Z[X {ZX)^*ZXf + X(ZX)^*ZXg]=0 
for all choices of (ZX)^* and (ZX)^ in CI(ZX), 
S[X (ZXX*ZXf#0 ][X (ZX)-ZXf £ (2(X (ZX)-ZX) J 
•t i 
&[X(2X)^*ZXq#0][X{2X)^*ZXg£ £{X(ZX)*ZX) ]. 
(10) => Oa[X {2X)^*2Xf+X (ZX)^*ZXg=0 ][X (ZX)^*ZXf + X(ZX)^*ZXg ^  
C(X (ZX)*ZX) ], 
Assume X (ZX)^*ZXf + X (ZX)^*ZXg=t = 0, so ZXf+ZXg = 0 => 
X(ZXi*ZXf-X(ZXX*ZXf=t=0 for all (ZX)* and (ZX)*. Using the 
* 6 i 2. 
^  3 1  4 / -yvx  i  'J  \  m f  7  V  % —S,  
1, 2 
X JZX) SZXf-X JZX) SZXf=C for all R, S => X JZX) =0 => 
3^(X) c= Ï^(ZX) => R^(Z)nC(X)=0 by proposition II.2, a 
contradiction. So (10) => X(ZX^*ZXf+X(ZX^*ZXg4lS(X(ZX)*ZX) 
= > £CX(ZX)^*ZX) is not linear. 
(<==} Let ^ (2)f| ^  (X) =0. 
=> X(ZX)*ZX=X by lemma 8. Since £CX) is linear? 
(^{X(ZX)*ZX) IS independent of (ZX)* and therefore Iznear»// 
C(X(ZX)*ZX) 
(10)  
clearly 
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3. Some Miscellaneous Results 
The importance of the results in this section appears 
marginal. The following lemma states facts which, in view of 
the previous material in this chapter, are not unexpected. 
Lemma 10 XAM is a projection operator <==> 
&[ 2 H: XH(HXH) •M = XAH]OR[ l?(XH)(\'5l^ (M)=0][ (XH) Q iR («) =0 ] 
< = = >  
SrlH: X{HMX) *HM=XAH ]0R[ tS (X) n =0][ e* (X) fl K (HH) =0 ] 
<= = > 
6[ 3 G,H: XH(GHXH) *GM ]0R[ C (XH)^ (GM) =0] 
Discussion: Consider the original double implication. 
(==>) Let XAM be a projection operator. 
XAM idempotent => X {AHXA-A}H=0. Thus A is a particular 
solution to AMXA=A plus _XV+WM_ with V and W arbitrary such 
that _ X V ,  V M ,  ^ N D  X W  are defined. By proposition 4 ,  
AMXA=A <==> 3 H: A=H(MXH)* => XAM=XH (MXH) *H => [XH(MXH)*M is 
a projection operator <==> 
0F[ (H) =0][ ^ -(XH)H^(n) =0]]. 
{<==) This implication is a consequence of proposition 
7 e 
The second double implication is obtained in the same 
fashion by using the alternative solution A=(HMX)*H to the 
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equation AMXA=A. The third double implication is obtained by 
using corollary 2 of proposition %.// 
The following remark provides a construction of a matrix 
1, not necessarily null, such that TT=0, 
5 e B a r k _ 8  5 [  C  { X )  P ,  » " •  ( Z )  ] [  ^ ^  { X )  P ,  ®  ( z )  ]  = >  
[I=X{ZX) *Z (I-X (ZX) *Z) => TT=0]. 
Discussion: 
(a) If ZX=G, then 1=0 and ïT=0. 
(bj If ZXfO, then T=X(2X)*2-X(ZX)*2X(2X)*ZfO because by 
proposition 1, X(ZX)*Z is not idempotent. Simple multiplica­
tion shews IT=0.// 
Tocher(1952) showed that (I+AB)-i could be computed by 
inverting a possibly smaller matrix, namely (I+AB)-i= 
I-A (I + EA)-*E, This result can be applied to cases where I+AB 
Î C C'liintnlar' 
Bemark 9 I-A (I+EA)*E£ CI(1+AB) for all choices of (I+3A)* in 
CI(I+BA). 
Ciscussion: (I+AB) [ I-A (I + BA) *B ] (I+AB) 
= [ (I+AB) -(I + AB) A (I+EA) *8] (I + AB) 
= (I + AB) (I+AB)- (I + AB) A (I + BA) *3 (I + AB) 
= (I+AB) (I + AB)-A (I + BA) (I+BA)* (I + BA) B 
- (I + AE) (I + AB)-A (I+BA) B= (I + AB) (I + AB) - (I + AB) AB 
=I+AB.// 
The fcllcwing remark is both interesting and hopefully 
new. However, being without application in this work, it is 
just another curiosity. 
Bemark 10 Let S be a symmetric matrix and let h^O be an ei­
genvalue of S= Then every S* in CI (S) has at least one ei­
genvalue greater than or equal to h-i. 
Liscussion: Let x be a unit eigenvector of S, and S* be any 
particular conditional inverse of S. Then, x*Sx = x»S'S*Sx 
=> h = hhx'S*%. However^ let z'z=1; then 
hhx®S*x < hh Max z'S*z where Max 2*5*2 is the maximum eigen­
value h* of S*, sc that h = hhx*S*x < hh Max z'S*2 = hhh* => 
h* > h-i.// 
Corcllary Let S be a symmetric matrix with S* an arbitrary 
ccnditicnal inverse of 5. Then the largest eigenvalue of S* 
> the inverse of the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of S= 
A conditional inverse X of a matrix k satisfying XAX=X 
was defined by Bjerhammar(1958) and studied later by 
Bao(1967), whc called it a reflexive conditional inverse of 
A. This terminology is descriptive and will be adopted here-
Let the set PCI (A) be defined as; 
ECI(a) ={X: S£XS CI (A) ][ AE CI(X) ]} = 
It is clear that any member AO in RCI (A) must satisfy all six 
properties of proposition 1 with AO replacing A* and six ad­
ditional properties deduced from proposition 1 in which the 
rcles of AO and A are reversed. 
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lemina_11 &[X = A + +.jGA++A + HA_][GA + H = 0] => 
X E ECI (A) where (-A) = %^(A) and R{A_) = iC^'CA) . 
Eiscussion: Ey simple multiplication, since A+ is reflexive 
XAX = A++A + HA_ +-AGA + +_AGA+HA_ =X => X E ECI (A) because AXA=A.// 
I§Mà_i2 6[ 11(A) n =0 ][ ^ \A)nT:(H)=0] => 
H (AH) • e eCI (A) . Also AO 8 RCI(A) =>3h; AO = H (AH) * and this 
H: G[ lR.(A)n t^(H)=0 ][ 1^*^(A)nC(H)=0]. 
Eiscussion: Ey proposition 4, the complete set of solutions 
to ZAZ=Z can te expressed as 2=H(AH)* where H is any matrix 
satisfying {A)n •£(H)=0= By lemma 2, the complete set of 
solutions to AZA-=A can be expressed as Z=H (AH) * where H is 
any œàttix satisfying 5v(A)H C(H)=0. Thus, the COmpl«te set 
cf solutions to srazA=A ][ZAZ=Z ] can be expressed as Z=H(AH)* 
where H is any matrix such that 
6[ « (A) n (H) =0 ][ (A) n E(H) =0 ].// 
The result of lemma 12 is interesting in that reflexive 
conditional inverses are mentioned in the current literature 
with seme frequency. However, reflexive conditional inverses 
do net appear particularly useful to date, at least in my 
mind. 
Iemffla_i3 Let "«[ {ZX]_ 1= ^(ZX) and ^  [ JZX) ]= ôt*'(ZX) . Then 
1R.[ (ZXL z ]= %(Z) n e\x) and -e [ X JZX) ]= R'^(Z) 0 C(X) . 
Eiscussion: 
To show ^ [ (ZXL Z ]= lJi(Z)n (X). 
(a) Let X(Z)ncNx)=0. 
Hnzxi_ ]= ie\zx) => (ZXL ZX = 0. However, R(Z) =0 
= > [(ZXL ZX=0 => (ZXX_ Z=0] by proposition II.1. So (ZXL Z=0 
=> (ZXL z ]=o= 'IR(Z) n . 
(b) Let K(Z)n c''(X)''O. 
Now it must t€ shown that gç,R[(ZXLZ] <==> g E R(Z) [) (X) . 
If g£lR[(ZXLZ], then 3t: g' =t' (ZXL Z => g& R(Z) . Now, since 
|2XL ZX=0, then g»X=t» (ZXL ZX=0* => g t e^(X) . 
If ge^(Z)n C"(X)» then S[gtTR.(Z) ][gt îrMx) ]. 
Now g & A (Z) => 3z: g* = z'Z. 
also gi t-Nx) => g-X=0? => z«ZX=0, since (ZXL ]= t"(ZX}, 
z » Z X = 0 '  < = = >  Z £ R [ ( Z X L  3  => 3t: z»=tMZX) => g'=z ' Z =  
t' (2XL 2 -> qlHl (ZXL Z] = 
lo show "CC X JZX) ]= ÔL{2) n "C^CX), a reasoning completely anal­
ogous to the reasoning above can be followed»// 
lemma_]4 Let t (A) = 1R'(Z) fj C (X) and TR(B) = H(Z) Q e'" (X) . 
Then X(ZX)*Z=X(ZX)+Z+ABZ+XBS where there is a bilateral cor­
respondence between elements (ZX)» in CI(ZX) and matrices R 
and S, 
Discussion; Ising the basic decomposition of (ZX)*. 
(ZX) *= (ZX) ++ JZX)P+Q(ZX)_ where there is a bilateral 
correspondence between elements of (ZX)*ECI(ZX) and matrices 
f and g. So X (ZX) *Z = X (ZX)+Z + X JZX) PZ-»-XQ(ZXL Z. 
Using lemma 13, X J[ZX) P=AR and Q (ZXL Z=S3 so that 
X(ZX)*Z=X(ZX)+Z+AgZ+XSE with a bilateral correspondence be­
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tween elements (ZX)* in CI(ZX) and matrices S and S. The ma­
trices R and S provide all possible linear subspaces of 
TîC(Z)n€(X) and UK Z) C'^CX) .// 
Ccrcllary 1 If X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator, then 
Cfi[ X (ZX) *Z=X (ZX) +Z+ABZ ][ X (ZX) *Z=X (ZX) +Z + XSB ]. 
Discussion: X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator => 
CB['R(Z)Ue"^(X)=0][ r(X)=0 3. Since AR=X JZX) P and 
ZX JZX)=0; then using "R*" (Z)p, (X) =0 and proposition II. 1 => 
X JZX) =0 => X (ZX) *Z = X (ZX)+Z + XQ (ZX)_ Z =X (ZX)+Z + XSB. Likewise 
^ CZ)P| =0 => X (ZX) ^Z=X (ZX)-^Z + ARZ,// 
Çorçllar2_2 If X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator, projecting 
onto C(X) with direction space of projection (Z), then 
X (ZX) *Z = X (ZX) +z. 
Discussion; Usa propositions 3 and 8, Sî" (2) Q "CCX) =0 and 
^(Z)^ ^ '•(x)=C to project onto "C(X} along only V^(Z}=. As 
in the discussion of corollary 1, R" (Z)Q C (X)=0 => X JZX)=0 
and TR.(Z) Q iP*" (X) =0 => (ZX)_ Z=0, so that the decomposition 
of lemma 14 becomes X(ZX)*Z=X(ZX)+Z for all choices of (ZX)* 
in CI (ZX) .// 
Iemma_^5 Let ipj'tJA )be a sub-space of the direction space of 
projection of X (ZX)*Z on r^fX). Then e(XX'Z«) is the 
largest subspaca of g(X) onto which projection can be made, 
in the sense that it is impossible to project along 'R^(Z) 
onto any subspace of €(X) properly containing Tf(XX'Z'). 
Discussion ; 
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(a) To show i2(XX'Z') is an attainable projection 
space, XX'Z* (2XX'Z*)*Z can be demonstrated to be a projection 
operator onto )^(XX*Z*) as follows. By definition, 
Z')=0 <==> [XX' Z'g^O ] => ZXX'Z'g^O]. Note that 
if XX'Z'g^tO, then X' Z'gfO => ZXX'Z'gjtQ => (Z) f\ r. (XX'Z') =0 
=> XX'Z'(ZXX'Z')*Z is a projection operator onto C(XX'Z') by 
proposition 8. 
(b) To show that "^(XX'Z') is the largest attainable 
space, consider XH(ZXH)*Z to be a projection operator onto 
e (XH) tSCXX'Z') <= = > (Z) n v^(XH)=0 => H: for all g. 
XHg^O =>ZAHg#C. « 
Assume 3g: XHg#0 and for all f, XX'Z'f^XHg. (15) 
Note that the systes ZXX'Z'f-ZSKg is consistent for all 
choices of g since ZXHg£lS(ZX) and Ç(ZX) = Ç(ZXX» Z') . 
C (XH) o e.(XX'Z« ) and ^'•(Z)n e(XH>=0 => XX«Z'f=XHg for all 
g, a contradiction => C(XX*Z') can not be properly contained 
b y  E ( X H ) . / /  
lemma.. 16 Let A be idempotent. Then 
[ ^ (à) is an invariant subspace of Z ] <==> [jG,H; Z=AG+HA_ ] 
where (à— ) = ^  (A) • 
Discussion : 
{==>) Let fce an invariant subspace of 2. 
Now Z=ZA+(I-ZA), Invariant subspace => ^G: ZA=AG, so 
Z=ZA+Z (I-A) =AG + Z (I-A) . A idempotent => i&(I-AA*)= C^A) = 
(A-) = 5t(I-A) => 3T; TA_=I-A => Z=AG + ZTA_ = > 3G,H; Z = AG + HA^ . 
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{< ==) L€t3G,H; Z = AG + HA_ . 
=> ZA=AGA+HA_i=A(3A) => 3l: ZA=AT by the choice T=GA => 
"Ç(A) is an invariant subspace of Z.// 
Ccrcllaiv Let Ç(Ji)= ^{k) . Then [3G , H :  Z = G A +  _AH ] <= = > 
[  ( I - A  •  ( A A ' )  • A )  is an invariant subspace of Z  ] ,  
The remainder of this section is devoted to matrices AO 
such that AAOg=AO, where Q is a square matrix. When AA® is 
idempotent, AA" is a projection operator onto a subspace of 
Ig (A) with direction space of projection possibly includiny 
part of cià) = 
lemma 17 3?-°: AAOA = AQ <==> l£(I-A' (AA*) »A) is an invariant 
subspace of C-
Discussion ; 
<==>) Let 3A0; AAOA=AQ. 
Cefine E = A' (Af :) -A so C=aA"â =ÀQ (i-P) . But AQ(I-r)=0 
= >3G: fiQ=G => 3G,H: C=G A + J V H  where L F ( « A ) =  % ^ ( A )  .  
(<==) Let (AA'} *ii) be an invariant subspace 
of Ç, 
=  >  I G , H :  Q = G A +  _ A H  by the corollary to lemma 16 => A Q = A G A  =  >  
iflO; A.A O A=A Q  ky the choice A O = G . / /  
lemma 16 If 5°; AAOA=AQ, then all solutions AO can be 
expressed as 1 o=QA* +_AB+SA- where R (A,.) = Ç,^(A) , 
Ç( _ A ) =  a  a n d  S  a r e  a r b i t r a r y  e x c e p t  f o r  d i m e n s i o n s  
and A* is arbitrary in CI ( A )  ,  
Eiscussion: First ncte that AO=QA* is a particular solution 
tc AAOA=AQ, because then, AAOA=AQA*A=AGAA*A+A_AHA*A=AGA by 
lemma 17 and the corollary to lemma 16. 
Now AAOrt = AGA=A[GA+JVH ]=AQ => AO=QA» is a particular so­
lution to A AO A=AQ whenever a solution A^ exists. The general 
solution for AO is obtained by adding arbitrary subspaces of 
(A) and e\A) to AO => AO=QA*+-AB+SA_ .// 
Lemma 19 Let C(-A) =(A)« Then 6[Q idempotent relative to 
« ][ îÊ-{-") is an invariant subspace of Q] => QA* E CI (A). 
Eiscussion: Kote AQA*AO=AQ because by the corollary to 
lemma 16, AQA*AQ=AGAfl*AQ=AGAQ=A (GA+_aH)Q=AQQ=AQ. SO 
AQA*AQ = AC => 1>Q (QA*) AQ = AO => QA* Ê CI (AQ) .// 
iemma 20 Let A be an nxp matrix with n>p. Let there exist 
solutions AO to AAOà=âç, Then [AQ=AQQ] <==> 
[AO; AAOA=AC => AAO is a projection operator]. 
Eiscussion: 
•:-=>) Let A2=ACQ, 
Ey lemma 18, J!o=qa*+_AE+SA> = > AA0AA0 = AQA0=AQQA*+ASA-= 
A0A* + ASA_ = A[Ql*+_AR + SA_ ]=AAO => AAO idem potent. 
(< ==} Let ÂA"â 
AAOAAO = &CQA* + ASA_ and AÀ'j=âQÀ=^+ÂSL_ = > âQQâ* = AQA* for all A» 
in CI (A) . Since n>p^ 3x £ CI (A) s'lch that ail rows of X are 
linearly independent => AQQX=AQX => AQQ=AQ by proposition 
II.1.// 
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4. Sutspaces, Projecting onto Intersection Spaces 
In this section, V will always be a square matrix unless 
otherwise indicated. This statement will not be contained in 
the statement of lemmas and propositions of this section. It 
will always be possible to infer this fact from context, 
since without this restriction, expressions in V will be 
devcid of meaning. 
groposition 12 Let C(X) be an invariant subspace of V. 
îhen [ "C.' (X) is an invariant subspace of V] <= = > 
[ ) is an invariant subspace of V»], 
DiscuÉàion; First, [zEC^CX) => Vz££^(X)3 <==> 
X'V JI-X ÎX» X)*X')=0, because 
C==>) Let z& 15'(X) => Vz£t-''(X). 
How z£^*"(X) => 3g: z=[ I"X{X*X) *X']g and Vz £ c"" (X) => X»Vz=0 
for all zt e^(X) => X» V[ I-X (X»X) •X* ]g=0 for all g 
= > X'V[ I-X {X«X) -X« ]=G. 
{<==) Let X* v r i -X(X'X)*X']=0 = 
Note z & e'"(X) => 3g: z=[ i-x (X'X} »X« ]go 
Now X* Vz=X* V[ I-X(X'X) *X« ]g = 0 because a« V[ I-X (X» X)  j=0, so 
X'Vz=0 => Vz £C'(X). Thus the conjecture at the start of 
the discussion has been shown. However, X'V[I-X{X'X)*X']=0 
<==> 3G; X'V=G*/X* <-=> is an invariant subspace 
of V'.// 
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ÊÇÇÇjLlâil Let V be symmetric. Then 
[ €^(X) is an invariant subspace of V ] <==> 
['C (X) is an invariant subspace of V]. 
The justification for proposition 12 can be approached 
in a second manner. 
Let it be supposed C(X) is an invariant subspace of V 
and, let it be asked when is (X) an invariant subspace of 
V, Now \^{X) is an invariant subspace of V <==> 
for all g, 3d: VXg = Xd (16) 
and C"(X) is an invariant subspace of V <==> 
tor all n, 3^: VXJn = Xim (17) 
(a) Let conditions be sought on V: (16) and (17) are 
simultaneously valid. 5(16) (17) => nV* VXg=0 for all n, g 
<==> i.V'VX=C. 
ftOw u(X) is an invariant subspace of V <==> 3Q; VX=XQ*0 => 
]L.V'XO=0. Since XQ^O, X_v'?0, then 
CB[V»XQ=0][X_V'XQ=0, V'XQ*0] (16) 
but VX = XQ{&0 => Q3X«¥>= ÎXQ) ' (SQ) iO => VXQ^O (19) 
£(18) (19) => 6[V«XQ#0][X_V'XG=0] 
= > Cfif X«V»X = 0][ X-V» X?tO, X^V'XQ=0] (20) 
Hcaever^ X=V*X;^0 => X_VXQ^O because g'XQ#0' for all g, 
which includes g'=d'X=v». so £-(19) (20) => S-V'X = 0« Now if 
V'XÎ'O^ then ")C_v'X=C <==> JG: Y*X=XG# SO it has been shown 
that [ C(X) is ap invariant subspace of V => 
G (X) is an invariant subspace of V] => 3g: V»X=XG. 
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(b) Let C(X) be an invariant subspace of V and 3G:  V*X=XG,  
= > for all n,3 m: VXJn=XJm. If this expression were false, 
then 3n; X'VXJn^O. However, 3g: V'X=XG => X»VXin=G'X* XJ n = 
0n=0 => ^ n: X'VXJn^O so that VXJln=XJm is consistent for 
all n => 1£.^(X) is an invariant subspace of V. 
Proposition 12 has some application to the question of 
when a simple least squares estimator a'y for E(a*y), a6-l£(X) 
is also best. The corollary of proposition 12 guarantees 
that no a &)2(X) is such that a» y is not BLUE for E(a»y) when 
^{X) is an invariant subspace of the covariance matrix v, 
syiametric, positive semidefinite. 
It is not always an easy task to split, according to 
certain aathsnatical structures^ a linear space into two 
complementary parts, the direct sum of which is the original 
space. In fact, recognition of the accomplishment of such a 
task can be difficult. The following lemma yields a moder­
ately interesting split. 
Lemma 21 Let G be such that XG exists. Then 
XH=[I-XG(G«X»XG) ]Â => [c(XG; = C(X} ]. 
Discussion: 
(a) Consider an arbitrary vector g. 
KKg=Xg-XG tG« X'XG) =î=G'X» Xg. Now XG (G'X'XG) *G«X' is a 
proiection operator onto C(XG) and Ç(X*X)=C(X*) => for 
each g, 3f : XGf = XG(G'X»XG) *G*X'Xg => for any g, 3f: 
XHg+XGf=Xg => G(XG) + G(XH) = 1S(X) . 
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(b) To show disjointness, let z LlCKXH) , z#0. 
Assume z£C(XG), z &e(XH) => 3g: XHg=Xg-XG(G'x'XG)*G'X'Xg = 
XGf#0 for some vector f, if z is to be in C(XG) also. Now 
multiplying both sides by G'X* should preserve this equality 
and inequality because t=XGf*0 => G'X't=G*X'XGf^O, however, 
0=G'X'Xg-G'X'XG(G'X'XG)*G'X'Xg=G'X'XGff0, a contradiction => 
zLe(ïG) => e(XG)n.'C(XH)=0 => r(XG) @ e(XH)= "CCX) .// 
The structure of XH in lemma 21 is interesting in that 
I-XG(G' X'XG) »G'X' is a projection operator onto "C-^CXG) and 
that postmultipiying by X produces the desired restriction in 
^{X ). 
Pro£osition^13 C(X-XG) © C(XG) = C(X) <==> 
S[3q: G_X=_XQ1[XGG=XG3 where >2(J()= ^ and G is square. 
Discussion; If it can be shown that Ç(X-XG)jl 'Ç(XG) =0 <==> 
5[3Q: G J(= «XQ ][ XGG=XG ], then it is obvious that 
(x-xG) © e(xG) = ^(x). 
(= = >) Let r(X-XG)n ^ (XG) =0. 
(a) Assume XGG=XG is false => 3 d: XGd^XGGd. Choose gS.C(G) 
to be g=Gd => Xg-XGg=XGd-XGGd#0. Clearly XGd-XGGd LC(XG) 
implying 3f: Xg-XGg=XGf#0 => •C{X-XG)n ^ (XG) ^fXGf) jfcO, 
contradicting ^(X-XG)p. ^ (XG)-0 => XGG=XG. 
(b) Assume G _X^ _XQ for all Q => JJCt: GJCt=x+p where 
0#x £.<l(X)f| C(G) and p (X) Q C(G) • Consider g=JCt. 
Xg-XGg=X jCt-XGJCt=0 + X(x+p) =Xx*0 because x&%(X) , x#0. 
However, x&C(G) => 3f : Xx=XGffO => C(X-XG)Q C (XG)r3 {Xx} 
a contradiction => G Jt= JCQ for some Q, 
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(<==) Let 3Q: G JC= JCQ and XGG=XG.  
Assume ^(X-XG) ri'e(XG) #0, so 3g,f: (X-XG) g = XGf/O (21) 
Assume g ^  1R.^(X) , implying (X-XG) g=XGg=XGf. But G JC= JCQ => 
XGg=0 => XGf=C, contradicting (21), so that g £ Tft.^(X) . In 
fact since g£.^^(X) => (X-XG)g=0, nc component of g in 
(X) can contribute anything towards forming a vector in 
^ (X-XG)n (XG). So that if 0# (X-XG) g is in If(XG), g must 
have a nonnull component in (X) . So assume this nonnull 
ccmponent is in |R^(X)i\ )^(G) , that is, assume "H g L (R(X) Q t(G), 
g^O: 0? (K-XG) g tC(XG) => 3d: g=Gd => Xg-XGg = XGd-XGGa =0 => 
this nonnull ccmponent of g can not be in H c(G) 
either. The only remaining place that a nonnall component 
can be found is in b^(X) u (G; » Consider g lA (G) ^ 
g#0 and assume 0# (X-XG) g=XGf for some f = Let (XGL ] = 
•C*(XG)n^CXj => (XGL (X-XG) g=0 because (XGL XG=0. However, 
(XG)_ can, by lemma 21, be expressed as 
((I-XG(G'X'XG)*G'X')X)•=X*(I-XG(G'X'XG)*G'X'), so 
(XGL Xg=0 <==> X« (I-XG (G'X'XG) "fG'X') Xg=0 
= > A-X (I-G(G'X« a g >^G«X«X)g=0 => X(I-G{G'X'XG)*G'X 'X)g=0, 
Now ^(X(I-G(G'X'XG) *G'a»X)) = lr.cs)n c^{G} and since 
Oïigt^ (S)n^"«G) alsc, then X (î-G (G'X'XG)'G'X'X) g«0, a 
contradiction => g^ R(X) Q ^ "(G) => for all g: (X-XG)g^O, it 
follows that (X-XG)g#XGf for all choices of £ => 
C(X-XG)r\^(XG)=0.// 
Corollary 1 ^ (?)(! =0 <==> P is idempotent. 
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Discussion: In proposition 13 substitute P for G and I for 
X. Thus e(P)i\ e (I-P) =0 <==> [3Q: P0=0Q ][IP=IPP]. Since 
the existence of a Q such that PO=OQ is satisfied for any Q, 
the only remaining case is P=PP <==> P idempotent,// 
Corollary 2 G[G'g=0][ (I-XG(G'X'XG)*G'X')Xg=0] is a jointly 
consistent system of eguations for all g £j?(X) , gfO. 
Discussion: This is a direct consequence taken from the 
middle cf the discussion of proposition 13 where 
X (I-G (G'X'XG) •G'X'X) g=0 for all g &RCX) fl (G) , g#0.// 
It should be noted that the arguments of proposition 13 
are not of particular difficulty taken one at a time; howev­
er, there are_many places where it is easy to go astray. 
Corollary 1 can be shown ignoring the existence of proposi­
tion 13 and its associated logic as follows. 
To have disjointness of ^(P) and Ç(I-P), it is neces­
sary and sufficient that for all f, ^ Pg^^O: Fg=(I~P|f, First 
let e{F) f| C(I-P) =0, implying ^Pg#0; Pg= (I-P) f, f£C.(P) 
= > (I-P)f=(I-E)Pd=Pd-PEdE(f(P) (*) 
ftOw as f traces uv")# d need have no restrictions, so 
=> 3 g; Eg = ?d-PPd for all d => PP=P, so lS(P)r% 1^(1-?} =0 => 
FF = P. Second, let ?P=P and define z & ^(I-P), z#0. Assume 
z &e(P) , so 3g: z= (I-P) d#0 with (I-P)d=Pg#0. PP=P => Pz= 
E(I-P)d~0, however, EEg=Fg^ô, a contradiction => z $ C(P; 
=> e(P)ne(i-p)=o-
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At this point, the implication ["R (Z) fl (X) *0 ] => 
X (2X) *Z projects along 1R*(Z) ©'R.(BZ) where %(BZ) depends 
on the element (ZX)* chosen from CI (ZX) can be seen in a 
somewhat simpler fashion than given in proposition 9. Since 
"5^(7) n Ç (X) *0 and X(ZX)*Z is a projection operator, proposi­
tion 7 implies Tfl'^CZ ) Q C(X) =0. So by corollary 1 of lemma 
15, %{ZX;*Z=X{ZX)+Z+XS(ZXL Z. since => Zg=0 => 
X{ZX)*Zg=0, "RCZ) is a subspace of the direction space of 
projection. If g9.9) (Z), g#0. define i^(B*) = 
5 ^ ^ X { Z % ) + Z Z * + X S ( Z X L  z z ' ) ,  t h e n  g = >  [ g a C C S ' B ' )  < = = >  
X(ZX)»Zg=0] where the matrix B depends oa the choice of S and 
consequently depends on the choice of (ZX)* in CI (ZX) . 
The next lemma lays a simple foundation for studying in­
tersection spaces in the form C(X} C (V) . 
lemma _22 Let cl (3L ) = and C i Ja_¥) j= The:: 
VzS.r(X) <==> z£^[ JX_ V) ]. 
Discussion: 
(==>) Let Vz&C(X) . 
=> X_ Vz=0 => z&lR^(X_V)= IX-V) ]. 
{<==) Let zE-er JX-V) 
=> 3 g: z -  jX_ V )  g = 
Assume Vz»e(X)j implying X_ Vz#G => X_V JX-7)g#0, an 
impossibility, implying Vz &C(X) .// 
Corollary 1 let lR.(r )= e.'^(V) and jr X) ]= {T X) . Then 
xze^(v) <==> zeC[ jvx)]. 
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Discussion: The reasoning of lemma 22 is repeated with only 
a change of notation»// 
Corollari_2 g6e(X)n C(V) <==>&£ g=Vz ][ z E 3?" (X. V) ]. 
Proposition. 14 ^ (V) fl ^ (X) = tTC X J\r X) ]= E[ V JX.V) ]. 
Discussion: 
(a) Clearly X jr X) f &C(X) and rxjrx)f=0. 
= > X JV" X) f £ "CCV) because only vectors in "C (V) can be 
annihilated through premultiplication by T' => 
c [X jv- X) 3 c= e(X) n c (V) . 
(b) Let C(V). 
=> 6[3z: Xz=g][Xz£ t (V) ]. However, Xz£\^{V) => z E.T£[ JV X) ] 
by the corollary to lemma 22, implying 3f: z= JVX)f => 
g=sm=xjv-x)f => C[X jr X) 3 z3tr{X)n . 
The conclusions of parts (a) and (b) imply 
e(V)f\C<X)=CCX JV- X) ]. C(V)nCa)= E[V js_ V) J is con­
cluded by an analogous reasoning,// 
Ççrollar^J Cir)\\ £ (V) = t-L (1-X S) ) X ] -
"Ct (i-v (x_ V) *x-) V] = e[ {i-xx»r » {V"xx«v-»)*r )X], 
Discussion: The first two equalities are a direct applica­
tion of lessa 1, To show C.(X)n^(V) -
c L } X ] it is perhaps simplest to pro­
ceed as follows-
(a) Consider (I-XX» r • (V" XX* V" » ) *7-) Xf = WXf say, with 
f arbitrary. Clearly NXfE&(X). Also r HXf=0 => WXf&e(V) 
= > WXf £ t.(X)n^ (V) . 
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(b) Let g£'e<X)ae(V). 
Thus 3z: Xz=g &t(V) => z£C( iV" X) ) by the corollary to lemma 
23. But JV-X)) = t:[l-x'v-'(rxx'r ')*r-X] because 
r xx'r • (v xx»\r «j+v xx'r • = v~xx*v~' => 
x*v~ • (\r xx'r »)#v-xx«v~' = x«r • => 
^(x»r » (V" xx»v-•)*r xx»v~ •) = C{X'r') = (R.(v-x) => 
^ {X» r » (V" xx«r') *v~ X) = "Hcv^x). since x'v-'(rxx'v-')*v-x 
is idempotent, then C[ I-X • r • (V XX* r •) *7" X ] = X) = 
^ ( jr X)) => 3 h; z= (I-X» v~ • (v~xx*\r X) h => g = xz = 
(I-XX«V-'(T- %%'r *)aT )Zh => 
g £C[ (I-XX' r » { T  XX« V- « ) ) X ].// 
Çorçliarï_2 [ (I-V(X,V)*X_)V][ (I-V (X. Y) •X. ) V ]» and 
[ <I-X (r X) *v-)X j[ (I-S{r Xj »v~ ) X ]' are general projection op­
erators onto C<X>n 'CCVÎ. 
»t this goint, it can be shown that [ I-V(X_ V) ]v V* and 
[I-X(V"X)*r ]XX* are both projection operators onto 
C(X)n"C(V) with direction space of projection, the orthogo­
nal complement of C(X) jT^ . This direction space of 
projection is not the most general direction space possible 
onto S (XlTl ^  (V) = It can be noted that this direction space 
contains neither nor C~ (X) » 
It should be noticed that, as implied by the notation of 
the corollary to proposition 14, the spaces 
C[ (I-X (V-X)*V-)X] and Cl (I-V (X-V) »X-) V ] are invariant 
under all possible choices of V,X_, (V"X)*, (X-.V)». 
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Proposition 15 Let 3^(X_ ) = C^(X) and (V ) = C-^(V) , Then 
e[ e (V) - ie(X)n€(V) = ct(V(x_ V) *x_v) ] 
ce (X) - e.(X) Q e(V) = $(% (r X) *r X) ]. 
Eiscussion: 
(a) Let n=V(X_V)*X_Vt#0. 
V (X_ V) *X_VtfO => X_V (X_ V)*X_ Vt#0 => n^C(X)n IS (V) => 
G[n&lE(V) ][n 4e(X)ai£(V) ] for all n#0 => 
n&C(V)- ^ (X) nC(V) . 
(b) Let n=VgL'C(V)= Î^{X} P, 
=> X=yg*0 because Vg ÈC(X) . By proposition 2, X_ vg#0 <==> 
3(X»V)p*: g (X-V)^*X_V) => Vg&C(V (X_V)^*X_ V) => 
n=Vg £ ^ (V (X_ V)*X_V) . 
The second part of the proposition follows in analogous 
fashion,// 
Proposition 16 P=X[ X-VtX^V) *X-VV'*X ]*[I-v <X^V) *X_Vv* ] is a 
general projection operator onto C(X) having 
^(V) - "CCX)r\ C (V) as a component of the direction space of 
rroiection. 
Discussion: P is of the form X(TX;*T which projects onto 
G(X) <==> 'e(X) =0, that is XgfO => 
[I-9(X_V)*X_V"*jXgzO must be verified for all g, 
(a) If V(X_V)*X_VV*Xg=0, then clearly Xg#0 => 
[I-V(X_ V) »X_ VV*]Xg*0. 
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(b) If V(&_V)*X_VV*XgfO. 
Now 3g: V (X-. V) »}L VXg tC(X) because by proposition 15, 
(x_ V) *x_vv*) = (x_v) *x_v) = 'C(V)- )G(x)n C(V) => 
ri-V(X_V)*X_VV*]XgfO whenever XgfO => P projects onto tCX) . 
Also since [I-V(\_V)*X_VV*]V(X_V)*X_V=0, then 
lf(V (X_ V) «X-V) = )£.(V)- ^(X)n'e(V) is a component of the direc­
tion space of projection of P.// 
Proposition 16 brings this chapter to a close. It is 
not a difficult chapter; however, concentration and attention 
to detail are involved. The notation appears perhaps 
unusual, but it is hoped that this very notation will prove 
to be natural, convenient and that it will not tax the 
imàgiuàtiôn with difficulties which are irrelevant to the 
issues® 
The role of conditional inverses dominates this chapter. 
It is noteworthy, however, that, with the exception of the 
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, there has appeared to me in the 
proofs of this chapter no need for any special subclasses of 
conditional inverses. The reason for this appears to depend, 
to a large esteat, oa theorem II. 3, proposition 11. "5 and 
II.2, and lemma 111.3. 
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IV ESTIMATION IN THE ADDITIVE MODEL 
1. A Concept of an Experiment, the Linear Model, 
and Statistical Analysis 
Section 1 of this chapter is developed in an attempt for 
logical completeness of formulation. A close understanding 
of this material is not entirely necessary for an understand­
ing of the remaining sections» 
The words experiment, linear model, and statistical 
analysis arise frequently in the field of science and have 
often been discussed and described. The intent of this dis­
cussion is to present moderately reasonable and workable 
formulations which will prepare the way for what is to 
follow. There is no intent to surprise, or, in general, to 
evoke fine distinctionso 
An experiment can be considered as a triplet composed of 
(1) a process called nature which has (2) an input which, to 
a large extent, is controlled by an individual called a 
statistician and (3) an output called data which nature then 
makes available to the statistician. Before proceeding 
further- certain concepts will be stated. 
Let the inner product define a norm on (^(1^)• 
Definition A neighborhood, N (x) , of a vector x in C{I»|) is, 
relative to the iqner product norm, an open subset of 
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which contains x. 
Let X be an arbitrary vector. Then by x > 0, it is 
meant that every element of the vector x is positive. 
Definition The cumulative probability distribution function 
F is said to carry all its probability on the set H <==> 
H = {x£C(I^):V dF (e) > 0 for all N(x)}. 
^ e E N (X) 
In the execution of an experiment, nature will select 
two vectors m and e from Euclidean n-space. The procedure by 
which nature chooses m and e will be considered in the fol­
lowing chronological ordering of the experimental triplet. 
The statistician makes his set of inputs available to 
nature which then selects a probability distribution function 
G and a family ? of probability distribution functions which 
are functions of the input set. The statistician is given a 
subset M of and is told that a m in M will be 
chosen for this set of inputs with probability of selection 
determined by G, known to nature but unknown to the 
statistician, which carries its probability on a subset of M. 
Ko more is revealed to the statistician about the choice of 
m. With regards to the set "3, the statistician knows ail of 
its elements F and that ][ F E ? ] => Ep (e) = 0 where 
Ep(e) is the expectation operator relative to the probability 
distribution F. The statistician is told that an F in 3F will 
be chosen independently of m followed by a vector e in 1^(1^) 
to be chosen with probability of selection determined by F. 
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The method by which F was selected from ? is not known to 
the statistician, nor is any other information about e. The 
(nxl) data vector y = m+e is then made available to the 
statistician. At this point it can be stated that this model 
is additive by virtue of the combination y = m+e. A 
statistician's final action is to combine the elements making 
up the data in accordance with some procedure, independent of 
the actual data, to estimate quantities such as m, F and to 
make probability statements relative to estimates of these 
quantities. The only step which truly involves a 
statistician and statistics is this last one* 
Definition A model is said to be additive <==> nature com­
pounds the elements m and e. described above, to form the 
data vector y by y = m+e. 
Note that the word additive is being here used in per­
haps an unusual way. Usually the word additive is applied to 
a model as a brief means of stating that two effects in the 
model are additive, i.e., have no interaction. 
To this point, all that can be said about the model 
y = m+e is that it is additive. Nothing mentioned, so far, 
determines shether the adjectives univariate, multivarlate, 
fixed, random, mixed, linear are applicable to the model. 
These definitions will non be made^ 
If and only if the elements of the n-tuples y, m, e are 
scalars, then the additive model y = m+e is said to be 
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univariate. If and only if the elements of the n-tuples y, 
m, e are themselves q-tuples, the model is additive 
multivariate. 
Let the experiment be repeated using an identical input 
set. If and only if the distribution G has no variance, the 
model is said to be additive fixed. If and only if 
\ tdG(t) = 0 and there exists a G measurable subset A of H 
^t E H 
the property that the vectors in one subspace are fixed and 
that the vectors in the other subspace are random in the 
sense explained above, then the model is said to be mixed. 
The model is additive linear if and only if the space M 
is linear. 
The carrier space H ot the probability of r may or may 
not be linear. Thus, let the linear space E, distinguishable 
from the expectation operator by context, be defined as the 
span of H. Also, let it be assumed that all F in 9 have the 
same carrier space. 
The preceding description is not usually expected to be 
an accurate description of reality for several reasons. 
Nature is rarely so generous as to furnish the space let 
alone the set '5. Are the elements m from G and F in '3', or 
even the elements m in M and F in 3 known to be independent­
ly selected? Indeed, only under unusual circumstances can a 
then the model is said to be random 
s K can be partitioned into two subspaces with 
1 0 0  
process under study fit one of the previous descriptions. 
Thus, it is most unusual that an analysis can be performed 
without its "correctness" being conditioned by assumptions. 
Nevertheless, these assumptions are simple, are perhaps rea­
sonably realistic, and seem often, in practice, to be useful. 
Definition The space M will be called the parameter space. 
The space Y = E will be called the observation space. 
The following proposition is fundamental to many of the 
tranches taken in this chapter. 
Proposition,] Let F E. 3 => V=Ep{ee') exists. 
Then &[ C (V) =E a.s. F][E =3g(V) ] 
Discussion : 
V = V (e) = \ ee*dF(e) = \ ee*dF(e) , so 
VJe 
P 
V (t'e) =\ (t'e) (t'e) »dF(e) = t»Vt 
C E 
(a) To show Ç{V) = E a.s. F. 
Let t 6 G (V) implying t'Vt = V(t*e) = 0 => 
0 = \ (t'e) (t'e)'dF(e). However, 
Ue £ E 
5[F, a distribution function ][ (t'e) {t* e) • > 0] => 
A 
^ (t ' e) (t*e)'dF(e) > 0 over all F measurable subsets of E => 
t'e = 0 a.s. F => tE E* a.s. F. Thus it has been shown that 
[tE,"C^{v) => t c a.s, Fj. 
Now let C(T) c=e^(V), implying T'VT = V (T'e) = 0 => 
0=V (T'e) (T'e) •dF(e) => I (T'e) (T'e) ' dF(e) >0 
^ e £ E  J e & R  
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over all F measurable subsets A of E. The meaning of this 
notation being that 
all F measurable subsets Bcz A of E => T'e = 0 a.s. F => 
'C(T) c: a.s. F => 
[ ^  (T) c=:-e^V) => n E = 0 a.s. F ] (1) 
However, E = Ç(V) f) E+ Ç^(V) )j E => E = îf(V) B E a.s. F 
because of (1), Thus E = a.s. F. 
(b) To show ^ ( V) e E. 
Note )e(V) c= E <==> [V t TÇ(V) => V £ E] <==> 
[t & E^ => 11 e^(V) ]. Let &[ t £ E^ ]j;e EE], 
Then t'a = 0 => V(t'e) = 0 = t'Vt. Since V is real symmetric 
positive semidefinite, 3 real S: V = S'S => 0 = (St)• (St) 
-> 3L 0 => 0 = 5-5t = vt => r £ => C(V) £= S.// 
Let proposition 1 be reexamined. The use of Venn 
diagrams in connection with linear spaces is not completely 
appropriate because of the distinction between the space op­
erators sum and union. However, with this in mind, a slight 
modification of the Venn diagram appears useful for intuitive 
considerations of linear spaces^ Let the linear space E be 
the sum of two complementary linear spaces & and B. Then the 
diagram of figure 1 
where E is the containing ellipsoidal figure can be helpful 
in indicating that E = A © B and that there exist vectors in 
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Figure 1. E = A © B 
E which are neither in A nor in B. Thus part (a) of proposi 
tion 1 shows that a diagram such as figure 2 
[ (®(V) IxTf E2 ) \ - y 
V E -
Figure 2- ^ Ç{V) 
is applicable. In part (a) it was shown that E^; 
€-[E2cz'çV') ][ S' - G a,s. F] rionsver# it is quite possible 
that there exist vectors in £(V) not in E and since the 
space H carrying the probability of F is contained in it 
is obvious that this set of vectors in C(V) not in E, has 
zero F measure. It is part (b) of proposition 1 which 
invalidates the possibility of a figure such as the one 
above, and states that E and must be related as in 
figure 3= 
Thus it can be said that E = C(V) a.s. F. This does not 
rule out the possibility that there exist vectors in ^(V) 
which nature never chooses to be the vector e in forming 
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Figure 3. E^ = C(V) a.s. F 
y = m+e. Even in the carrier space H, there exists a set of 
probability measure zero from which vectors e can not be 
chosen. 
If the space T£(V) is known, then E is known to within a 
set of F measure zero so that any conceivable data vector y 
which nature makes available in the scheme given in section 1 
must be such that (y} cz H+H. In general, the spaces M and H 
are not linear. When either M or H or both M and H are not 
linear, mathematical complexities arise and no general in 
depth work appears to exist for this valuable case, 
2. Considerations in the Additive Univariate 
Fixed Linear Model 
With reference to the previous section, for a given set 
of inputs# an m in M and an F in ? are selected. Via F, a 
vector e is determined and the data vector y = is made 
available. Concern will be turned to attempting to determine 
from y, the additive components m and s. This will lead; in 
a natural manner, to the concept of permissible parameter and 
observation spaces before passing to the idea of how best to 
10U 
choose an element of the permissible parameter space as an 
estimator of m in the additive linear model. 
In the remainder of this chapter, let the spaces M and H 
be linear subspaces of "6(1^) implying E = H = "C (V) a.s. F, 
Consider the estimation of m and e. The following lemmas 
will show that the relative location of M and E influences 
the estimation of m and e given some observation y. 
Lemma 1 Let M and E be linear spaces such that M HE = 0. 
Then any vector y in M © E is uniquely expressed as the sum 
of one and only one vector in M and one and only one vector 
in E, 
Discussion; This lemma is a restatement of lemma 11.20.// 
The result of lemma 1 is interesting. If hO e  =0 under 
ii, E linear, then there is no indecision as to how to esti­
mate m and e. and no chance to sake a bad estimate sc long aa 
m £ M, e eE, y = m+e are satisfied. 
I-Gt iH and C be arbitrary spaces. Let the span 
of be M and S be E with M A E=0. Then y in «M.+ implies 
y is uniguely expressible as y = m+e with m in and e in 
jS 
Lemma 2 Let M and E be linear spaces with E =3 M. 
Then, y 6 M + E => for all m E M, 3e E E: y = m+e. 
Discussion : 
Assume BmtH: e & E => y # m+e. (2) 
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Nov y £ M+E => 3 n E M, 3f £ E: y = n + f. Consider 
e = (n-m) +f. &[ f E E ][ (n-m) E M c= E => (n-m) £ E ] => 
e E E. Also mfe = m+(n-m)+f = n + f = y, contradicting (2), 
implying for all m E, M, 3e£E: y = m + e. // 
The cases E o M and H 0 E = 0, considered in lemmas 1 and 
2, are extreme cases in the sense that in the case M0 E = 0, 
for any y £ M + E, only one m 6 M, e E E satisfies y = m+e, where­
as in the case E =3 the choice of m in M is completely 
unrestricted by the necessity of finding an e in E satisfying 
y = m+e. These considerations motivate the following defini­
tion, which is essentially taken from Zyskind and Martin 
(1969) . 
1  i s i l T h e  p e r m i s s i b l e  p a r a m e t e r  s p a c e  M n  i s  t h a t  s e t  
and only that set of m in M such that for any particular y in 
n+E, there exists an e in E such that y = m+e. 
Clearly, Mn c: M. 
Lemma 3 Let M and E be linear spaces. Let m® and eo be such 
that S^[y= mo+eo ]£ mO E M ][eO E E ]. Then m E M <==> 
(ffl-m®; £ n n È <==> {e-e") E M (] E with e in E such that y = m+e. 
Discussion: 
Consider the first double implication. 
(==>) Let îTs E Ma. 
By definition m 6 Ma <==> 3e £E: y = m+e. Also y = mo+eo 
=> (m-mO) = (eo-e) = > (m-mO) g E, and B linear => 
(m-mO) £ M => (m-mO) £ M îl E. 
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(< ==) Let (m-mO) £ H (1 S. 
=> 3e E E: (m-mO) = (e-eO) => y = mo+eo = ra+e => m E Ma. 
The second double implication follows in analogous fashion.// 
The impact of lemma 3 is stated in the following 
corollary which confirms what is already expected. 
Corollary In general, M # Mo. Equivalently, there exist pa-
\ 
rameter choices m which nature could have selected a priori 
and which become impossible parameter choices in the 
decomposition y = m+e, m in H, e in E once the data vector y 
is available. 
In the same manner that the availability of an observa­
tion restricts the choice of m from the parameter space M to 
the permissible parameter space the availability of an 
observation vector restricts the space in which a second ob­
servation vector may fall. Thus permissibility can be ex­
tended from the parameter space to the observation space as 
follows. 
Definition The permissible observation space ïn is that set 
and only that set of y in M+E which can be obtained from the 
model y = ra+e given that a previous observation is already 
available. 
In the random model, ïn = Y, since nature's choice of m 
can vary each time a new observation vector is generated. 
P£2£2§ii2:2D_2 Let M and E be linear spaces. Then 
[ Hn is a linear space <==> Mn = mOe]. 
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Discussion : 
The procedure will be first to show 
[Mo linear <==> Ma c= H H E] 
(==>) Let flngtrMflE. 
=> 3 iflO £ Ma : mO ^  M n E. Now mO, e Ma => 
(mz-mO) 6 M n E by lemma 3. 
Assume Mn is linear. Thus (m^-mO)E Ma => 
[mlE Ma => ml-(m2-m0) £ MnE ] by lemma 3, => 
n i l - + m O  £  M n E. However, g M (1 E by 
lemma 3, => m» c n fj E, a contradiction => 
Mn is not linear => [Mn linear => Mn c: M (] E ] 
(<==) Let Mn en M (1 E. 
Let m, n be arbitrary elements of Mn. Then m, n £ M f) E => 
S[ n £ Mn ][ m g H n E ] => 5£ n g Mn ][ (m-s-n) -n g M [j E ] => 
(m*n) S Mn by leama 3, (3) 
Also m £ Mn => km £Mn where k is an arbitrary scalar, because 
m E Mn => 3e £ E: y = m+e = km+[ (l-k) m+e]. 
Noy a S Mn => m £ M Pî E by assumption, => (1-k) m E M 0 E because 
M Re, the intersection of two linear spaces, is linear, => 
[ (1-k) in+e ] £ E => 3 f E E: y = km+f by the choice f = ( 1-k) m+e, 
=> km S Mn which combined with (3; implies Mo is linear. 
The final part involves showing Mn sRe < = => 
nn = H n E. Now Ma cr: M fi E <= Mn = MUE is obyious= To shoe 
Mn cz M n E => Mn = M fl E, let &[ Mn c M A E ][ m E Mn ], implying 
e[m£MnE][3etE: y = m+e] Then it is desired to show that 
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n arbitrary in M (1 E => 3 f E E: y = n + f. Consider f = e+(m-n) . 
Now (m-n) 6 M n E => f£E by linearity of E, => n £ H => 
[Mn C M n E <= = > Mo = M (1 E].// 
iemniâ-ii Mo Q [ M 0 E] # 0 => Mo = mDe. 
Discussion : 
Let m £ M n E, m £ Mn. Let n E Mn. Now (n-m) £ M(1 E by 
lemma 3, => n c H n E because m 6 M H E, so 
[ n E Ho => n E. H n E ] => Ho c: n D S. In the discussion of prop­
osition 2, it was shown that Mo d M H E <==> Mn = M (1 E « // 
£2£2ii§£JÎ f "3 m £ Mo : m 4 M 11 E ] => [ n S Hn -> n $ H II E ] 
Discussion: Let m £ Mo, m 4 MQ E, 
Assume 3 n £ Mo: n £ M H E. Now m, n E Mo => 
(m-n) = p E M n E by lemma 3 ,  => m = (n + p) £ mÇI E, a 
contradict ion,// 
Thp t h r I ] 51 of T emma ii ann its corolla rV is that (a) if 
3M® £ M He such that an eo £ E can be found satisfying 
y = mo+eo, then all m £ M satisfying y = m+e, e S. E must be in 
Mn E, (b) if j mo ^  M n E such that an eo £ E can be found 
satisfying y = , then all m £ H satisfying y = m+e for 
some e£ S must be in M-M A E, a space which is not generally 
linear. 
Proposition 3 In the univariate model y = m+Q; miw. e ç E- n 
and E linear spaces, the permissible parameter space Mo is a 
linear variety. This linear variety is a translation of 
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M n E, having codimension equal to the dimension of the linear 
space M n E. If in addition the model is fixed, the 
permissible observation space Yn is almost surely a linear 
variety which is a translation of €(V). 
Discussion : 
Let mO£ Ma. Now by lemma 3, m £ Mn <==> m-mo = p £ M fj E 
<==> m = mo+p where p is arbitrary in Mfl E. From chapter II, 
the space m^f-p describes a linear variety. That e M H E 
implies that the linear variety is a translation of M D E. 
Thus, the couXûierision of the permissible parameter space 
equals the dimension of the linear space M fl E follows from 
the definition of codimension. Note that the linear variety 
degenerates into a linear space <==> mo £ M H E, that is < = = > 
3®° £Mn; mO£ M D E, Now any observation y is such that 
y = m+e with m in Ma and e in E, Since Ma is a linear varie­
ty: m £Mn <==> m = t-frn where, since the model is fixed, t is 
some fixed vector and n can be any element of M fl E. Thus 
y = t4 (ate) where (n*e) is any element of E= CCV) a-s. F, 
Since 1£iV) is a linear space, Yn = {y: y=t4-u, u£lf(V)} a.s. 
F, iigi Yn is almost surely a linear variety obtained by 
translating îf(V),// 
Fro ni proposition 3 it follows thst. sheri E M, the u5 ta 
y always restrict the space M, all of which was permissible 
before the data was made available, to a proper subspace Mn 
of m. In general, if no vector in mOe is permissible, then 
1 1 0  
there also exist vectors in M -m H e  which are not permissible 
either. In similar fashion under the data vector y 
always restricts the observation space M+E, all of which was 
permissible before the data was made available, to a proper 
subspace of Yn of M+ E. Worded differently, it can be said 
that before an observation vector is available, any vector z 
in M+E is an acceptable observation vector. However, if the 
experiment were to be repeated once an observation vector has 
been made available, then only vectors in Yn are acceptable. 
The discussion to this point does not allow or prescribe 
a means of defining a set of best estimators. Instead, con­
centration seems to te on rejecting estimates of m which must 
always be bad in the sense that an estimator of m can be an 
impossible value of m. 
3. Best Linear Unbiased Estimation 
Consider the model y = m+e, where m is a fixed vector in 
a linear subspace H and let V = V (y) = V (e). The vector 
space n can be expressed as , It was also seen that the 
vector e is in ^(V) except on a set of F measure zero. The 
model y = m^-e becomes y = xp +e where the vector ^ is con­
strained to be a member of some set B. 
definition In the model y = Xj3+e, / B e e ,  [ F  &  = >  E p  (e) =0 ],  
t'p is linearly unbiased estimable <==> 3a: [ 6 [ j 3 E  B ] [ F 6 3 ]  
=> E p  (a'y) =t' p  ] .  
I l l  
Bemark 1 In the model y = xp+e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, t» ^  is 
linearly unbiased estimable <==> 3 1: [p E B => t'p =1'X p ]. 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let t'p be linearly unbiased estimable. 
Thus la: TÔS-B => t • 0 =E (a • y) =a* X p ] => 3 1: [ 86 B => 
I ' ' I 
t'p =1'X p ] by the choice l=a. 
(<==) Let 3 1: [^E-B => t'p =l'X/3 ]. 
Then clearly l'y is unbiased for t'3 .// 
Thus fay remark 1, it is only in the form I'xp that lin­
early unbiased estimable parametric functionals will be con­
sidered in this work. 
Recall that in chapter II, matrices such as Ji and H_ 
were defined to be square, satisfying H _H=0 and n_ li - 0 » It is 
a rather small convenience that such matrices be square since 
the question of stating the order of such matrices under ad­
ditional constraints is avoided. However, the use of a 
matrix of larger order than necessary can create extra 
computational burden. Therefore, many of the equations in 
this chapter and the next are not intended to be computation­
ally efficient. However, it is not difficult to make changes 
to improve the computational efficiency of these equations. 
The best linear unbiased estimator# BLUE(GX A). of the 
unbiasedly estimable linear parametric function GXp is 
defined as follows. 
Definition Ay = BLUE(GX6) <==> 
1 1 2  
&[E(Ay) = E (By) = GX ^  ][ t'V (Ay) t < t*V(By)t for all choices 
of B, t for which these terms are defined]. 
Let the matrix X- be further constrained by 
TS2(X_)= C^(X). Zyskind (1967) showed among other results 
that under any covariance structure V, a'y is BLUE, i.e. best 
linear unbiased estimator, for 
E(a'y) <==> X_Va = 0 <==> Va = Xg for some g. It is therefore 
a direct application to state the following lemma. 
Lemma 5 [a'y = BLUE(l'XA) ] <==> S[)LVa = 0][X*a = X'l+X'z ] 
— -mm w %• * • ' •• W *• 
<==> 6[ Va = Xg for some g][X'a = X'i+X'z] where X'z is any 
vector satisfying [ jSê B => z'Xp= 0], 
Discussion : 
By theorem 11,1, all linear parametric functionals of y 
can be expressed as a'y. Also Ep(a'y)=a®Xp so that 
[ ^ S B 1[ F E 3 1 => Er (a'y)=l»X0 ] <==> [ 6£B => a'Xa =1«X jS h 
I  « : s ! 
Now a»X=l'X => [ |ie B => a'Xp =l«xp ], However, [ pt B 
a'xp =1'X p ] implies [jit B => (a'-l')Xp =0] => I'X-a'X = z'X 
=> I'X = a'X+z'X where z*X is any vector satisfying [ ^£B => 
z»XR=0]= It follows that r^SB => a»xp=l 'xp] ==> a»X = l»X, 
Thus 'a' satisfying 6[ X_ Va=0 ][ X'a=X ' 1 ] is such that a'y is 
BLUE for I'xp because X_ Va = 0 => a'y is BLUE for its expecta­
tion which, by X'a=X'l, is I'Xp.// 
By remark 1, note that if, for all 1 such that X'l is 
defined, there exists an a: S[X-Va = 0 ][X*a=X'1 ] then these two 
equations are sufficient for determining the BLUE of all lin-
1 1 3  
early unbiased estimable parametric functionals. 
The vector X*z of lemma 5, while perhaps nonzero, is 
inconsequential in the relation X'a = X'l+X*z for determining 
the parametric functional for which a'y is BLUE, This 
follows from remark 1 and the fact that, in lemma 5, ^ £B => 
z'XjJ =0. Thus X'a = X' 1 contains all the relevant informa­
tion of the relation X'a = X'l+X'z. 
Corollary 1 [a'y = ELU£(l'Xp) ] <=#> S£X-Va = 0][X'a = X'l] 
<==> S[ Va = Xg for some g][X*a = X'l]. The meaning of #> is 
that the implication from left to right is made false by a 
set of vectors irrelevant to the problem of determining the 
linear parametric functional for which a'y is BLUE. 
Ço£oliari_2 [a'y = BLUE (1' X 0 ) <==> &£ X_ Va = 0][ X'a = X'l]] 
I 
<==> Sp{X|î: p £ B} = Ï?{X) where Sp {} represents the span of 
the term within brackets, 
Discussion ; 
This corollary follows from lemma 5 <= = > [ p E B => 
â'Xp=0] causes z^X = 0 <= = > Sp {X & : pSB} = C(X) because 
(a) Let &[Sp{X p : p£ B}= e(X) ][ }S£ B => z'XjS =0]. 
By definition of Sp {X ^  } = C(X), it follows that x£C(X) => 
3 f ^ £ B, i=1 to n, finite] ; : = % a'-XÊ i. 
So rtcr^(X) => 3 { ^  - SB): Xt - X {% a- |s')« (*} 
Letting t = X-z&&(X), (*) imolies { b » E B) : Xt = X 2 a • 6 • 
Thus z' Xt = z' X (2 ai p i) => z'XX'z = z'xZ(ai pM = 0 be­
cause z 'xp=0 for all p in B, => z'X=0. 
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(b) Let £ jiEB => z'Xp = 0] => z'X = 0. 
Note that C'(X) Sp {X p : E} . So negating (b) implies 
[z'X * 0 => IpED: z'Xp# 0] {#) 
Thus Sp {X p : pa 3} ZD C(X) because, if not, Sp{X|i} is a proper 
subspace G (XG) of g(X) => 3t'X?tO: t'XG=0 => 3 t' X#0: J3 E B 
=> t*xp=0, contradicting (#).// 
Lemma 6 In the model y = XB+e, E (e) = 0, V (e) = V, 
y E ^(V) + '!^(X) almost surely. 
Discussion: This is a direct conseguence of Proposition 
1  c  / /  
At this point, two lemmas of a mathematical nature will 
be established. These lemmas are not included in Chapter II 
because they are not of a general nature, but rather 
specifically needed for this study of BLUE(X p}. 
lemma 7 Let v be symmetric positive semidetinite and let 
%R.(X_ ) = C^(X) . Then P = VXl (X_ VXi) •X. is a projection opera­
tor, projecting onto G{VXi)» The space if(VXj) is 
invariant of the choice of X_ and is such that 
C(VXJ)0^(X) = ]^(X) + . The direction space of 
projection, DP, is I-VXJ (X_VX2) *X_ ] but is also determined 
by [ g £ DP <==> X=. V (JL-V) *lL-g = 0]= The direction space of 
projection is controlled by the choice of (X_ V) * in CI (X_ V) 
Discussion ; 
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PP = (VXJ (JL.VXJ) *X>) (V}LL(5L.VXJ) *X_) . Now 
%\x_) n "C(VXi) = G because V is symmetric positive 
semidef inite, => VXJ (X_VXJ) *X_ VXi = VXi => PP = P => P is a 
projection operator. Also ) fl C (VXJ) = 0 => P projects 
onto )C{VXi) by proposition III.8. 
To show l^(VXJL) invariant with the choice of X_ , let 
% (XS) = R. (X_) = C^(X) => 3m: xo = MX» by lemma II. 9. 
However, Tf^(X^) = TK(MX-) = R(X-) => ^ (11)11^(3^) = 0 by 
proposition II. 2, => R(XJ ) fj ' ) = 0. Now 
5>[ ^{vxi)c:*^{x2) ][ R (xi) 0.= 0] => R{yil)Û = 0 
= > E(VXO') = ^(VXiH') = e(VXi). 
To show Ç(VX-') © "C(X) = €(X) + "C(V), it is first neces­
sary to show C(VXJ)f]C(X) = 0. This fact is assured by 
&&[ n (?(VXJ) = 0][-R(X==) = C^(X) ][corollary 1 to lemma 
11.11]. Now let f E C ( V X J )  0 g(X) . 
CîVXi.) 0 e{X) = CÎVXJ (X_VXJ) *X_) 0 XriX) because 
e(p) = e(vxj), so 
eivxi) 0 r(X) = etvxf (x_vxi}»x_) ©[ (e(x)n €(v)) 4-Çîx) 3 = 
C(VX_1 (X_VX2)*X_)+ e(V-VX2(X_VX2)*X_7)+ ^ (X) by corollary 1 
of propQsitio^ III. 14, lemma III. 2, and '%(X_V)n G.^(X2) = 0. 
Consider the following vector f where g and h are arbitrary 
vectors such that the following expressions exist. 
t = VX2 (X_VXJ) *X_ (Vg) f {V-7X2 (X_VX_!} *X_V} (g)+Xh = Vg^-Xh. 
Clearly, C(VXJ) © (^(X) c: C(X) + G.(V) , so that only 
"G (VXi ) 0 i?(X) =3 C(X) + C(V) needs to be established. 
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Let tt lS(X)+e(V). Thus 3(g,h): f = Vg+Xh = 
VXJ(X_VXJ)* X_ Vg+(V-VXd (X_VXJ) *X_V) g+Xh. Now 
(V-VXJ (X_ VXJ) *X_V) g + Xh £ "CCX) for all choices of g and h, 
= > 3t: (V-VX2 (X-.VXJ ) *X_V) g + Xh = Xt => 
3 (g, t) : f = VX2 {X_VXJL) *X_ Vg + Xt = VXJz+Xt for some pair 
(z,t) => ft €(VXJL) © TCCX) => C(VXi) © C(X) =3 C{X)+ ^ (V) 
=> e(vxj) © e(x) = 'e(x)+e(v). 
Since &[ C(P) G) e(I-P)=C(I) ][P(I-P)=0], 
]^{I-P) = C[ I-VSI (X_ V XI) *X_ ] is the direction space of 
projection of P. As a second means of determininy the direc­
tion space of projection? a complete set of matrices H: 
VXl (HX_VX2) *HX_ is a projection operator onto C(VXJL) with 
the additional property that îR.(HX_ ) H C^(VXJL> = 0 is sought. 
Once such a set of H is found, it will follow from proposi­
tion 111,9 that g 6 DP <==> HX_g = 0= By lemma III.7, Sg # Q 
<==> as* 6 CI (S) : gs. => [ % (HX_)n C"(VXJ) = 0 <==> 
1R.(H) e Btc (X_V) * ] because t'LVXi # 0 <==> t'X_V # 0 < = => 
t V (X_ V) -) for some (X_V) * £ CI (X-V) , However ^ 
C(VXJl) = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition 
to project onto G (VXJ) , so that %(H) E ^(]L V (X_V) ») => 
V) *: H = X_V(X_V)* => X_V(X_V)'^X_ controls the direction 
SpàCS of pjTOjGCtllOn COîïïpX^tiêiy 50 
%(X_V {X_V) »X_) n = 0. Also, X_V(X_V)*X_ is. in gen­
eral, not invariant under different choices of (X_ V)* in 
CI (X_V) .// 
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Lemma 8 Let &[V symmetric positive semidefinite] 
= 15^ (X) ]. Then P = I - VXI (X_ VXl ) *X_ is a 
projection operator, projecting all vectors in Ç{X)+ )^(V) on 
"CCX) with direction space 16(VXJ ) . Furthermore, P projects 
all vectors in C(V) onto l£(V) R C(X) . 
Discussion : 
That PP = P => P is a projection operator ; is an immedi­
ate consequence of lemma 7= That the direction space of 
projection is Ç(VXJ) follows from 
5[C(I-VXi (X-ViU.) =t=X_) 0 C(V)U) = C (I) ] 
[ (X_VX_!) *X_) VX_! = 03. Finally, note that 
(I-VXJ {}L.VXJ) *X_) X = X. Now, since V is symmetric positive 
semidef inite, V)n TC.~(Xi ) =0 implies Xi (X_VXJ) * is a 
conditional inverse of X_ V by lemma III.2. Thus, 
GC (I-VX2 (](_VXJL>*X_) V] = e(X)n e(V>cz e(X} implying P pro­
jects 'e(V) onto C(X)n ^ (V) . It also follows that all 
vectors in ITCX) + G(V) are projected onto if(X) •// 
The following proposition can be considered to be a spe­
cific case of a form to be found in Seeiy and Zyskind (1971), 
Let y = E (e) =0, y(e) = V and define X. 
to be any matrix satisfying ^CX= ) = "C^{X) = Then BL'JECXp) 
is unique and can be expressed as 
A 
xp = X(X'X)*X*(l-VXJ(X_VXj)*X_)y, or almost surely as 
xp = (I-VXi (X_VXi) *X_)y. 
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Discussion : 
To find BLUE(Xp), begin by seeking BHJE(l ' X j i )  for ar­
bitrary 1. By corollary 1 to lemma 5, &[ X_Va = 0 ][ X'a = X'l] 
<#=> a'y = BLUE(1*X ^ . First it must be shown that these 
equations are consistent for all choices of 1, i_.e^^ for all 
1» 3 a: a'y = BLUE(1'X p). The solutions in * a' to 
6[X«Va = 0][X'a = X'l] can be obtained in two steps. One, 
X'a = X'l => a = x+z in which, by lemma 11.14, x is unique in 
Ç(X) and z is arbitrary in (X) . Two, for 'a» to satisfy 
A_ Va = 0, z must be restricted in as follows, 
2 Ç- -> j n; ?-• = n' , Now S= Va =0 => 
XJn: X_Vx+X_ VXJn =0. (U) 
V symmetric positive semidef inite => V)Q ) = 0 => 
S(X_9XJ} = ^{X_V} by proposition II.2, => 3 solutions for n 
in equation {4) => Xin = -XJ (X_VX2) »X_Vx => 
a = x + XJn = [ I-XJ (X_ VXJ) V ]x (5) 
where x is the orthogonal projection of 1 on )£lX), => 
a = [I-Xl.(X_VXi)-y-.V ]X (X-X) *X«1* Thus if 1 takes on 
successively each column of an (nxn) identity matrix, then 
BLUE(X^) = X (X'X) *X«[ I-VXJ (X_V3L») *X_ ]y. (5) 
XâS!!tpCtCîlCC cf )Ç=i ( X=. y K2 ; *X_ J follows fïTOm IÇÛ! îûS 
8s Invariance of 3LuE{Xp) follows from lemma 7 because 
"XJ (X_VX2j*XJ is a projection operator onto QiV'KJ) . 
invariant with respect to the choice of X_ satisfying 
1R,(X_) = . That BLUE (X p ) is expressible in the form 
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A 
Xp follows immediately from equation 6. 
To show BLUE(xp) = (I-VXJ (X_VX_1) * X_) y almost surely, 
equation (6) will be combined with the fact that 
y E. C(X)+C.(V) almost surely. 
(a) Let y E "C (X) / then 3 g: y = Xg => 
aLuE(Xp) = X (X'X) *X'[ I-VX^ (X^VXJ.) *X_ ]Xg = Xg 
= [I-VXJ (X_VX_!)*K_ ]y because by definition of X-, X_X = 0. 
(b) Let y & g (V) , then [ I-VXJ (5L.VXi) •X. ]y £ T^(X) as 
follows. Since y£.C(V), j g: y = Vg and consider 
X_[ I-VXJ (X_VX^») »X_ ]Vg = )LVg - X_VXJ (X_ VXl} *X_ Vg = 
X>Vg~X_Vg = 0 because V symmetric positive semidefinite => 
1R.(X-V) ^  le^(XJ) = 0 <==> X-VKl (X-VXi) «X-V = X_V by proposi­
tion II.1. Thus y E.^(V) => (I-VXJ (X_VXJ)*X_)y tTC(X) => 
X(X'X)*X'[l-v%i(X_VXj)*X_]y = (I-VXJ (X_ VXJ) *X_) y for all 
y£C(X)+'C(V) => BLUE(XP) = [I-VXi (ÎC.VXJI) •X-]y almost 
trï J 3 / / 
Corollary,1 Under the conditions of proposition 4, 
BLUE(GXft) = GX(X'X)*X'(I-VXJ (X_VXl)*X2}y 
= G (I-VX: (X_VXJ)*XJ) y almost surely. 
Discussion : 
The corollary follows by letting 1, in the sentence 
above equation (6), take on successively each of the row 
vectors of the matrix G.// 
Corollary 2 Let V be symmetric positive semidefinite, then 
G[Va = Xg for some g XX'a = X'l] are jointly consistent for 
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all choices of 1. Furthermore, for given X'l, Va is unique. 
Discussion : 
By lemma 11.27 Va = Xg for some g <==> X-Va = 0. Since 
TfLlX-V) r\ ) = 0 because V symmetric positive 
semidef inite, and TR(X. ) = C^X) => "ÏKX-V) H IR (X') = 0 which 
with proposition II. 4 => 6[X_Va = Oj[X'a = X'l] are jointly 
consistent. Uniqueness of Va follows from equation (U) by 
which X_Va = X-Vx + X. VXJn = 0. Let m and n both be such that 
X_Vx = X_VX2n = X_VXJm => X_ VX] (n-m) = 0. However, 
-O" (x_ ) n "ir (VXJ ) = 0 => VXJL(n-m) = 0 by proposition II.1. 
Thus VXJffl = VXin => VXJn: S_ Vx^-X»VXJr. = 0 with x unique, is 
itself unique => Va = Vx+VXJn is unique.// 
In retrospect, a superficial means of establishing the 
relationship BLUE(xp) = (I-VXJ (X_V]L!)*X_) y is the following. 
Modify the results of corollary 1 to lemma 5 to require 
&£jC_ Vâ - Gj[X-A - X: J. Froiu the first equation, 
A = I- (X_V) *X_V. Noting that %(X_V)(^ (XI) = 0, lemma 
III.2 implies that }Ç.MX_VXJ)* g CI (X_V) . Now if XI (X_VX_!) * 
is used in place of (X_ V) *, then A = I-XJ (X» VXJ ) •X» V and it 
is clear that the relationship X*A = X* is satisfied. Thus 
I-SJ (X_ VXi) *Xi V is a solution to &[S-Vâ = 0][X«A = X*], so 
that A'y = [I-VXJ VX2) »X_ ]y = BLUE(xp). However, there is 
difficulty in explaining, by this procedure, that the result 
just found is only applicable when y 6 ^ XX)+ 1^(V) . 
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PÇOEOsitign_5 In the model y = X |5 + e ,  E(e) = 0, V (e) = V, 
let A be such that BlUE(Xp) = A'y. Then 
e(VA) = G(x)n C(V). 
Discussion: Note 1C(X)n C(V) = ^ [ (I-VXZ(X_VX1) *X_) V] by 
combining the fact that XJ (5L V)L!) * E CI (X-V) with corollary 1 
cf proposition III.14, Now 
e(VA) = t^[(I-VXJ(X_VXl)*X_)VXl because 
(a) VA = V[I-Ki(X_VXl)*X.V]X(X'X)*X' = 
(I-VXJ (X_ VXJ)*X_)VX(X'X)*X', 
(b) (X'X)*X'] = G for all (X'X)* S CI(X'X) 
implies C(Va) = (I-VXl (X_VX2) *X_) VX] oy proposition II.2. 
Now (I-VXJ (X_VX_')*X_ ) V] = C[(I-VX1(X_VXJ)*X_)V] = 
C(X)nC{v) => Kl (I-vxJ (X> vx-i) »X-) V ] n c~ (X) = 0 by lemma 
11,7- => C [ (I-VXJ ()L_YX_!}*X_} VX] = C [ <1° VXi ( VXl)-X-) V ] by 
proposition II.2, => C(VA) = C(X)n^{V).// 
Corollary In order that a»y = BLUE(1*X j) ) for arbitrary 1, 
the vector Va must trace out, but need only trace out 
G(X)Û^{V). 
It is interesting to compare proposition 5 and its 
corollary with proposition 3. Note that the cardinality of 
permissible elements equals the cardinality of the BLUEs in 
the estimation space. 
P£2£2sition_6 V[BLUE(Xp)] = £1-VXJ (X_VX1) *X_ ]V. 
Discussion: Let [ I-VXJ (X_VXJi) •X- ] = [P] 
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V(BLUE(Xp)) = X(X'X)*X'[P]VV*V[P']X(X'X)*X'. However, in 
proposition a, it was seen that X (X ' X) *X •[ I-VXJ (X_VXJ ) •X- ]V = 
(I-VXJ (X_VXJ ) *X_) V => V(BLUE(Xp)) = V-2 VXJ ( X_ VX_1 ) * X_ V 
+ VXJ (X_ VXJ ) *X_ VXJ (X_ VXJ) •X- V = V - VXJ (Jt-VJL! ) »X-V 
because X_ VX2 (X_VX2) *X_ V = X_ V.// 
For the case 1^(V) =3 {^(X) , a rather special form of 
BLUE(X|i) can be derived rather easily beginning with 
5[Va = Xg for some g][X*a = X'l]. A full set of solutions to 
Va = Xg, g arbitrary is a = V*Xg so that X'a = X'l => 
X'V*Xg = X'l. These equations are consistent for all 1 so 
that a = y*Xg = V=^=X (X'y=^X) =?=X'1 expresses in this case how I 
and *a» are related for a'y to be BLUE for I'Xji so that, 
lemma_9 C(V)td>S(X) => 
S[BLUE(Xjè) = X(X'V*X)*X'V*y][BLUE(l'Xp) = l'BLUE(Xp)]. 
Thereforp X (X» v*y ca-i be considered to be an al­
ternate expression for X(X'X)*X'[I-VXl(X_VX2)*X_]y for the 
special case C(V) =3^(X) . 
Iemma_10 t(V) = G(X) => V(BLUE(XS)) = X (X«V*X) *x' which is 
invariant over all choices of conditional inverses. 
DîSCiîSSîOîi Î 
V(BLUB(Xpj) = X(X*V*X)*X«V*VV*X(X!V*X)*X! by applying 
lemma 11=25^ => V (BLUE (X p ) % = x (X* V*X) *X» V*X {X* V =^X) be­
cause VV* is a projection operator onto "C{V) and 
C(V)Z3C(X) => ^(X (X'V*X) •X») <= €(V) . Now 
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X•V*X (X'V*X)*X' = X* as follows. By definition 
X' V*X (X' V*X) *X' V*X = X'V*X => X'V*X (X'V*X) •X'V + X = X'V + X by 
usiny the basic conditional decomposition of V*, and 
remembering C(V) irj^(X). By the corollary to lemma II,U, V + 
is symmetric positive semidefinite. Also, 
KiV = ^(V+) =) e(X) => îR.(X')f\ T£^(V+X) = 0, so applying 
proposition II.1 yields X'V*X(X'V*X)*X' = X' => 
V(BLUE(X(â)) = X(X'V*X)*X'. 
To show invariance of V(BLUE(X^)), use the basic 
conditional decomposition V* = V++"VR+SV" => X*V*X =X*V+X be­
cause £(V} ITS £.(X) , Thus (a-V-Xj- = CX'V'-^X)- = 
(X'V+X)++ jX'V + X)G + H(X'V + XL => X(X*V+X)»X* = X(X'V^X) +X'+0+0 
because anything orthogonal to rows and columns of X'V+X must 
be orthogonal respectively to X' and X. Thus 
A(X'V*X)*X' = X(X'V+X)+X' => X(&'V»X)' is invariant through 
uniqueness of the M core-Penrose pseudoinverse.// 
Corollary X (X'V*X)*X'V* is not invariant over all choices of 
conditional inverses. 
It does not appear to be a difficult task to show that 
g(V) :Z) g(X) => [a'y = BLUE (I'XjS ) <==> &[ Va = 0 ][ X • a=X • 1 ] ] 
almost surely. However, this is scarcely an improvement over 
corollary 2 to lemma 5. 
Thfi sguatxcns BLUE(X p ) — X{X'V*X) *X- V*y are the pcxnt 
of departure of a study by Zyskind and Martin (1969) which 
showed that these equations remain valid fcr arbitrary V, 
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symmetric positive semidefinite, and arbitrary X if and only 
if the class CI (V) is  restricted. The BLUEs provided by 
proposition U should be identical to those of Zyskind and 
Martin; however, the present solution does not require any 
departure from complete sets of conditional inverses. 
Zyskind (1967) gave a complete answer to the question of 
when simple least squares estimators are also best. This is 
a special case of a more general problem put by Rao (1968) 
which asked conditions such that BLUEs under one covariance 
structure be BLUE under another covaEiance structure given a 
particular design matrix. The question is answered in a 
rather different way in the following proposition. This 
proposition can be found in Rao (1971). Hosrever; it was es­
tablished both prior to seeing this paper and independently. 
Proposition 7 consider the acdol y - X p yith 
V(e)=V or V(€)=w. Then RLUE(X^) under V (e) =V is identical 
with BLUE(Xft) under V (e) =W <==> Ç(VX* ) = C(WXJ ) where the 
spaces C(VXJ) and C(WXi) are independent of the choice of 
X_ defined by @\(X_ ) = (X) . 
Discussion: 
By corollary 1 to lemma 5, a'y = BLUE(l«X|i) under both 
! 
covariance structures <=#> 
&&[ X-Va = 0][X_Wa = 0][X'a =X*1] (7) 
It was seen that 'a' satisfies &[ X-Va = 0]£X*a = X»l] <= = > 
a = [I - XJ (X_VXJ)*XJV ]x where x is the orthogonal projection 
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of 1 on C{X) => [relation (7) is satisfied <==> 
[X &e(X) => S[a = (I-XJ (X_VX_«>*(X_'V)x][ X_Wa ^ 0]]]. 
So (7) <==> X_W[I-XJ (X_VXJ) *X_V ]X = 0 <==> 
X»[ I-VXJ {)L. VXD *X_ 3WX2 = 0. Now since P = I-VXJ (X_VX1) *X_ 
is, by lemma 8, a projection operator on C(X) => 
%^ (X')(\t.[ (I-VX2 (L VX2) *WX2 ] = 0 => 
[I-VX2 (X_VX_1) *X_ = 0. Again by lemma 8, P projects 
along C(VXJ), so that the only possible vectors g such that 
Pg = 0 are in C(VXJ ) => îf{WXi) cr C(VXJ) . Since an analo­
gous reasoning is available by interchanging the roles of V 
and W. it is concluded that = C(VXJ)o Uniqueness of 
C(VXJ) and C(WXJ) follows from lemma 7.// 
Proposition 7 has an immediate geometric interpretation. 
The expression C{VXJ) ©C(X) = îf(V) of lemma 7 im­
plies C(V) = [ îS{X)n £.(V) ] 0C(VXJ ) which is a decomposition 
of Ê(V) into ïfl{X)n C (V) and a particular complementary por­
tion of 'G(V) not in C(X) . Also 
= E e S (X) j . No# proposition 7 states that 
so long as CCWXi) = C(VX_')/ C**)!! C be located ar­
bitrarily with respect to C.(V)(\^(X) and still retain the 
property that both have the sase BLUEs^ All symmetric posi­
tive semidefinite matrices can be expressed as 
(XJ fi' + XS) (XJH'+XS) ' = XJS'RX- rXJ R'S'X +XSRX_+XSS«X'. Now if 
S is allowed to vary, [(XJB*+XS) (XJR*+XS) • XI ] is not inde­
pendent of S so that the form (XJR'+XS) (XJR'+XS)' can not 
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generate matrices V yielding identical BLQEs. However, the 
subform XiR• RX_+XSS' X' produces symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrices such that [ (XJR• RX«+XSS* X') XJ ] is 
independent of S. Thus if the set of matrices r is defined 
by A, B & r <==> C(X»*A) = C(XJB), then the set of matrices 
{XIR* R3L. + XSS'X'} where R is arbitrary in r and S is arbitrary 
such that XS exists, has the property that all the elements 
of this set provide covariance matrices having the same 
BLUE ( a  I»). If the elements R are not taken from r, then 
BLUE (Xp) will not be invariant under all covariance elements 
taken from f%2R'RX^+XSS'X'}. Also any equation subset taken 
from (UR*+XS) (XJR' + XS) ' properly containing XjR'RX,+XSS'X' 
does not have the property that one of its elements, H, has 
the property Ç(HXJ) independent of S. Thus the next 
corollary follows. 
In the model y = Xp+e, E(e) = 0, V(e) = V, 
let li^(X_) = C^(X) . Let the set r be defined by R 6 r < ==> 
"Ê(X.'R) = ^^(X)n ^ (V) . Then the set of matrices t = 
(Xi S'KX=+X5S» X» ; 8 Ê r, S arbitrary such that xs exists} de­
scribes a complete set of covariance matrices such that 
BLUE(Xp) obtained under V (e) = V, is invariant for all ma­
trices in the set t. 
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4. Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
It is common statistical knowledge that when the 
covariance structure is nonsingular, the maximum likelihood 
estimator of X p , under the assumption of a normally distrib­
uted data vector y, is best linearly unbiased. Zyskind and 
Martin (1969) showed this fact to carry over to the case 
where X and V each have possible linear dependencies of row 
and/or column vectors. No significantly new facts will be 
found in this section. The method of approach will be rather 
different from that of Zyskind and Martin. 
Consider the model y = X^+e, E(e)=0, V (e)=V where V is 
symmetric positive semidefinite but otherwise arbitrary. Let 
X be an arbitrary matrix having the same number of rows as v, 
î.et ths 'culùîà::S Of the satrlz T* bs a full set cf orthoîior-
mal eigenvectors of V having corresponding nonzero eigenval­
ues# Let the columns of Z' complete the set of orthonormal 
eigenvectors of V which must have corresponding eigenvalues 
all equal to zero. Thus 
y N 
TXpl [L oil 
' "U ' => Zy = SXB 
z x a l  l o  o i l  <u. I  w W —J 
= > Xp = X(ZX: *zyi^x jSX) t, t arbitrary ][Ty ^  K{TXp ,L) (8) 
Since L is nonsingular, the distribution of Ty has a density 
which can be expressed as 
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F(Ty) = K exp[-(Ty-TXp) «L-i (Ty-TXp )/2] 
= K exp[-(y-X p ) T*L-»T (y-Xp )/2] 
New TVT» = L => L-i = (TVT')-i => TL-^T = T'(TVT')-lT = V 
because, 
(a) VT' (TVT') -1IV= V by &[TVT' (TVT' ) -iTVT* = TVT'] 
[V symmetric positive semidefinite => Î^(V)[\Ç(T') = 0] so 
that the result follows from proposition II.1. 
(b) [T'(TVT')-iI]V[T«(TVT')-iT] = T'(TVT')-iT 
(c) [VT» |ÎVÎ')-ÎT]' = VT»(TVT')-1T because VT'(TVT')-iT 
= VT'L-iT and since VT» = T'L, it follows that VT'L-»T = T'T 
which is symmstric. 
(d) [T?(TVT»)-iTV]' = T'(TVT')-»TV by a reasoning anal­
ogous to part (c) . 
Thus p(Ty) = K exp[-,'y-X p ) ' V+(y-X p )/2 3 (9) 
It follows that the maximum likelihood estimator of X(5 is 
A 
that value or those values of XQ maximizing (9) subject to 
the constraints (8). Note that if Ç(V)-=3C(X), the con­
straints (8) disappear and, in this case; it follows that 
MLE(XB) = BLCE(Xft) almost surely. 
To show that, in general, MLE(X p) = BLUE(X|^) almost 
surely, it will first be shown that alEost surely ; the 
EIuE(Xp) is a MLS(Xp). Then it will be shown that MLE (XjS ) 
is unique almcst surely^ 
The equations ZXp = Zy <==> V~ Xp = V~y where 
1S(_(V" ) = ^^(V) . The set HLE(XA) is obtained by minimizing 
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A A A A 
(y-X ^  ) • V+(y-X p ) with respect to Xp subject to V X= V"y, 
an equation which is valid almost surely via lemma 6. 
A A A. 
Let N = (y-X p ) • V+(y-X ji )-2 g»(V~xp-ry). 
A \ 
l>N/)Xp = 0 => X'V+(y-Xp>) = (rx)'g subject to 
A, A A 
r xp = ry. Now &[X«V+(y-X^) = (V-X) ' g ][ V-xp = V-y] <==> 
A A 
g[ JV X) X'V+(y-X ^  ) = 0 ][ r X p = v-y] (10) 
fcy proposition 11.27, where ^ [ JV~ X) ] = ^^(V~ X) . Before 
solving the equations in (10), note that these equations, 
A 
when a solution Xp exists, provide a set HLE(Xp) generated 
by the assumption that y is multivariate normally distribut­
ed» If y does not fellow a normal distribution, the equa­
tions in (10) may still be solved and some sort'of estimator 
may emerge. It will be seen shortly that an estimator X 
can always be found to satisfy (10) and it is this unique 
estimator provided by this procedure of relationship (10)# 
which will now be considered and will be rather imprudently 
called MLE (X p). 
A 
The solutions in xp to (10) contain the extrema of the 
original minimization problem. Now (10) contains jointly 
consistent equations for all choices of y because 
J^x)'x-y^jc=:^(y^) 3C R(v+)nR(r) = o] => 
"RE JV" X) » X • v-^ j fj^Cr ) = O implying joint consistency by 
proposition = 
To show ELUE(X p) always satisfies almost surely the MLE 
equations (10), BLUE (X^ ) = [ I-VX2 (X1VX_) *X_ ]y where 
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ye. C(X)+ %^(V) except on a set of F measure zero. Inserting 
ELUE(xp) into (10) yields 
5[ JV-X) 'X'V+VXJ (X_ VXJ ) *X_y = 0][ V- (BLUE (Xp )) = T y ] (11) 
(a) If y£.C(X), the first equation of (11) is valid and, 
since y E. C(X) => 3HJE(Xji) = y by proposition U, the second 
equation of (11) is valid. 
(b) If yg, C(V) , then 3 g: y = Vg so by the first equa­
tion of (11), jr X)'X« V+VXJ (X_ VXJ) *x_vg = O for all g => 
VXJ (X_ VXi) •X_[VV+X JV X) ] = 0 (12) 
Ey lemma 7, VXJ(X_ VXJ)*X_ is a projection operator with h in 
the direction space cf projection <==> X_V(X_V)*5Lh = 0, so 
(12) holds < = = > g[VV+X JV" X) ] is contained in the direction 
space of projection cf the original projection operator <==> 
X_V (X_ V)-X_ VV-s-X JV- X) =0 < ==> ]L VV"X JV" X) = 0. By proposi­
tion III. 14^ c2{X){l ^ {V) = ^[X JV X) 3 => VV+X JV X) = 
X JV X) because VV+ is a projection operator onto C(V). 
Thus X-VV+X JV X) =0 and it is concluded that the 3LUB (X p ) 
is almost surely a M LE (X pu ) • 
To show almost sure uniqueness of MLE(X p), note that 
the solutions to VXj8 = V y can be written as Xji = p+v where 
P is, by lëfflKsa 11,14, that uiiiqae eleaenb in S(X) !1 S(V ) 
satisfying V p= V y. Now p & e(X) U Cr*" ' > => P&'Qa JvX) j by 
proposition III^14 => 3t: p = X JVX)t so that v n = V y => 
V X JVX)t = V y => p = X JVX)t = X JVX) [ V X JVX) ]*V y = Ay. 
Also v = V JX_ V) g, g arbitrary, because C[V JX. V) ] = 
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n C(V). Substituting p+v into the first equation of 
(10) will place the necessary restrictions on v. Thus 
jr X) • X*V+(p + V JX-V) g) = jrx)'x»v+y. However, V + p = 0 be­
cause of lemma III. 3 and = V+V~ 'n. Thus 
jr X) • x'v+v jx- v)g = jr X) ' x«v+y (13) 
Ey proposition III.14, ClX) 0 = CCX jrX)] = 
12 [ V JX-V) ] sc that the solutions to (13) are the solutions 
to JX_V) • VV + V JX_V) g = JX_V)«VV+y=> JX> V) ' V JX-V) g 
= JX>V)*VV+y. Now V symmetric positive semidefinite => 3s; 
V = S» S => f JX_ V) ' S» ][5 JX_ V) Ig = [ JX_ V) «S» jSV+y. These 
equations have the fors G'Gt = G®2 and it is known that for 
all solutions t, the vector Gt is unique => S JX_V)g is 
A 
unique => v = V jX_.V)g i-s unique => X ft = p + v is unique for 
any y in C(X)+C(V) => HLE (X p ) = ELUE(xp) almost surely, 
îhus, the fclicwing theorem can be stated. 
Iheorem 1 In the model y = xp +e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, the best 
linearly unbiased estimator of X p is almost surely a maximum 
likelihood estimator of Xp under the assumption of 
multincrmally distributed data. 
While on the subject of normally distributed data, 
let y a; S(xp ,V) , Then &[ (y-X ) » A {y-X {i ) nj ] 
[k = tr{AV)] <==> VAV&y = VAV <= = > A = H(VH)» + "VP+Qv" where 
H, P, Q are arbitrary such that the above operations exist. 
This question has been treated by Rao (1962), Styan (1970). 
The statements above can be shown by noting V symmetric posi­
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tive semidefinite => 3real S: V = S'S where S is (rxn), cf 
rank r. Let 2 ^#(0,1^) and consider the transformation 
t = S'z => t ^N(0,V) => (y-X p ) • A (y-Xp ) rJ z* SAS 'z. Now it 
is known that z'SAS'z ru <==> SAS* idempotent <==> 
SAS'SAS' = SAS* <==> S*SAS'SAS'S* = S*SAS*S because of propo­
sition II. 1 and the fact that 1R^(S* ) C(S) =0. Thus, 
z 'SAS* z <==> VAVAV = VAV <==> A can be expressed as 
H (VH) *+"VP+CV" , H, P, C arbitrary, in view of proposi­
tion III.5. Sow SAS' idempotent implies that its eigenvalues 
-1 
are either zero or one => J orthonormal Q: 
Q' (SAS') Q = 
\ 0 
so that 
0 0 
Qt N (0,1) whenever t N (0,1) => t'Q'(SAS')Qt is a sum of k 
random variables distributed as => (y-xp)*A(y-X|6)rv 
Kith k - tr (SAS') = tr(AS«S) = tr(sv). 
Note that SAS' idempotent => tr(SAS') = tr(SAS * SAS') = 
tr(AS*SAS*S) = tr(AVAV) = tr (AV) . 
5, Consistency of SLUE(Xjà) 
and Transformations Preserving BLUE (X^) 
in the usual linear model with fixed arbitrary design 
matrix and covariancs structure, if the same experiment were 
independently repeated using the same design matrix and 
covariance structure, it can be asked if BLUE(X 8) converges 
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in probability to X ^  . It is known. Hocking (1962), that for 
nonsingular ccvariance structures, ELUE(Xp ) converges in 
probability to X p . The following proposition states that 
linear dependencies of the column vectors of V (and X) does 
not destroy this property. 
Proposition 8 Let y = X^+e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V where V is sym­
metric positive seaiidefinite. 
Then ELUE (X^ ) is consistent under y ^  N(X^,V). 
Discussion: 
Let yi b€ the ith data vector from the model 
y = xp +e where all the data vectors are mutually indepen­
dent. Let X be the 3LUS(X|i) when n data vectors are com­
bined to deteririne BLUE (X p ) . 3y proposition 4, 
X = X(X'X) *X'[ I-VX2 (X_VX2) *X_ ][ Using proposi-
tiou 6, V(X V/n => 
A ,—, 
(X -xp )\|n 'V N[ 0, (I-VX_? (X^VXI) *X_) V]. Symmetric positive 
semidefinitness of covariance structures implies 3 Q ortho-
normal: Q (V-VXJL (X_ VXJ ) *XL V) Q • is diagonal with all elements 
nonnegative and r = dim[ CiX/n ci") 3» positive elements to be 
found on the diagonal, because by lemma 8, (X_ VXl) ®X_) 
is a projecticn operator onto S(X) such that vectors in "CCV) 
are projected onto Ç(XîQ5^(V). 
A 
Thus Q(X -Xp AJ N 
'D o' 
0, 
_ 
_0 0_ 
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A A . i 
=> n(X^^ -xp) 'Q'Q(X^„ 'Xf^ ) ^  where all Z^A^X^. 
Now Q'Q = I => P[ (Xp^ -X/3 ) MXp„ -X p ) > ft] = 
P[Z digi/n > t»t] where P[ ] represents the probability that 
the relationship in brackets be valid. Since 
I-VXJ! (X_ VXJ ) *X_ is idempotent, each di in the expression is 
less than or equal to the largest eigenvalue d of V which 
sust be finite because ijVjj = (trV'V) is finite by the 
existence of V. Therefore, 
P[ -X p) MSp^-ïp ) > t't] < P[d % zi/n > t't] 
= P[Z > nt«t/d] where Z~ => 
l i m ^  ^  { X p „ - X p ) ' ( X p „  - X p  )  >  f t ]  <  
liffl F[Z > nt-t/d] = 0 => X is consistent for Xft .// 
n -> ' ' 
Transformations of a model can be rather heip£ul. one 
useful case for transforming a model arises when the 
covariance structure is nonsingular but not of the form 
In this case, there exists a nonsingular matrix G such 
that GVG* = I, so that the transformed model Gy = Gxp+Ge is 
of interest, bscauss in order to find BLOEs in this moi el. 
thé method of simple least squares can bs applied to get 
A A 
BLuE(GXR) which can be expressed as GX ^  . If GXp is multi­
plied by G-*, some form of estimator of X |i is obtained. 
This estimator can be shown to be X (X'V-^X)*X'V-^y which by 
remark 1 equals BLOE (XB). In effect, this procedure pro-
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vides an example by which a transformation can be used to 
obtain an estimator of X p by least squares which is best 
linear unbiased in the original model y = Xji +e. 
In fact, a rather general question may be stated as 
follows. What is a set of necessary and sufficient condi­
tions that the models y = Xp +e and Gy = GXp +Ge both provide 
the same estimator of BLUE(Xp)? 
Definition Model 1: y = X^ +e and model 2: Gy = GX^ +Ge are 
equivalent in Bt.UE(XR) <==> [t'A unbiasedly estimable in 
either model 1 or model 2 => in model 1, BLHE(t^ p) = 
BLUE(t'p) in model 2j. 
Proposition 9 Let E (e) =0, V (e) = V, Then 
model 1; y = xp fe and model 2: Gy = GXp +Ge are equivalent 
in BLUE(Xp) <==>E-r«{GK) = TO (X) ][ ^ {G?) ZD ÇCXJH ]• 
Discussion: 
In model 1 ,  a'y = BLDE(l'xp) <=#> 
S[A_Va = Oj[X'a = X*l] by corollary 1 to lemma 5. If a^ = 
d'G, then d'Gy = BLOE(l*xp) <=#> 5[X.VG»d = 0][X»G'd = 
X'l]. Thus equivalence of the two models in BLUE (X 3) is 
established o>>c€ lîscçsssîry snâ suifxcxsnt conuxuxons ses 
fOiiau lr« G : 
&rx_Va = OjfX'a =X® 1 J <==> 5rx_VG®d = OjFX'G'd = X'l j. Con­
sider the condition TR.(GX) = %(X) to be invalid. Thus %(X) 
properly contains TSi(GX) => 3l'X $ (R(GX) => models 1 and 2 
are not equivalent => ZR(GX) = T(^(X) is a necessary condition 
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for equivalence in BLUE(X) . Now by the corollary to propo­
sition 5, in model 1, Va traces out all of C(X)fl C(V) as 1 
varies arbitrarily such that I'X exists, where a one to one 
correspondence between vectors Va and X'l exists. Thus, if 
iG(VG') 1^(X)nC(V), then in model 1, those X'l for which 
Va 4 1C(VG') = Ti(GV) are not estimable in model 2 when first 
constrained tc satisfy X_VG'd = 0. If Î^(VG') = ^^(X)^ (V) , 
then no Va frem model 1 are not in \^(VG*) = ^(GV) => no X'l 
are not unbiasedly estimable in model 2,// 
Corcllary 1 If 1"X jî is usbiasedly estimable in the model 
Gy= GX{3 *Gee then BLUE(1'X |3 ) in this model is also the 
ELUE(1 'X p ) in the model y = X|i+e^ G as in proposition 9. 
Discussion: 
In the model Gy = GX^B +Ge. BLUE (GX fi ) is unique. 
Unbiased estimability of I'Xft in this model implies 
ig: g'GX = i'X => g'GX is unique => g'[blue (GXp)] = Gy 
is unique with E£ g• BLUE (GX ) ] = I'Xfi, Also choosing 
a = G«d satisfies S[X_Va = 0][X'a = X'l] so that a'y is BLUE 
for its expectation in the model y = X ^  ^e# with 
E (a'y) = I'X^ .// 
Fcoposition 9 also provides a simple means of answering 
the question cf stating a necessary and sufficient set of 
conditions on the matrix M such that X & = BLUBCXp) <==> 
A 
X'MX|i= X'y. Rao (1971) appears to be the first to have 
answered this question which dates at least back as far as 
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Martin (1969). The answer given in the next corollary is 
rather different from that of Rao. 
Cgrgllari_2 
8S[ %(X'MX)= R(X) ][ 7R.(X'MV) C{X){\ "^(V) ^ (X*HV)cr G(X'MX) ] 
A A 
<==> CX6= BLUE(X&) almost surely <==> X'MXji= X'My ]. 
I  /  I  
Discussion: 
(==>) Let &&[ rt?_ (X»MX) = ^ .(X) ]rTa(X»MV)^eCX)n YS(V) ] 
r ^ (X«MV) d'eCX'MX) ], 
sr TR (X»nx) = iR (X) 3[ZR.(X » H V ) cDCCX)!! "6(7) ] => y = xfi +e and 
%®Hy = X'HXp-s-x'He are equivalent models in BLUE (X p ) . 
5[ y £, C(X) + "£(V) almost surely ][ ^  (X* MV) c X' MX) ] inîplxes 
the model X'My = X'MXp ^ X'Me can be fitted without error => 
X'HXS = X» My. 
A A 
{<==) Let BLDS( x p )  =  S p  satisfy X'MXp = X'My. 
Assume 
S5[ TR (X«MX)= iR{X) ][^R (X«HV) =3 e(X)ri Te(V) ][ ^ (X'MV) d e(X*MX) ] 
is false. Then, at least one of the conditions 
gt (X:MX) = 1R.(X), H(x»av) ZD C(X)n l£(v), ie(x;HX)=3G(X'MV) 
must be false. If either of the first two conditions are 
false, the models y =; x$ +e and X'My = X«HXp+X»rîe can not be 
equivalent in BLUE(Xp). Therefore, ^(X*MX) z=)1f(X' MV) must 
be false. Since y £. î^(X) ^^(V) almost surely, the equations 
A 
X'MXp = X'My for general y can not be consistent. Thus the 
assumption 
G&rTR (X'MX) =1R(X) ]nR ( X « M V )  =3 e(X)n ^ (V) ][ € (X'MV) C=^(X* MX) ] 
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is false leads to a contradiction.// 
If the matrix M is required to be symmetric, some 
simplification is obtained as stated in the next corollary. 
Corollary 3 let the matrix M be symmetric. Then 
s&[ ^ (X'HX) = R(X) ][ ^  (X'HV) =5 e(X)n €(V) ] <==> 
A A 
[BLUE(X p) = X ^ almost surely <==> X'HXp = X'My]. 
Discussion : 
Consider the condition 1C(X'MX)=3 C(X'MV) of corollary 
2c If "K(X*MX)= %^(X) then >e.(X') = (^(X'M'X) = E(X'MX) by 
symmetry of M, so that C(X'MX) =5 C(X'?ÎV) by lemma II.9. 
Thus when M is symmetric, the condition £{X'MX) =3ï^(X'HV) 
adds nothing to the condition 
S[ 1l(X»MX) = R(X) ][ TR,(X«MV) =3 e(X)n C(V) ]•// 
Corollary 4 If the elements of the data vector y are 
reordered with corresponding permutations of the rows of X 
and rows and columns of V, bLuE (K p ) is unalteireu excepL foi: 
permutations. 
Discussion: 
Any permutation matrix is nonsingular => 
6[ %(GX) = K(X) 3 [ ^  (GV)=DC(X)n C(V) ].// 
Corollary 5 The result of proposition 9 and corollaries 1 
and 2 apply also to the maximum likelihood estimators derived 
under normally distributed error structure. 
If proposition 9 were subject to intuitive speculation, 
it seems reasonable, since y£ ^ (X) + 6(V) almost surely, that 
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any linear transformation preserving C(X)+ C(V) would trans­
form y = Xp +e into an equivalent linear model. It could 
also be conjectured that if lf(X) + l£(V) were not preserved by 
transformation, then equivalence is lost. However, proposi­
tion 9 shows that this need not be the case. An extremely 
simple example is provided by the model y=X^ +e with 
V(e) = (T^I. Since 
6t"îR(X'X)= (R.(X) ][% (X'I)= ^ (X) e(X) ], the 
models y=X^ +e and X'y = X*Xji+X'e are equivalent in 
« I 
(X Q ) * Sxnce the the second model can bo fitted without 
/  A 
error, that is there exists a vector M : X'y = x'xp, it 
A 
follows that X*e =0. A more interesting case is provided bv 
"cneoirera i ot iysitxna ana narTin in wniun it j.e> 
under what conditions are the models y = X ft +e and 
X« V*y = X'V*X^+X»V*e equivalent models in BLUE(X|3) with V* 
in CÎ (V). Applying proposition 9, the condition 
1R(X'V*V) = C(X)n 1C(V) is valid for all choices of V* in 
CI (V) since VV* is a projection operator onto ^(V), Howev­
er, the condition %X-7*X}— {X) is not, in général, valid 
for all choices of V* in CI (?). The element V+ can be par­
ticularly delinquent in this respect. It is now clear that 
V* must be restricted in CI (V) because certain parametric 
functionals I'Xjj are no longer even unbiasedly estimable in 
the model x*V*y = X*V»X^ +X'V*e. Now the following lemma is 
useful. 
1 U 0  
Lemma 11 Let V be symmetric positive semidefinite. Then 
e(V)zD(f(X) <==> [ V* £CI(V) => 1R(X'V*X) = R(X) 1. 
Discussion : 
(==>) Let eCV) rs-eCX) , V* £CI (V) . 
Then (\'C(X) =0 because by proposition II. 1 item 2, 
f] ICCV) =0 => X'V*X = X»V+X. Now V symmetric positive 
semidefinite => V+ symmetric positive semidefinite and 
TR (7+) = e{v+) = %(?) ='e(V) =3 e(x) => 
*C{X»y+) r\'e{X)=0 => 31{X'V*X) = 1R.{X) by proposition II.2. 
(<==) Let ie(V)cae ^(X) , V* e c i (V), 
Assume lR.(X» V*X) = lR(X) , then ^^(X* V») H ^(X) =0 => 
(V*)n^(X) = 0. (1%) 
Using the basic conditional decomposition of V*, 
V* = V++RV- +-VS => V+x * 0 for all xE.e(X)? x#0 => 
Ot, ( V) 1Î U( a) = 0 => lix £ 1E(X) ,x#0;~x^0=> JH; 
V+x + RV X = 0 => 3v*: for some xg,'6(X), x / 0, V»x = 0 => 
(V*) n^îX) #0 contradicting (M) => =R(X) is 
false,// 
An immediate application would be the following lemma 
which, in a sense- extends remark i. 
Lemma 12 The models y = X & fe and X'V+y = X'V*Xâ+X'V*e are 
equivalent in BLUE(X p ) <==> 1E(V)=3 S(X), in which case, the 
second model can be fitted without error. 
m 
This chapter will now be concluded with some overview 
given to certain results of this chapter. It is known that 
when "CVf) zmCW 0 then BLUE (X p ) = X(X'V*X)*X'V*y. From 
this fact, BLUE(Xp) is, in this case, the projection of y 
onto C(*) and X(X'V*X)*X«V» is a projection operator onto 
^ (X). In proposition 4, it was established that an expres­
sion for BLUE(xp) under general covariance structure V is 
almost surely (I-VXJ (X_VXi ) *X_ ) y = Py. In this case, P 
remains a projection operator; however, P no longer projects 
osto C(X) but onto a space coisplesentary to î^(VXi) contain 
ing CiX) . 
It is a simple matter to note, if lf(X)zDC(V), that Py 
is in C(X) and Py = y almost surely. Therefore, the obser­
vation vector is SLOE for xp . 
In the linear model, it was seen that y is almost surel 
in "C(V) + G(X) . When y is restricted to If(V) * , P was 
shown to map y onto Ç (X). Furthermore, P maps the 
permissible observation space onto the permissible parameter 
space; that is, P projects the elements of a linear variety 
onto a second linear variety. Since the permissible observa 
tion space can be written almost surely as t+ »ith t in 
it follows from the fact that P projects l£(V) 
onto C(X)j{C.(V) chat, in the fixed linear model, the 
permissible parameter space is a linear space if and only if 
C(V)r3e{X) . 
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V EFFICIENCY OF SIMPLE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION 
IN IKE FIXED LINEAR MODEL 
1. Introduction 
One of the most frequently recurring problems in statis­
tics is that cf 'fitting' models of the form y = xp +e, where 
E(e)=0 and V(6)=V, E (•), V (•) being the usual expectation and 
variance operators. This model has been discussed in the 
previous chapter, so 1st it be said here that to fit this 
model means tc map the random vector y into two random 
 ^ A 
vectors and e, called estimators of 6 and e respectively, 
A A 
satisfyiny th€ ccnstiàint y - Xp 
Perhaps the three most common statistical goals are 
(1) to estimate prescribed linear functions of the parameter 
vector , (2) to test hypotheses about linear functions of 
ji, and (3) tc predict a future observation vector y corre­
sponding tc a given input matrix X, It is a simple matter to 
show that goals (1) and (3) are basically the same. 
Intuitively speaking, this chapter aill compare the rel­
ative performance of the two linearly unbiased estimators 
SLSE(Xp) and BLUE (X p ) . BLUE (X {3 ) was defined and studied 
in the preceding chapter. There are several ways to define 
tte simple least squares estimator SLSE(xp). Perhaps the 
most convenient definition for present purposes is the fol-
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lowing. 
A.  ^
Definition X fi = SLSE(Xp) <==> X»Xp= x»y. 
It is well known that for any particular y, SLSE(Xp) 
(1) always exists, (2) is unique, (3) is an unbiased 
estimator of X p, and (4) has variance greater than or equal 
to that of BLUE(xp). Thus if both BLUE(Xj3) and SLSE(X^) 
were both available- no hesitation should be involved in 
preferring BLUE(Xp) to SLSE (X p ) for estimating X ^  . 
In general neither BHIE(X 0) nor SLSE (X ^  ) is available 
from the outset and there are several factors which make 
SLSE(Ap) appear preferable to BLUE {X^). Some of these are 
(1) SLSE(X p) is less costly to compute, especially in 
the case of balanced data, Kempthorne et al. (1961), 
(2) The covariancs matrix V, as well as 'C(V) are, in 
general, unknown so that BLUE(X ^ ^ without further knowl­
edge, remains unavailable. At best, the estimator BLUE(X p) 
can itself be "estimated", 
(3) If 7 is known, it appears that BLUE(X^) is consid­
erably more vulnerable to computation roundoff errors, 
(4) Several rather reliable computer programs are 
available to compute SLSE(X p). Computer programs to compute 
BLUE (ap} are usually unavailable. 
Thus there is some temptation to estimate X p by 
SLSE(X p) instead of by BLUE(X ^ ), especially if it is known 
that BLUE(Xp) and SLSE(X ft) differ only slightly-
lutt 
In the fcllowing sections or this chapter, except when 
otherwise stated, the design matrix X and the covariance 
matrix V are considered to be arbitrary and mathematically 
independent with the exception that V is symmetric positive 
semidefinite having the same number of rows as X. The fact 
that V might fce singular introduces mathematical 
complications. However, the results of this chapter are in­
tended to go teyond the singularity of V in that most of the 
methods and results are, hopefully, new even for nonsingular 
matrices. There is no need for particular emphasis on 
matters of singularity beyond the attempt for generality. 
2= When Simple Lea-st Squares Estimators are Best 
With reference to the definitions and notation of 
chaptor IV. let it be assumed in yhat follows in thi« chanter 
that all y in H+E are acceptable observation or data vectors. 
It is important to have a workable set of necessary and 
sufficient conditions on V and X under which SLSE(X^) = 
ELUE(X p) for all acceptable choices of the data vector y= 
In this case, there appears to be no reason to compute 
A 
ELUE(X{i) except as the solution Xp to the set of equations 
x'xp = X*y. 
It is also possible that in the estimation of parametric 
functionals I'X^ , that there exists a nonnull set of vectors 
such that SLSE(p*Xft) = ELUE(p«Xft) for all acceptable y and 
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another nonnull set of vectors q such that 
SISE (q* X p ) * BLUE (q 'X {3 ) . 
The fcllcwing three theorems are essentially due to 
ZysKind (1967) and give considerable insight into the previ­
ous considerations. These theorems can be stated as follows 
where E(«) is the usual expectation operator. 
Theorem 1 SL£E(X|i) = BLUE(X^) for all acceptable choices 
of the data vector y <==> lirank(X) orthogonal eigenvectors 
of V which span ^(X). 
3ilê2£êJS-2 a * y = ELUli (E (a'y) ) for all acceptable y <==> 
Va e C(X) . 
ïbeorem^j [SLSE(£(a'y) ) = BLUE(E(a*y)) for all acceptable t 
<==> 6[a£ ^ (X) ][ VatlC(X) ]. 
These theurewy are siayle and general in that there are 
no implicit assumptions about the spaces Î^(X) and C(V) nor 
atout tank (X) and rank(V). 
The following lemma is really a corollary to theorem 3 
and states necessary and sufficient conditions under which i 
is a hopeless task to find any simple least squares estimato 
cf a linear parametric functional which is also best* 
iemma_j [a*y = SLSEtE(a'y)) => a-y # BLUE ( E (a ' y)) ] <==> 
e(vx)n€(x) = 0. 
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It is a Vieil kncwn fact that a'y = SL3£{E(a'y)) <= = > 
a El£(X) . This fact will be combined with lemma IV,5 to yield 
the following simple proposition. 
Proposition 1 Let lR_(X_ ) = (X) . Then 
£LSE(1»X|3) =BLuE(l'Xp) <= #> X ' 1 E ^  [ X ' (1 = X {X. VX) * ÎL. V) X ]. 
Discussion : 
(= = >) Let SLSEd'Xp) = BLUE(l*Xjj). 
Now a'y = ELUE(l'XP) <=#> 6£X_Va = 0][X«a = X^l], 
ty lemma IV.5. Also a'y = SLSE(l'Xp) <==> 
S[a £ e{X) ][ X«a = X'l] so that SLSE'l'Xp ) = 3LU5(i»Xp) < = #> 
S5&[at ^ (X) j[ X-Va = 0][X'a = X'l] (1) 
Thus, 1 such that SLSE(l'Xp) = BLUE(l'Xp) implies a solu­
tion 'a* to relation (1) exists. To solve (1), note that 
S[ a £ C(X) J[ X ' a = X'l] => 3a unique Xp: a = Xp by lemma 
11.1%. Mo» X_Va = Ô => X_VXp = 0 -> ? - (I-(X_ VX)-ÎC-VX) 3 
where (X_VX)* is an arbitrary element of the set of 
conditional irverses, CI(X_VX), of X-VX and z is arbitrary 
such that X'Xp = X'l. Thus(1) => a = (I-X(X_VX)*X_V)Xz => 
X'l = X'(I-X(X_VX)*X_V)Xz => X*l&Xt[X:(I-X(X_VX)*X_V)X]. 
Cne way to shew Lb[X:(I-X{X_VX}*X_V)X] = 
P^ r x '(I-X(X_V%)*%_V)X] is by combining corollary 1 of propo­
sition III.14 and lemma 11.10 so that €{X)Pi (X_ V) = 
e [ (I-X (X_VX) *X_V) X ]. Meaningfulaess of R^(X_V) follows 
from lemma IV.7 by which Ç(VX2) = %(VX_) is invariant of 
the choice cf . Thus X»l£ Ç [ X• (I-X (X-VX) V) X ]. 
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(<==) Let x'le t^[x'(i-x(x_vx)*x_v)x]. 
Ihus"3z: X*1 = X'(I-X(X_VX)*X_V)Xz. Let 
a = (I-X {X_ VX) *X_V) Xz. Then 65[ at"e(X) ][ X_Va=0 ][ X'a = X'l] 
is valid, implying SlSE(l'Xp) = BLUE (!•Xp) .// 
3p f 0 such that 5[X*1 = P©q][3t: 
F = X*X(X_VX)*X_VXt] <==> SLSE(l'Xp) BLUE(l«Xp) for all 
acceptable observation vectors y. 
Eiscussion: 
This is a direct consequence of proposition 1 and the 
fact thatf fcy proposition 111-13-
CiX'X (X_ vX) «X_VX) @ c;[X:(I-X%X_VX2*X_V;Xj = 
Corollary 2 SLSEIl^'Xp) = BLUE(l%'Xp) for all k=1 to r => 
C T C C - / ^ " *  ^  1  I V  o  \  -  n r  n p  /  I Y Û »  
^  " p '  "  ^ ' - k . e l  - p ' -
3. Goccness of Approximation of BLUE's by SL32®5 
Assume a known design matrix X is given but is otaerwise 
arbitrary, and that the covariance structure V is known to 
within a multiplicative positive constant. Thus the only re­
striction applied to V is that it is positive semidefinite. 
There seems to fce no well accepted way of defining the 
goodness of approximation of best linear unbiased estimators 
by simple least squares estimators. Several authors such as 
Hagness and HcGuire (1962), Goiub (1963), Watson (1967) have 
addressed this question, each in a somewhat different manner. 
A crude measure of goodness might be the ratio 
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dim((^[X'(I-X(X_VX)*X_V)X])/dim(3t(X)), that is the fraction 
of the dimension of @^(X) in which SLSE's and BLUE*s are 
identical, Watson chose to define goodness, by what he 
termed efficiency, with the expression |X*X|2/|x'VX||X'V-*X|; 
however, this expression implicitly assumes V and X' X are 
nonsingular. Otherwise, it soon becomes necessary, by this 
expression, to attribute or define a seaning to the symbols 
0/0, It is not clear to me that any author has considered, 
with some finality, the question of goodness of approximation 
of BLUE 'S  by SLSE®s under completely general conditions on X 
and V in the model y = Xp +e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, 
Let X^ be a linearly unbiased estimator of xp and V(*) 
be the usual variance operator. If only one parametric 
functional 1"X p were to be estimated, then the efficiency of 
the estimator I'XB with respect to BL0E{1'X@; could be 
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rather naturally defined as. 
Definition 1 Eff(l*X^) = V (BLUE (!• Xp) )/V (1* X^) . 
In general, attention is focused on all linearly 
unbiased estimable parametric functionals so that, for this 
case, definition 1 is inadequate» One approach, and the one 
to be adopted in this work, is to define the efficiency of 
all possible linearly unbiased estimable parametric 
functionals as the worst possible efficiency evaluated by 
definition 1. 
Definition_2 Ef f (X^) = Hin[ V (BLUE (1'X^)/V (1» xp ]. 
The efficiency cf the simple least squares estimator 
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will now be studied under definition 2. The study of the 
general case cf X, V can be conveniently done in two steps. 
The first step is the object of section 4, 
Before proceeding to section 4, let us digress a moment 
cn definition 1. In chapter IV, it was seen that whenever 
'a' is in , then V(a'y) = 0. Now if 1 is such that 
there exists an ' a ' in ^^(V) implying a'xp = l'Xj3 , then 
V (BLUE(1'X^)) = 0. If the procedure by which I'Xp was esti-
nated happens also tc be best, then the dilemma of 
interpreting Eff(l'X0) = 0/0 again occurs. This is no 
dilemma at all since 0/0 was obtained from V{BLUE(1'X ft ) ) = 
V(l'X^) = 0 and since for all 1 it is true that 
V (BLUE (I'X |i ) ) > V(l »Xû); clearly Eff(l'XB) = 0/0 implies 
Eff(l'Xg) - 1. 
4, Efficiency of SLSE(Xft) under =3 G(X) 
The study of the efficiency of the simple least squares 
estimator shall begin with the more frequently encountered 
and mathematically simpler case in which it is assumed that 
the column span of V contains that of X= In this section, 
there are tho rather different approaches to the study of ef­
ficiency, The first is a reduction of the problem to a solu­
tion using generalized eigenvalue equations. This appears to 
be the poorer approach, and it comes to an end with lemma 8. 
The seccnd approach involves a detailed study of the 
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quadratic form z'X'V+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'V+Xz. Not only does 
this study appear to yield more precise bounds for efficien­
cy, but also admits a rather simple generalization, applica­
ble when V and X are independent and otherwise consistent 
with the additive linear model. 
In lemma IV,6, it was stated that y E, C(X) + C{V) almost 
surely. In order to avoid emphasizing sets inconsequential 
enough to have zero probability measure, the words almost 
surely will be omitted in this chapter. 
lemma 2 If, in the model y = Xp fe, E(e)=0 and V(e)=V with 
C(V) =5Tf(X) , then 
Eff (SLSE(1»X |3)) = Z'X'V+XZ/Z'X'V+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'V + XZ 
with z: z* X'V + X = 1« X. 
Discussion : 
5y lemma TU.IO . V) ^  => 
V(BLUE(Xp)) = X(X'V*X)+X'. Also 
V(SLSE(X|i)) = X(X*X)*X'VX(X'X)*X' because X(X*X)*X« is sym­
metric invariant over all (X'Xy* in ci(X'X). So, 
Eff (SISE(1»X j5 ) ) = I'X (X'V + X) +X'1/1'X (X' X) *X*VX(X*X) *X'l, 
V real symmetric positive semidefinite => V+ is real symmet­
ric positive semidefinite, which combined with £(V)z3t£(X) 
implies R"^{X• V+)n ^ (X) = 0 => A(X) = §î,(X»V+X) by proposi­
tion II.2, => V 1, 3z: z'X'V+X = 1»X => 
Eff (SlSEd'X |i)) = z'X'V + Xz/z'X'V+X(X*X)*X'VX(X'X)*X*V+Xz.// 
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Proposition 2 Consider the model y = Xj^+e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V 
Kith C(V) ZD î:f(X) . let Tl^ (X_) = e^(X) . Then 
SLSE(1*X^) = 2iUE(l'Xp) <= = > 
X'lE C[ X' (I-V + X(X_V+X) + X_)V+X]. 
Discussion : 
rrciE lemma 2, Ef f (SLSE ( 1»X ^  ) ) = 
2«XV+ X 2 / 2'X'V-»X {X'X)*X'VX{X'X)*X'V + Xz= Let '»(V~)=C^{V) and 
= V+X(X'X}*X'. Sow E=1 for all z <==> 
z'X'N'VNXz = z*X'V+Xz <==> z*X«(N'VN-V+)XZ = 0 <==> 
= V++PV"+X'QX: with P and Q arbitrary such that the ex­
pressions in K' exist. Sow ^(N) cr: (^(X) <= £(V+) => P=0. So, 
E = 1 <==> z* X» V + X (X»X)*X« = z 'X 'V+ <==> V<'XZEC(X). Now by 
corollary 1 tc proposition III. 14 (^(V+X)^ C(X) = 
(I-V+X(X_V+X)*&_)V+a], so that E=1 <==> 3t: V+Xz = 
II-V+X(l_V + X)*X_)V + X)t. Also since !fr(I-V + X(X_V+X>*&_)V+X] 
is invariant with the choice of (X__V+X) * in CI(X_V+X), it 
fellows frem proposition 1 that E=1 <==> 3t: X*1 = X'V+Xz = 
X'(I-V + X(X_V + X)+X_)V + X)t <= = > 
x«iec[ X' (i-v<x(x_v+x)+x_)v+x].// 
In order to preserve space, define N and F by 
Ê[N = z*X'V + Xz][F = Z»X»V + X(X»X)*X'VXCX«X)-X«V<-XZ]. (2) 
PEOPOSition 3 In the model y = XS •'•e» E (e) =0, 7(€)=V=3'S, 
let T£(V) =) 1£(X) and F be defined by relation (2) . Than the 
following inequalities are valid. 
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C < 1/Max F < Eff (SLSE (I'X 8 ) ) < 1/Min F <1. 
Hz'X'S+ll =1 ' ||z'X'S+l| = 1 
The two bounds in F are attainable in the sense that there 
exists an 1 fcr which the bounds are attained. 
Discussion : 
Since V is real symmetric positive semidefinite, there 
exists an 3 such that V=S'S and consider z to be arbitrary 
such that expression {2} is defined* Since V+ can be 
expressed as S+S*+, it follows that 
z'X*V+Xz = (z •X»S+) (2'X'S+) •, Without loss of generality, 
the problem can be restricted to cases where = 1 be­
cause suppose ||z*X'S + || = k, then z'X'S^ = kt'X'S* where 
||t'X'S + j| = 1. So, 
N/F = k2t*X'V+Xt/kZt'X'V+X(X«X)»X'VX(X:X)*X'V+Xt => N/F = 1/F 
subject to Hz*X*5+w = 1. 
Attainability or the bounds of the efficiency is non an 
immediate consequence of lemma 2 and the fact that N/F can be 
expressed as 1/F subject to |lz'X*S+|| = 1. The complete set 
of inequalities follows from the fact that 
y (SLSE {I'X^)) > V(BLUE{1'X a)) for all choices of 1 for 
which I'X is defined, and the fact that when V (BLUE (X |g ) =0, 
then the efficiency was seen to become one»// 
Corcllarv rxf (SLSE (X ) = l/fiax f subject to {jz'X'S+j} = 1. 
The lower bound of proposition 3 is of interest in that 
it expresses the worst possible outcome of estimating I'X 
ty SLSE (I'X a) instead of by BLUE(I'X 8), i.e. definition 2 
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cf Eff (SLSE (Xp )). Lacking an explicit expression for the 
value of this lower bound, procedures such as steepest 
ascent, Partan could be used. Another approach would be to 
approximate this lower bound. This is the approach to be 
taken here. 
First, several lemmas of mathematical nature will be es­
tablished. These lemmas are quite elementary. 
Lemma 3 x'E'A'ABx < x'B'Bs Max t'A'At. 
ijtr, = 1 
Equality in this expression occurs only when there exists an 
eigenvector of A which lies in ^(B) and the corresponding 
eigenvalue can be exceeded by no eigenvalue of A. 
Liscussion: 
Let Ex = kt where &[jStjj = = k]. So x'B'A'ABx = 
k2tsA*At < kSMax t'A'at => x'B'A'ABx < x'B'Bx Max t'A'At 
II1.11 = "5 — 1 
because k^ = x'B'Bx. Clearly this maximum occurs only when t 
is an eigenvector of A having largest corresponding eigenval­
ue, In order that k^t'A'At = k^Max t'A'At, t on the left 
lit II =1 Ijtjj = 1 
side of this equation must be an eigenvector of A in ^(B) 
LfcCâuse Sx - kt and has corresponding eigenvalue of A which 
can not be exceeded.// 
At this point, seme special terminalogy will be intro= 
cuced regarding what is sometimes called the generalized ei­
genvalue problem. Let A and B be matrices, t a vector, and h 
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a scalar such that the equation At = h3t is defined. Consid­
er any vector to for which there exists a scalar ho such that 
At = hEt is satisfied. In what follows, such vectors t" and 
Ecalars ho will be called respectively eigenvectors and ei­
genvalues of the equation At = hBt. Such usage is unusual in 
the case where E = I; however, it is the equation At = h3t 
which defines the pairs of solutions to and ho. The matrices 
P. and B can be considered arguments of this relationship. 
The language involved in the generalized eigenvalue problem 
does not appear to be completely standardized. The usage 
suggested here appears to be natural and reasonable» 
lemma 4 A symnetric -> all eigenvalues h and all eigenvec­
tors t of X'AXt = hX'Xt are real. 
Discussion : 
Let ï« & x ;y + iz) = (h+ik) X (y'i2) i separating real and 
imaginary parts yields 
e[X'AXy = hX'Xy-kX'Xz][X'AXz = hX'Xz+kX'Xy]. Multiplying the 
first equation by z', the second by y' and subtracting yields 
kz'X'Xy-kz'X'Xz = hz'X«Xy+icy »X«Xy => 
-kz'X'Xz = ky'X'Xy (3) 
If Xz = 0, then X'AXz = hX»Xz+kX«Xy => k=0= If Xz ^  0 ,  then 
k=0 because z'X'Xz > 0 and y'X'Xy > 0  in equation 3= Now k=0 
=> h+ik is real. If the eigenvalues are real 
X*AX(y+iz) = hX'X(y+iz) can be decomposed into two equations, 
each involving real eigenvectors.// 
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iemma_5 Let SS[ h MH 2 ][ X ' AXt I  = h^X» Xt^ ][ X« AXt2 = HZX'XTZ] .  
Then A symmetric => Xti is orthogonal to Xt^. 
Eiscussion: 
Multiplying X'AXti=hiX'Xti fay t^» and X'AXt2=h2X'Xt2 by 
ti' and using the symmetry of A gives 
hiti«X'Xt2 = h2ti'X'Xt2 => 0R[hi=h2 ][ti'X'Xt2 = 0]. Thus 
hifhz => ti'X'Xt2 = 0 => Xt^ and Xt^ are orthogonal,// 
Iemma_6 S&[ A symmetric ][ Ç(A) =3 *S(X) ][Xt * 0] => 
[h: X'AXt = hX'Xt] <==> [h: X'A+Xt = h-iX'Xt]. 
Eiscussion: 
(==>) Let &&S[A*  =  A] [  E  (A)=D^(X) ][Xt^O] 
r u »  v # % v ^  -  Is V t V4- 1 ^  X t  »  n  fl A L, — A.l/1 AVJ* 
Thus C(A) =3 G(X) => ^(X'AX) = ^{X'X) = ^(X) => ]G: 
GX'AX = X«X => GX' = X'A"'"-s-PX_ where P is arbitrary subject to 
C(GX' ) = C{PX-) and tl (X. ) = e"^{X) , Thus 
GX'AXt = hGX'Xt => X'Xt = h(X»A++PX_)Xt => X»Xt = hX«A+Xt. 
Sow Xt f  0 => h^O => X'A+Xt = h-iXSXt. 
(< = = ) Let &%&[»'=&][ )2(A)=3%r(X)][Xtf0 1 
[h: X'A+Xt=h-iXhXt]. 
In the classical definitio» of symmetry of the roles of A 
and A+ => (A+)+=A. Therefore the preceding argument can be 
repeated with the roles of and A interchanged.// 
Lemma 7 Let A be symmetric positive semidefinite with 
1^(A) =3 l6(X) . Then 6[ the largest eigenvalue of A > the 
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largest eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue equation 
X'AXt = hX'Xt][the snallest nonzero eigenvalue of A < the 
smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue 
equation X'AXt = hX'Xt] 
Discussion: 
(a) let k be the largest eigenvalue of A. 
Thus ||z|| = 1 => z'Az < k (4) 
Assume 3an eigenvalue h^ of X'AXt = hX'Xt such that h^ > k, 
= > t'X'AXt = hi so that llXtll = 1 => h% = t'X'AXt > k which 
contradicts (4) for z = Xt. 
(b) Since A symmetric positive seasidefiaite^ then A+ is 
symmetric positive semidefinite, thus by part (a) , the 
largest eigenvalue of A+ > the largest eigenvalue of 
X'A+X = hX'Xt. Lemma 6 then implies S[1/the largest eigen­
value of A+ = the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of A][1/the 
largest eigenvalue of X'A+Xt = hX'Xt = the smallest nonzero 
eigenvalue cf X'AXt = hX'Xt], and the lemma follows.// 
iemna_8 In the model y = Xji+e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, under 
Ç(V)t=3e(X)/ Eff (SISE (X p ) ) > 
the_smallest_nçnzero_eigenvalue_gf_X2IXt_2_hX12t, 
the largest eigenvalue of X'VXt = hX'Xt 
Eiscussion; 
In view cf propcsitien 3 yith V=S»S, consider 
Kax F = Max z'X'S+S'+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'S+S'+Xz = 
l|z'X'S+l| = 1 ||z' X'S+ II = 1 
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Max t'S'+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'5+t = Max t'jt, defining Q. 
lltll = 1 lltll = 1 
because fcE ||tO|| = 1, to $ C(S'+X) => to« = gO'X'S++l'(X'5 + L 
where G[TR((X'S+L )= t/XX'S + )][Hl'(X'S+) || > 0] => 
|lgO«x'S+|| < 1. Thus 8&[g = kgO][t' = g • X ' S+][ || g'X'3+|| = 1] 
= > iit»S' + ii = îig'X'S + S'+ }| > HgO'X'S + S'+W = HtO'S' + l! => 
t'Qt > to'Qto where S[ t £ £(5•+X) ][ to 4 1^(5• ^-X) ] => Max t'Qt 
occurs for t £ (^(S'^X), Note that the space ^(S—X) is de­
pendent upon the choice of S,  nevertheless, it has been shown 
that some t ir. \S(S'+X) will maximize t'Qt subject to t't=1 = 
Now t'Gt can be written as 
t'S'+X(X'X)*X'[X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X']X(X't'X)*X' s+t. 
Applying proposition 3 with ||t|| = 1, 
t'Qt < t'S'+X(X'X)*X'S+t Max z'X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'z (5) 
is z ij = 1 
since X(X'X)=i«X' is a projection operator onto Ç(X) , the 
above minimum occurs for z£C(X), 
= > &[ 3 u ; z = Xu ][ IIX u II = 1 ] : 
Max z ' X iX'S) *S'¥X (X'X) *X'z = i'iax u'X'VXu, 
IIZll = 1 IJXUll = 1 
Under the assumption that the vector spaces in question are 
finite dimensional, theorem II.5 can be applied. Let 
I(u) = u'X« VXu-h (U» X'Xu-1), 
dL/du = 0 => X'VXu = hX'XUc (6) 
Since u'X'Xu = 1, then u'X'VXu = h => 
Max u'X'VXu = ho, the largest eigenvalue of the generalized 
IjXuJl = 1 
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eigenvalue equation (6). Thus 
Max F < hO Max t'S' + X(X'X)*X'X(X'X)*X'S + t 
||z'X'S+|| = 1 IJtll = 1 
= ho Max t*X (X'X)*X'V+X (X'X)*X't because for any matrix A, 
lltll = 1 
A'A and A A' share the same eigenvalues. 
In the same manner as before, using lemma 6, it can be 
shown that Max t'X (X »X)*X«V + X (X»X)*X•t = the maximum 
li t li = 1 
eigenvalue cf X^v+Xt - hX'Xt = 1/the smallest nonzero eigen­
value of X'VXt = hX'Xt. By combining these facts with propo­
sition 3.- the result of the proposition follows.// 
It can also be shown that Eff (SLSE(X p)) is greater than 
or equal to the ratio cf the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of V 
and the largest eigenvalue of V. However, by lemma 7, this 
bound can, at best, only be as good as the bound of lemma 8. 
Ccmpare the bounds of lemma ft and proposition 3. The 
bounds cf lemma 8 are inexact, for consider the case waen 
E l S E ( X p )  =  E t U E ( x p ) ,  T h e n  b y  t h e o r e m  3 ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  Q  
such that VX = XQ. Applying this fact to lemma 8 yields a 
ratio of smallest to largest eigenvalue which is one if and 
only if Q = X*X. or equivalently VX = K. If# in fact. 
Ef f (SLSE (X (3 ) ) < 1, the lower bound of lemma 8 generally is 
not attained as follcss» From lemma 3, if X(X'X)*X'S+t is a 
multiple of the largest eigenvalued eigenvector of 
X'VXz = fX'Xz, then, subject to |Jtl| = 1, |1 X (X« X) *X* S+t || is 
smallest and rot largest as used to determine equation (5) . 
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The bounds of proposition 3, in the case when there 
exist tank (X) eigenvectors of V with span Ç(X), were claimed 
to be always attainable for some linear parametric 
functional. Ihis will now be examined in more detail. 
Definition 3 Let the column vectors of P be a complete lin­
early independeat set cf orthonormal eigenvectors of the 
ccvariance structure V. Let Q be such that &5[each column 
vector of C is a column vector of P ][ C (Q) c=: C(X) ][r is a 
c o l u m n  v e c t o r  o f  P ,  r  n o t  a  c o l u m n  v e c t o r  o f  Q  = >  
Ç to J r) c3£: 1. Let R be a matrix defined by &[ the column lit '  ^ #* %% 
vectors of S fors a linearly independent set ][each colamn 
vector of R is a column vector of P which is not in (X) ]. 
let the column vectors of c be the remaining column vectors 
cf P. 
Thus C(E)  = C(Q) 0  CCH) 0 ecc) .  It can then be 
written that 
"M "Q'" 
V = (Q|R|C) N R' 
0 C • 
where M, N, and 0 are diagonal matrices. Furthermore, 
^iQ) 0 C(S) is dimensionally the smallest subspace of 
containing g;X). 
Ien!ma_9 Let P. be symmetric and P an orthonormal matrix such 
that F*AP = C, a diagonal matrix. Then k* = PD+?'. 
Discussion: It is quite easy to verify that PD+P' satisfies 
the four classic equations defining A+.// 
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Leinma__10 Let the matrix P be composed of a set of orthonor­
mal row or column vectors. Then = p*. 
Discussion : 
P can te singular, however, OR[PP' = I][P'P = I ] => 
5S&[PP'E = E][P'PP' = P'][PP* symmetric ][ P'P symmetric] => 
E+ = P'.// 
lem|Da_J_l Let the rows of P be orthonormal. Then 
{iiP)+ = F+A+ = P'A+ = 
Di^cussionz Using Ismma 10, the clussxc e^Uulxtxes derxnxno 
(AP)+ are easily verified. This result may also be obtained 
tj applying the decomposition of Cline (1964),// 
The expression F = z'X'S+S'+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'S+S'+Xz 
subject to |!z'X»S + !! = 1 can be rewritten to determine d 
cifferent approximation of the lower bound of proposition 3. 
It is easy to see that, for any diagonal matrix D, D+ must be 
diagonal as fellows. If T is constructed to satisfy 0&[Tii=0 
for all irjirciirO - > 1^3=1/0-3 ]f D-3 =0 => Tii=01 then T 
satisfies the four classic equations defining D+. Uniqueness 
of C+ implies C+ = I, 
Now V symmetric positive semidefinite implies there 
exists a real diagonal matrix Li/z and an orthonormal matrix 
E such that y = (PLi/2}(PLi/2)* => V+ = (PLi/2)+(PLi/2)*+ by 
remark II.8, so by lemma 9, V+ = PL+zzL+zzp» = PL+P' by 
lemma 9 where 1+/% = (Li/2)+. Substituting these expressions 
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into F and defining f' = z'X'PL+/2(L+/2P'X(X'X)*X'PLi/2) => 
F = f'f. 
The following discussion will yield a known result, how­
ever, it will also provide insight into how Xz might be 
chosen so that Ffl. 
Suppose Xz is a scalar multiple of a unit eigenvector of 
V, => G4[ 3 u: Xz = Pu][u = dii/2ei][di is the ith diagonal 
element of L, ei is the ith column vector of a (nxn) identity 
matrix ] [ P e i  &^(X) ]. This method of selecting u assures d WO 
whenever c(v) • The reason for selecting u = d^^/ze* 
is that this is the only way to assure that z»X'S+ = 
z'X«PL+/2 = u'P'PL+/2 = u'L+/2 = ei« satisfies Hz'X'S+M = 1 
which is a necessary constraint in the bound of proposi­
tion 3. With this background, 
fis = Z®X'PL + /2 (L+/2D»sfY*X)»X'PLI/Z) = 
ei'(L+/2p»x(X'X)*X'Pli/2) = d^-i/zei » P'X (X'X) *X»PL**''2 = 
i/2ei»p«eli/2 = d^-i/2ei'Li/2 = ei'. Therefore 
Xz = dii/2pei => P = els el = i_ 
Now 65£i)£j][ui = d^i/2ei][u^ = d^i/2e^] => fi'f^ = 0, 
Thus, if Xz - ]Eaid^i/2pei «here each Pei £C(X) and the aî 
ara chosen such that Hz*X'S+H = 1, then F=1c This result was 
expected because Xz is a weighted sur. of eigenvectors of V => 
Xz is a weighted sum of eigenvectors of V+ => V+Xz is a 
weighted sum cf eigenvectors of V in (^(X). Thus a = V+Xz 
satisfies the conditions 6[ a E 1^(X) ][Va£C(X) ], => 
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SLSE(E(a'y)) = 3IUE(E(a*y)). It is now apparent that the 
only possible place to search in Cf(X) for vectors Xz provid­
ing values cf as defined by equation 2, is in 
^ ( X) - îf(Q) r there Q is defined by definition 3. 
When C(R)^0, it is important to know the minimum number 
of column vectors in the matrix Q, which, by the following 
lemma, is two. 
lemma„J2 Let S = {ti} be a set of linearly independent or­
thonormal eigenvectors of symmetric V, the span of which con­
tains . Let S(TO) = iect2| "eiX) with 
^ . If ^ where all column 
vectors of T are selected from S, then T must have at least 
two column vectors orthogonal to c(T"). 
Discussion: 
Assume the lemma is false in that g(T) %zi where 
1 = (ti|lO) and ti^e(X). Then all vectors tg.c,(T) can be 
expressed as t = to+hti where tos'CKTO), h is an arbitrary 
scalar. 
Now &[ 3 its tCvT") , hfO): to + htiie(X) ][ 3 (to , 
h?0): tc-i-htî£if (X) J. To see "3 (to e'e(T°) » hfO): 
to+ht'^£(X), assume all h and tO£.^(T°) imply to+ht i g.^ (X) » 
Ihus )^(X} ^(T) f a contradiction» To see that at least one 
tt,C(T), t^dT°) is in C{X) , assume the contrary, that is, 
S[t = to + hti][hfO] => t $C(X). Now G(TO) c= e(X) c= £(T) => 
)f.(TO) = C(X) a contradiction. 
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Next "6(1)^3 t^(X) => 3tfO, f£e (T); f is orthogonal to 
C(X) by lemma 11.13 Let to+ht»£ e(X) with hfO, => f't=0 => 
C = f'to+hf'ti = hf'ti => f'ti=0 => f is in (T) and orthog­
onal to all vectors in G(T) => f-0 by lemma II.7, a 
contradiction. However, a set S can be constructed by ad­
joining two ncnnull vectors v and ti to the column vectors of 
TO filling the requirement f'(pv+gti) = 0 for some nonzero 
choice of p and g.// 
The particular case where dim -dim £(QÎ = 1 has spe­
cial importance in that an attainable lower bound for 
fcft {SL5E (X A)) can be stated and interpreted with intuitive 
simplicity that is scmewhat lacking when this difference of 
dimension exceeds one. When dim "C(X)-dim "CCQ) > 1 an attempt 
will be made to show a means of specifying a design matrix xo 
such that in the model y = X & +e with E(e)=0, V(e)=V. 
£ff {SLSE(X0P ) ) < Exf (SLSE (XP ) ) . The procedure of 
considering a different design matrix may create the 
impression of dealing with a poorer concept- It shall be 
argued herein that this procedure is sound and that the 
source of such considerations lies in the inattainability of 
the proposed lever bounds, Published loser bounds# believed 
to be derived under less general assumptions than in this 
work, involving eigenvectors of V only are not attainable 
unless the design matrix is specially chosen relative to the 
covariance structure V, 
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In accorcancci with definition 3, let be any matrix 
such that e(*) = e(C) © e(X2). 
Bçmark 1 Let Q, R be given by definition 3. Let the 
ccvariance structure V be such that Ç(X) = "C(Q) © C(x) . 
If dim î^{x) = 1, then there exists a vector f ,  unique to 
within a scalar multiple such that x = Rf, that is, the 
squares of the directional cosines of x with respect to the 
column vectors of R are unique. 
Ciscussion: 
Clearly x L . Let Rm = Rf = x be two valid choices 
cf x. Thus Ç(A) = Ç(Q|3m) = I Bf ) => Rra£Ç(QlSf). 
Since Rm is orthogonal to Q, 3a scalar k: kSm = Rf. Linear 
independence cf the column vectors of R => km=f.// 
|emark_2 let I be an <nxn) identity matrix, and let 3 be an 
crthonoEûtal basis of C(I). Let 2 be any p dimensional 
linear subspace of C(I). Let cos ai be the directional 
cosine between the ith column vector of 3 and the space E = 
5" 
Ihen —i.icos^ai = ? = 
Discussion ; 
Let the natrix X be such that "Ç(X) = Bo By lemma II.6, 
every linear space has an orthonormal basis, Assume, without 
loss cf Generality, that the cclumn vectors of X are orthc-
ncriral. Now •Ç(X) d Ç(B) => 3 T: X = BT. Let v be a unit 
vector not in C(X), then the cosine of the angle a between v 
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and e(X) is cos a = || X (X'X) *X'v || . Now X(X'X)»X' = 
EI (T'B« BT) *T« E'. Also X'X = I => T'E'BT = I => (T*3'BT)* = I 
=> %(X*X)*X« = ETT'B' => X(X'X)*X'Bei = BTT'B'Bei = BTT'e» => 
coszai = ei'II'B'BTT'ei = ei'TT'TT'ei. Now &[T«B*BT = I ][B: 
E is an orthcncrmal basis for t£(I) ] => T'BBT = r'T = I => 
cosZai = ei'Il'ei => 2 costal = Zei'TI'e» = Ztr(ei'TT'eM = 
tr (IT'Z e^ei') = tr(i'T) = tr(Ip) = p. The validity of the 
operations performed on the trace follow because the trace 
operator is linear.// 
l€nija_J13 Let the matrices P, Q, R, and C be given by defini­
tion 3. Let V = S'S be a real symmetric positive 
sem idef iuite aatrix with )Ê(VJ =3 "C(X) . Then 
F = z'X'V+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'V+Xz is maximized subject to 
I! S* +Xz !! = 1 <==> Xz E e(R). 
Discussion : 
Note that C(Q) © C-(R) is a minimal space containing 
PÎX), Let SS[p£ ^ (O) ][ qE^CE) ] [ l|S '+pn = HS'+qH = 1], Con­
sider the vector Xz = ap + bg subject to j|S* + Xz|l = 1, => 
aap'V+p+bbq'V+g = 1 aa+bb = 1, Let 
G = v+x {>;• V) * x * v x  ( x *  X) *x'v+,- so that 
F = 5ap»Gp + 2aî:p*Gg+bbg*Gq. However p»G=kp' for sojne scalar k 
because p is a weighted sum of eigenvectors of V which are 
also in ^(X), => p*Gg=0 => F = aap*Gp+bbg*Gg = aa+(1+d)bb. 
Since F > 1 fer all choices of a, b satisfying aa+bb=1, then 
choosing a = C => d>0. "Ihus a maximum of F = aa+(1+d)bb with 
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d>0 subject to aa+bb = 1 is sought. This maximum occurs for 
6[a=0][b=1] <==> ap=0 <==> Xz = bqe,C(S) maximizes ?.// 
grofosition 4 In the model y = Xp +e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, under 
(V) =3 G(x) , Ef f (SLSE (X p ) ) is attained for some parametric 
functional I'Xji <==> 1»X£K(R*X), where R is given by defi­
nition 3. 
Eiscussionc 
By definition 2 ,  Eff(SLSE(XB)) = Eff(SLSE(1•X^)) for 
some vector I'X. By ^.roposition 3; the least efficiently 
estimable parametric functional through simple least squares 
attains the value 1/Max F where by lemma 1 ,  the rela-
l|S '+xzi |  =  1 
tionshif of z to 1 is I'X = 2-X'V-Xc By lemma 13, Xz must be 
in Now Xz£C{R) <==> The implication 
from left to right is valid because each column vector of S 
is an eigenvalue of V -> each column vector of R is an eigen­
vector of V+. The implication from right to left is valid 
because &[XzE£(Kj ][ Xz has a nonzero component in 'Û(Q) e Q 
given in defir.ition 3] => , by lemma 9, V+Xz must have a 
nonzero compccent in G(Q), orthogonal to (R), implying 
V<-Xz^e(R). Sow, XzS.C.(R) <==> V+Xz ££(8) <==> 
X' V+Xz E.IS{X* 5) because &[V+ symmetric positive semidefinite] 
[ e (V+) = %(V) = E(V)Z3 e(x) ] => ^"•(XMUCiv^x) =0 => 
[V + Xz4C(8) => V + Xz has a nonzero component in C(Q) => 
X'V + Xz has a rcnzero component in C(X'Q) => X*V+Xz^C(X*E) 
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because l£(X*F) t (X ' Q) + )fL (X • R) by proposition II.3 where 
1R.(X') n e^(C) * %t(X')niC^(R)]. Finally, X 2£lf(R) <==> 
Z'X'V + X = l'Xtl&(B'X).// 
f roposition 5 In the model y = Xj3 +e, E (e) =0, V(e)=V, let 
\^(V) ^ ^(X) and let x be a vector in such that 
C(X) = C(G) © C.(x) where Q is given by definition 3. Let 
{cos ai, i=1 to k} be the set of directional cosines of the 
column vectors of R with respect to x. Then Eff(SLSE(X j) = 
k k 
r ( Z hi - ^cos^a» ) ( hi costal) where the sum is taken 
cnly over the eigenvalues of V associated with the column 
vectors of R. 
Discussion : 
By lemma 13 where V=S'S, F = 
z'X'S+S' + X(X«X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'S+S'+Xz subject to ||z*X'S+|l = 1 
is saxisised for Xz 5S;"). 2y rczsrk 1, Xz is unique^ By 
remark 2, orthogonality of the column vectors of R combined 
with dimC(xJ = 1 => ^ cos^ai = 1, Thus 
z'X* = cZ^s^cos alei'B' where dim C.(R) = k, e^ is the ith 
column of a (kxk) identity matrix, and c is a scalar: 
iiS'+Xzjl = 1. Let the matrix N be defined by relation 7# then 
z'X*PN-i/2 = c<][h4-i/2cos a^eî'), so |j3®'*"Xz}j = 1 => 
cc (2 hi-'cos^ai) = 1 => 
f j ' = chj-i/2cos a^ ej MN-i/2H»X (X«X) •X'RNi/2) = 
ch^-icos a-ej'B'X(X'X)*X'RNi/2. Now 
ej ' E« X (X'X) *X ' = cos aj(Zei'B*cos ai), so 
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' = chj-icos2aj(2ei*a'cos ai)BNi/2 = 
ch^-icos2a^(2h^i/2ccs a^ei') => 
Z fj' = c ( ^h^-^cos2ai) (21/2cos a^ei') = 
(1/c) (/[h^i/zcos aiei") => F = (2f ^ ') (^fi) = 
c~2 (2 h^cos^a i) => F = (/[h^-icos2ai)(%hicos2ai) where 
%cos^ai = 1. Note that l^(V)=3l£(X) => only hi> 0 are in­
volved in the expression for F. Reconsidering SLSS(l'X^), 
note Xz is related tc X'l through X'V+Xz = X'l. Now the 
method of studying the problem has imposed constraints on 
IIX* 11! f  but iirposes no constraints on Eff (SLSE (1 ' x p ) ) . 
Cnce# X'l is fixedg Kz: X*V+Xz = X'l is unique because 
ÎR.(X') f\ "C^IV+X) = 0. Thus the F value given above is attain 
able and least favorable in the sense of definition 1, 
implying Eff (SLSE (X ^  ) ) = [(][h^-ico52ai) (/[hicos^ai) ]-& wit 
the bound on the right being attainable for some estimable 
linear parametric functional,// 
Çorçllar^.l Under the conditions of proposition 5 with the 
directional cosines unknown, then 
Eff(SLSE(XR ) ) > %/(h-i + k-i) (h+k) where h and k are the 
largest and snallest eigenvalues of V associated with R, 
This bound is attainable when &[ cos a» = Q, i=2 to k-1] 
[ c o s t a l  =  c c s ^ a *  =  1 / 2 ]  
discussion: 
Since F = (^ h^-* cos^ai ) ( ^  hicos2q,i ) with Xcos^a* = 1, 
the corollary follows by applying an inequality stated by 
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Hardy, Littlewcod, and Folya (1934), which is often attribut­
ed to Kantorovich (1948).// 
Continuing to consider the case where 
dim ( C (X)0 )^(B)) = 1» it is instructive to study the behavior 
cf Ef f (SLSE (1 'X ) ) when dim^(R) # 0 is as small as possi­
ble, that is two, by lemma 12. This is the simplest case for 
attempting to visualize how Eff (SLSE (X^)) depends on the ei­
genvalues cf V associated with R as well as the directional 
cosines of |^(X) relative to the column vectors of R. Propo­
sition 5 provides an attainable efficiency for any vector x 
in g(n). If the direction cf x were allowed to vary 
throughout ^(E), a complete set of lower bounds would be de­
scribed: This set has a minimum element which is given by 
corollary 1 tc proposition 5. Thus the limit of corollary 1 
is, in general, attained for a vector which does not satisfy 
the constraint of lying in ^(X^) nor in "C(X) for that 
matter. 
Corcllary 2 Let h and K, k>h, be the eigenvalues of V with 
respect to the column vectors of R. If, in addition to the 
conditions cf proposition 5^ dim Ç(R) = 2, then 
Ef f (SLSE (xp ) ) = [ (h-i 4- (k-s-h-i) cos^t) (hf (k-h; cOS^t) ]-i. 
Furthermore, £f f (5Î.SE (X p ) ) is strictly decreasing as |k-h; 
increases whsr» all other factors are fixed» Also. 
îff (SLSE (Xp)) is strictly decreasing as |t-450| decreases 
with all other factors fixed. 
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Discussion : 
Frein proposition 5, 
Ef f (SLSE (X [i ) ) = [(h-icos a + k-icos b) (hcos a+kcos b) ]-i. Now 
6[cos^a+cos^b = 1 ][cos^a+sin= 1] => cos^b = sin^a, so 
letting t: cos^t = cos^b, 0° < t < 90°, then cos^a = l-cos^t 
and it follows that 
£ff (SLSE (X ^  ) ) = [ (h-i + (k-i-h-i) cos^t) (h+(k-h) cos^t) ]-i = 
F-i . 
(a) Consider the variation of F with respect to only 
ccs^t. This equation is continuous in the first and second 
derivatives, 
dF/d(cos2t) = (k-i-h-i)(k-h) (2cos2t-1) 
d2F/d (cos21)2 = 2(k-i-h-i) (k-h) < 0 for all k, h. If k>h, 
then d^F/d (cos^t)2 < 0 => P is strictly decreasing around the 
point at which dF/d{ccs2t) = 0, that is cos^t = 1/2 => t=#5o« 
If K=h; there exists a linear combination of the correspond­
ing eigenvectors of V which is still an eigenvector of V and 
is in "C(X) => C(H) = 0. contradicting dim 1£{3) = 2. Thus, 
dim "EfR) = 2 => k>h is the only case to be considered. 
(b) To find the variation of F with h, note that 
? = ih-*sin«t+k-'cos't) (hsin^t-fkcûs^t) => 
dF/dh = - (hsiû-t + kcos-1| h'-^sin^t^ {h-'sin<t+k—icos^t) siîi^t 
d^F/dhz = 2h-3k sin^t cos^t. Note that t: 
CE[cos2t=1 ][cco21=0 ] => lÇ{H) = 0, an impossibility. Thus to 
fit the assumptions cf this corollary, 0 < cos^t < 1 => 
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dzp/dhz > 0 because V is symmetric positive semidefinite and 
the column vectors of B are in C(V) having corresponding 
positive eigenvalues, making h and k positive. Now 
d^F/dhz > C => unigue minimum of F in h, and from 
dF/dh = 0, this minimum occurs at k=h => F is strictly in­
creasing as |k-h| increases. Since Eff(SLSE (Xp)) = P-i, the 
result of the corollary follows.// 
Intuitively speaking, corollary 2 states that for any 
given relative position of the two column vectors of P with 
respect to dX) , Ef f (SLSE (X B ) ) becomes progressively lower 
as the two column vactors of R approach a 45° protrusion with 
that part of (^(X) spanned by Q, For a given angle of 
prgtrusion of the twc column vectors of R, Eff(SLSE(XR)) 
fceccmes progressively lower as the disparity between the two 
corresponding eigenvalues of V increases. It is also inter­
esting that the least favorable protrusion angle of the 
column vectors of R is independent of the associated eigen­
values, The relationship between Eff (SLSE (Xpj}, the eigen­
values of R ar.d the directional cosines of the column vectors 
of B with C(C) when dim ^ (E) = 2 is given in the figure 
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Mm. 
Eff. 
1/e 
Corollary 3 In the model y = xft+e. E(e)=0, V (e)=V 
^(V) rD^(X) and let x be a vector in "îfCS) such that 
C(X) = 6(0) 0 'C(x) where Q, R are given in definition 3. 
let {cos ai, i=1 to n} be the set of directional cosines of 
the column vectors of f with respect to x. Then 
Eff (SLSE (X |J ) ) = [ { 2"_^hi+cos2ai) (Xi-iHîcosSaî) ]-i where 
is the iff diagonal element of L* determined from 
V = PLP'. 
Discussion : 
The result is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
5[h#0 => h +=h-i][h=0 => h+=0][x is ôrthogonai to all column 
vectors of P except those in B ].// 
When nX)= e(Q)©ît(X^) with dira ^ (XZ) > 1, the expres­
sion for Eff {SLSE (X (è ) ) is considerably more difficult to ex­
press in explicit form. In the case dim C(X2y = 1, the di­
rectional cosines of a vector in ^(X^) and any particular 
column vector of S are independent of which vector in C(X2) 
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is chosen. Before embarking upon a general implicit expres­
sion for Eff (ELSE (Xp)), it is instructive to consider a 
simpler case which happens to be a derivation of the 
Kantorovich inequality. This inequality determines, for a 
given ncnsingular matrix A, a generally unattainable upper 
tound for (x'Ax)(x*A-ix) constrained by 6[A symmetric postive 
definite][x'x=1]. What follows will be a slight repeat of 
the original argument by Kantorovich (1948). 
Since there exists an orthonormal matrix T: L=T'AT is 
diagonal, the problem of maximizing (k'Ax)A-*x) subject to 
x'x=1 reduces to finding an upper bound to (x'Lx) (x'L-^x) 
subject to x*x=1. Using theorem II.5, since every point 
satisfying x*x=1 is a regular point, then the set of station­
ary points of f = (x»Lx) (x'L~îx)-gx*x contains the extrema of 
(x-Ix) {x-L~-a)  subject to x'x=1» Now, d£/dx=0 => 
(x«L-ix)Lx+(x'Lx)L-ix-gx = 0. Multiplying fay x- and noting 
that x*x=1 gives g = 2(x'Lx) (x*L-ix). Then all information 
concerning the optimal x is coatained in the expression ' 
[(X'L-1X)L-2(X*LX)(X*L-1X)I+(X*LX)L-1]X = 0 or, since L is 
nonsingular, 
[ (x'L-*x)LL-2-ï'Lxî (x'L-ix)L^ (x'LS) Ix = 0 (8) 
Consider equation i of this system? 
[(x'L-ix)hÎ2 -2 (x*Lx) (x® L-ix) hî+(x® Lx) ]x- = 0. 
If all ccmpcnents of the vector x were nonzero, then the term 
in brackets must be zero for all i« This expression being a 
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quadratic, at mcst two distinct values of h^ can annull this 
quadratic. Since the restriction that at most two diagonal 
elements of L are distinct can not, in general, be valid, it 
fellows thàt it is possible to choose these two nonzero xi 
such that the expression in brackets of equation (8) is zero. 
Further consideraticrs show that (x'Lx)(x'L~^x) is maximized 
for those i corresponding to the largest and smallest diago­
nal elements of L. What is emphasized here is the reduction 
CI the optimal solution to, at most, a pair of nonzero x^. 
In the solution given by proposition 6, such a reduction 
is, in general, not fossible. When dim = 1# the cos^a'^ 
are unique. however, when dim (^(X^) > 1, different direc­
tions in 'Ç(X2) prodtce different sets of directional cosines 
with respect to the columns of R. One procedure for 
cbtaxnxng Eff{SLSci(X|3}} , when ciim ^ (X—) ^ T, iS to rojlax tht: 
fixed directional cosines of proposition 5 so that the effi­
ciency of any direction in C(X2) may be considered. This is 
the method used in determining the result or tns next propo~ 
sit ion. 
grocpsition 6 In the model y = +e, B(e)=0, V(e)=V, let 
€{V} 'e(X) and let xz be such that CW = @ 
with dint'£(X2) > ç as in definition 3, Then 
Eff(SLSE(X|i)) = [ (Zhj-^zi) (Z h^z^) where the vector z is 
one of the solutions to the conditions 
S[z'z=1 ][ ( (z'l + z) XZ'lL-2 (z'Lz) (z'L+z) X2'L+(Z'LZ)X2')Z = 0 ]. 
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Discussion : 
Define X^: S[ ]fi(XJ)= ][XJXJ'=I]. Let cos ai be 
the directional cosines of a vector in "C(X2) with respect to 
the ith column vector of P, and let L be a diagonal matrix 
such that V = PLP'. Let z be defined by ei'z = cos a^. Then 
the bound of corollary 3 to proposition 4 is expressed as 
[ (^hi + cos^ai) (Zh^cos^a*) ]-1 = [ (z*L+z) (z'Lz) ]-i. Let a 
vector z be scught that maximizes (z'L+z)(z'Lz) subject to 
the constraints S[XJ2=C][z'z = 1 ]. The constraint Xiz=0 re­
stricts the choice of directional cosines to vectors only in 
in in view of proposition 3, The constraint 
fellows frcm remark 2, Applying theorem II.5, all points z 
satisfying S[XJz = Q ][ z*z=1] are regular points associated with 
f given below. Thus the set of stationary points of 
f = (z'Lz) (z'L^2)-pz *z-2q® XJz subject to 5[ XJ2=0 ][ z'z=1 
with p, g arbitrary such that the expression for f is 
defined, contains the extrema of the original maximization 
problem. The stationary points are obtaiaed from 
df/dz = (z ' Lz) L+7.+(z • L+z) Lz-pz-X2 * g = 0 (9) 
Multiplying (9) by z* => p = 2(z'Lz)(z'L+z). So (9) becomes 
[ (z'L-s^z) L-2 (z'L+z) <2'L2) It (z'Lz) L+]z = A-?»q <==> 
[ (z»L + z) (X2) »L-2(2»L+Z) (z'Lz) (X2) *+(Z'Lz) (XZ)'L+]z = 0. (10) 
Equation (10) is a generalization of equation (8) and cannot 
generally be expected to have the property that all but two 
elements of the optimal 2 are zero. Equation (10) subject to 
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5[ iC?z = 0 ][ z ' z= 1 ] provides a set of z, one or more elements of 
which maximize (z'Lz)(z'L+z) and consequently determine 
Ef f (SLSE (X ji ) ). The existence of a solution to (10) and the 
constraints fellows from the fact that (z'L+z) (z'Lz) is the 
product of twc quadratic forms. Each quadratic is bounded 
through z'z=1. Imposing the constraints X^z=0 does not alter 
the boundedness of (2'1+z)(z'Lz). The existence of at least 
cne optimal sclution fellows from theorem II.5.// 
It is simple to verify that proposition 6 becomes propo­
sition 5 when dim = 1 as follows. The constraint X2z=0 
= > 2 = = Kk is a full solution with k an arbitrary 
scalar. The ccnscraint z'z=1 => |k| is unique => z 
satisfying &[XJ2=0 ][z*z=1 ] is such that if z satisfies these 
constraints, then -z also does, implying the squares of the 
elements of z are unique, i^e^ the squares of the directional 
cosines are unique. Sow z = ±lk|X^ automatically satisfies 
equation (10). Therefore the optimal solution to the original 
iraximizatica problem is 
(z'L+z) (z'Lz) = (^Fhi+coszai) (^hicos^a^); the inverse of 
which is the solution of proposition 5. 
It should be noted that equation (10) is considerably 
simplified by the fact that ei'z = cos a^ = 0 for all column 
vectors of C and C. 
Corollary 1 Under the conditions of proposition 6 with 
dim C(X2) > 1, if the directional cosines of the column 
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vectors of R with respect to G(X^) are unknown, then 
Er f (SLSE (X ^ ) ) > 4/(h-i + k-i) (h+k) where h and k are the 
largest and scaliest eigenvalues of V associated with the 
column vectors of R, given by definition 3. 
Discussion : 
The maximum of (z'L+z) (z'Lz) subject to the constraints 
£[XJz=0j£z'z=1] is clearly less than or equal to the maximum 
of (z'L+z) (z'lz) subject to the constraint z'z=1. This 
latter bound was found in corollary 1 of proposition 5 to be 
(h-i+k-i)(h+k)/4 where h and k are the largest and smallest 
eigenvsi-ues cr V cissccxaî^eci wivh % he ooXuiuu of / 
The lower bound of Eff(SLSE (Xp)) given fay corollary 1 
to nropo5itior 5 and the corcllary to proposition 6 is a form 
involving a maximum and a minimum eigenvalue of V. It would 
be superficial to think, discounting the weaker conditions on 
X and V of these corcllaEies,- that this wound is the same as-
for instance, that of Hagness and McGuire (1962). The bounds 
given by Magness and ncGuire are stated as f(b,z) where b and 
z are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of V. The bounds 
cf the corollaries mentioned are stated as f(b.z): however, b 
and z are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a well 
defined subset of the eigenvalues of V. 
Preposition 6 can also be applied to find the most effi­
cient linearly unbiased estimable linear parametric 
functional of the sinple least squares estimator through 
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proposition 3. If %^(Q) #0, then any Xz in C(Q) adjusted in 
norm to satisfy ||z'X«S+|| = 1 causes Ef f (SLSE ( 1* X ji ) ) = 1 where 
I'X = z'X'V+X. If •e(Q)=0, then Xz is in C(R) for all z and 
proposition 6 can be applied to yield the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2 In the model y = X p +e, E{e)=0, V{e)=V, let 
C(V) =3'e(X) and let X^ be such that ^(X) = ^(Q) © ^ (XZ) 
with dim C(X2) > 1, C as in definition 3. If ^(Q)^0, then 
there exists an 1 such that Eff (SLSE (I'Xp ))=1. If C{Q)=0, 
then the maximum efficiency of SLSE(l'Xft) can be expressed 
as [ (Z (Z ') where the vector z is one of the 
solutions to 
S[Z'Z=1 ][ ((Z'L + Z) X2'lI-2 (2'L2) (z'L+z)X2'L+(Z'LZ)X2') Z = 0 ]. 
Note that the bounds of propositions 5 and 6 depend upon 
the specific choice of the design matrix X, but that the gen­
erally unattainable bounds of their corollaries, in which the 
directional ccsines are not involved, are independent of the 
choice of X in the sense given in the following lemma. 
lemma 14 Consider the models y  =  Xj3 -f-e and y = +e where 
E(e)=0, V{e)=V with V satisfying the constraints 
sr'C (V) =3 ^ (V) =3 'G.(W) ] and otherwise be an arbitrary 
covariance matrix. let Q^, and be defined relative 
to the matrices X and W respectively in accordance with defi­
nition 3. Then G(X) = {W: C(P - v y )  t= (^(H^) is the largest 
class with the property W £ G (X) => 
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Eff(SLSE {Wp )) > 4/(h-i + k-i) (h+k) where h and k are the 
largest and saallest eigenvalues of V associated with the 
column vectors of R . Furthermore, there exists an element Z 
in G{X) such that Ef f (SLSE (Z p ) ) =4/(h-» + k-M (h + k) . 
Discussion : 
(a) To show 6[ H £. G (X) => 
Ef f (SLSE (Hp ) ) > 4/(h-i + k-i) (h+k) ][ 3 Z £ G (X) : 
Eff (SLSE (Z p ) ) = #/ (h-i + k-i) (h+k) ]. 
let H £ G (X). By corcllary 2 to proposition 5, the bound 
4/ (h—i + k—1) (h + k) can be attained, when dim ^(S^) = 1 where 
C i w) = (Ciy) 0 , if the vector wz lies in the plane 
and bisects the angle of the eigenvectors of V corresponding 
to the eigenvalues h and k. Thus 3z£G(X): 
Eff (SLSE (Zg )) = 4/(h-i + k-:) (h+k). Any other choice of 
can only involve eigenvalues corresponding to R which are 
greater than cz equal to h and less than or equal to k => 
[W e G (X) => Eff (SLSE (K ^  ) ) > Eff (SLSE (Z ^  )) ]. 
(b) To show G ( A ) cannot be properly contained and still 
retdin the properties of this lemma, let Z $ G(X). Let E(X,V) 
and E(Zj,y) be the sets of eigenvalues of V associated with 
and respectively. Sow => jV ; the 
largest spread of seme pairs of eigenvalues in E(Z*V) exceeds 
chat spread for E (X, * This can be done by choosing V such 
that the largest eigenvalue of V does not have its associated 
eigenvector lying in '^(Hj,) . The same can be made to apply 
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to the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of 7.// 
Before passing to the case of arbitrary design matrices 
and covariance structures, it can be noted that this notion 
of efficiency can be rather misleading as put in evidence by 
lemma 1U, if it were possible to strike out a column vector 
from the X matrix with the covariance matrix being unaltered 
by this operation, it follows from lemma 1Q that the effi­
ciency of the least squares estimator of XB can never de­
crease, however, the ratio of the explained sums of squares 
to the total sums of squares can never increase. 
5. Efficiency of SLSE(Xp) under General Conditions 
In this context,- the design matrix X and the covariance 
matrix V can each be considered to have linearly dependent 
row and/or column vectors with the positioning of the linear 
space Ç(V) unconstrained with respect to Ç(X), The method 
by which this case is examined involves transforming the 
problem description to cases which have already been treated. 
This is done by using definition which is an extension of 
definition 3; 
Definition U Let the column vectors of P form a complete 
linearly independent set of eigenvectors of V which «ill be 
partitioned into four sets as follows. The matrix Q is such 
that &[the column vectors of Q are linearly independent ][if t 
is a column vector of P with t in 1Ç(X), with a corresponding 
nonzero eigenvalue, then t is a column vector of Q], Next 
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czonsider the columu vectors of P which are not column vectors 
cc:E Q and which are net in 1£*"(X) . Now split these newly de-
i^cribed column vectors of P into two groups. The first group 
fijfornas the matrix R, and comprises all vectors which have cor-
mrespcnding nonzero eigenvalues of V, The remaining vectors 
fidorni the second group represented by the matrix C, the corre-
s:£poriding eigenvalues of which must be zero. The matrix Z is 
0.defined to re a linearly independent set of column vectors of 
BP which ace in f] . 
Note that C(P) = C(v) G C(R) 0 OC) @ c(Z) . 
ljemnja_j[5 In the model y = Xp +e, E{e)=0, V(e)=V*, to all 
1 motors 1 for which I'X is defined, there exists a vector Xp 
: in C(X)f|'C(V) such that 
: îf f (SLSS (1' X p ) ) = Eff (SLSE {p*X«X p ) ) . 
: Discussion! 
Using proposition IV. 6, Ef f (SLSE (1* X ) ) = 
( V~VXJ (X_ VXJ)*X« V) 1/1» X (X» X) *X*VX (X»X) *X* 1. Now for I'X to 
trace out 1 need, fay lemma 11.14, only trace out "c'(X) 
> V 1, 31: s[ i  = xt ] [ i 'x = t 'x 'x] => 
Exf (ST.SEC1'X )) = (t'X'VXt-t'X'VXi (X^VXJL) •X.VXt)/t'X'VXt, 
ecx)= €(x)ne(V) 0 f%x)n e\v) => 
ï-te.e(x)n e{V) 0 e(X)n , Let &8[xpee(x)n. e(v) ] 
[ Î3 e e(X)n ^ ^(V) ] [Xt = Xp®Xq], then Sff(5LSE(l'Xp)) = 
I p' X '  v x p - p '  X ' V X 2 ( X _ V X 2 ) * X _ V X p ) / p ' X ' V X p  =  
E fE (StSE (p'X'Xp)) .// 
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Proposition 7 The results of lemma 8 ani 13, propositions 3, 
5, and 6 remain valid when the condition Ç(V)rD'C(X) is 
relaxed and definition 4 is substituted for definition 3. 
Discussion ; 
Define H = (Q}R) and G = (Q!R'C)= Thus for all 1, 3 q: 
Ef f (SLSE (1» X ^  ) ) = Eff (SLSE(q'H*X P ) ) because (G) is the 
minimal linear subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of V con­
taining 'Ê(X) ][ by lemma 15, vectors in ^(C) need not be con­
sidered in the minimization of Eff(SLSE(i*X&}) ]= Now the 
models y = X^ +e and G®y = G®X6 -fC'e are equivalent in 
ELUE(Xji) because (1) ?R(G*) =3 12(X) => H ^(X) = 0 => 
1R,(G• X) = 1R.(X) by proposition 11,2, and (2) 3 L, diagonal 
nonsingular: H'V = LH' by virtue of the way Q and R are given 
hy definition 4, implying V) =3 ) =3 H ' ) = 
S(K) because f(CIRICIZ) =3 iPAriÇï^iTs => 
£(C I RI C) "ÊCV) because each column vector of Z is in 
"C^tX) , => IglQI R) = i£(H) =3 C.(X)n iS(V) because each column 
vector of C is in l^^{V). Thus by proposition IV.9, 
y = i-e and G'y = G*X^-rG«t are equivalent in BLUE {X jî ) » 
Now G is such that 
H' VH H' VC L 0 
C'y H C VC 0 0 
where L is diagonal nonsingular. Also G'y = G'X^+G'e => 
8[H'y = H'xp, +H'e][C'y = C'Xp +C»e] => 6[H»y = H'X^ +H«e] 
[ C* y = C'X^] because V(C'e)=0. The relationship C'y = C'Xp 
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is intenestinç in that C'y is a random vector and C'Xp) is a 
constant vector for any specific choice of C. Therefore, the 
A 
estimator C'Xjè of C ' X ^  is C'y. Now V(H'e) = H'VH = L, so 
consider the fcllowing relations, 
K'y = H'Xp +u, V(u) = 1 (11) 
A 
C'y = C'Xp = C'X ^  (12) 
Considering only relation (11), let 
A 
EIUE(H'Xp) = A'y = H'X p . (13) 
Since "R(H*)n R(C') = 0, lemma IV.6 and proposition II.5 
imply that equations (12) and (13) are almost surely consist-
A A 
€nt for X 8. Now for arbitrary g, the estimator g'P'xp , 
A. 
where X ji is determined by equations (12) and (13), is BLUE 
for its expectation in the model G'y = G'xp +G*e because, let 
^ A 
g  =  m © n  w i t h  m £ C ( H ) ,  n £ e ( C ) .  T h e n  V  ( g ' G ' X  p  )  =  
V XÛ «s-n'C'X p ) = 
A A  
V(m'H'X#)+V(n«C«Xp)+2C(m'H'X$,n'C'XB) where C(e,») is the 
' ' • A A 
usual covariance operator. Now C(ra*H*X ^ ,n'C'Xp ) = 
C (m*A'y,n'C* y) = â'V(y)Cr. = m- VCn = 0 because VC=0-
implying V (m» P!«X^ + n'C'Xp) = V(m»H«X^). Since H'X^ is 
I  ,  
EIUE for H?Xjî, no linear unbiased estimator having expecta-
A 
tion £(!r."K'X&) can havs less variance. => 
^ A 
y'Q'Xp — ELuE(E(y'G'Xp)) xii t he ISO del G - y = G*X (g 
A 
equivalent tc v = X o +e in BLUEîXô) => X g satisfying egua-
—  ^  '  f  '  f  '  — '  /  
A 
tions (12), (13) is such that X p = BLUE (X j3 ) in the model 
y = xp +e. 
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If V(u) = (T 21, the same reasoning could be repeated 
A 
with the conclusion that [ X p = SLSE(X^) in the model 
A A  
H'y = H'Xji+H'e and satisfying C'X^= C'y] => [Xj^ = SLSS(X^) 
in the model y = X|3 +e]. 
When mimimizing Eff (SLSE (1*X ^ )) over 1, via lemma 15, 1 
can be restricted to 10(X) fl C(V) , or (H) , without altering 
this minimum efficiency. Thus by corollary 1 to proposition 
IV. 9, since -gtH) rp CtXjfl "C (V) , Ef f (SLSE {X p ) ) need only be 
studied as the minimum efficiency in the model H'y = H'X^ +u, 
V (u) =L diagonal nonsingular => = L~--'-K'X^ +y, 
V (v)=I are equivalent in BLUE (H' % A } . BLUE(H'XB) is then 
obtained from X'HL-i/zi-i/zH'Xp = X'HL-i/ZL-i/^H'y => 
A 
X'V+XR = X'V+y because = V+ => 
A 
X p = X (X' V + X) *X: V-s-y => 
BluE (H- X P ) = H'Xp = B'X {X» V+X) *X* v + y,- unique (14) 
= > BLUE (H' X p ) = H'X <X'V+X) +X'V + y. Thus, 1S.1C(H) => 
V(BLDE{1'X^) = I'X (X* V + X)+X»V+VV+X (X'V+X)+X'l = 
1-X (X'V^X)+X''l => Ef f (SLSE (X 1%)) = 
Kin ll%iXiV±Xl + X*l 
1 S.^{K) I'X {X'X)*X'VX(X'X) *X'l. 
Now V+ = HL-iH' => %X'V + X) = l*^(X'HL-iH'X) . Since I is sym-
ffetric positive definite, (X'HL-i)!] ^ (H'X) = 0 < ==> 
Ï?{X'V + X)= îR^(H'X) by proposition II.2, => V 16'C (H) , j z: 
I'X = z'X'V+X, implying 
Ef f (SLSE (X A ) ) = Min z'X'V+Xz 
z z'x'i'v+x (x* xf+x* vx (x7x7»x'V+XZ. 
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Consequently, whether (V) contains 1£ (X) or not, the prob­
lem can be reduced to 
Eff(SLSE (X a) ) = 1/Max z'X'V + X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'V + Xz 
II Z' X' S+ II = 1 
It follows that lemma S and proposition 3 remain valid when 
the condition {V) is discarded. Lemma 13 and propo­
sition 4 also remain valid because, by lemma 15, 1 need only 
le in L(X) (1 C(V) . Ihe effect is that Xz needs to have no 
component in (V) in determining the minimum over 1 of 
Eff (SLSE (1 * X p)) and the reasoning proceeds as if 
(V) zri'C-(X) where definition 4 replaces definition 3. Thus 
propositions 5, 6 and their corollaries remain valid.// 
The problem of finding BLUE (X p ) in the model y = X|i +e 
with arbitrary covariance structure by determining the BLUE 
of relation (11) subject to the restrictions (12) was consid­
ered by Goldman and Zelen (1964)- However ; these anthors no 
not seem to have given adaguate consideration to the possi­
bility that equation (12) might not be consistent. 
The discussion cf proposition 7 has brought out side 
issues which have scme interest» The next proposition 
belongs logically to chapter IV. 
Proposition 8 In th e mo del y = Xp^^e, E (ej —0, V (e) = V, 
BIUE(Xa) = X {X • V + X)+X'V+y * CC+y where C is given by defini­
tion 4. 
Discussion ; 
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fieturning to the model H'y = H'X^+H'e, by relation 
A 
(14), BLUE (H' X p ) = H'Xji = H • X ( X • V+X)+X • V + y , then 
A 
X^ = X (X'V + X)+X'V+y + En where B=(C,Z) with C, Z given by 
definition 4, and n is arbitrary such that Bn is defined. 
Thus, 
A 
X p = X (Ï* V+X)+X« V + y + Cn (15) 
1 ^ 
because Zn is in G (X). For X ^  to equal BLUE (X ) in the 
A 
model y = Xji +e, it was established that Xj8 provided by (15) 
A 
irust satisfy C'xp = C'y = C'Cn. This determines Cn uniquely 
as Cn = C(C'C)*C'y = CC+y which is the orthogonal projection 
cfsrator of y onto the minimal supplementary subspace spanned 
by eigenvectors of V in "C^(V) needed to contain C(X) by ei­
genvectors of V in Ç (V) .// 
The representation X ^  = X (X'V"X)V'^-y + CC-^y is interest­
ing with reference tc proposition I?.3. Now 
CC+y = x^-x(x»v+x)+x»v+y => cc+yeecx) => CC+y& C(x)n e"(V) 
= > CC + y4 C.(X)f] C-(V) = K fl E almost surely, the spaces a and E 
defined as in section Iv,1« Thus CC+y can be thought of as a 
translation vector and Ç[X(X'V+X)+X«V+X ] + 
Ç[ X(X'V+X)+X'V+V] almost surely as the linear space which 
combine to determine the permissible pasaraeter space, 
A last remark is that under CvV) ^  'C(X), if 
Xb = X {?.'V*X) *X'Y*y, then it appears that Xb is SLUE for the 
parametric functionals in %(X^V*X), which by lemma IV.12, is 
identical tc ZR.(X) if and only if 'C.(V) =3 '6(X) . 
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The next proposition also belongs logically to chapter 
IV, however, it comes in a sense as a result of proposition 
e. 
Proposition 9 If an experiment is repeated once, the accept­
able observation space M+E is reduced to the permissible ob­
servation space ïn (which may or may not be the same as M+E). 
Additional cbservaticns have no effect in reducing the space 
ÏD, from which acceptable observation vectors may come, to a 
piopsr subspace of Ya= 
Ciscussion: 
CC+y can be taken as the vector t used in the discussion 
cf preposition IV.3. Since V(CC+y)=0, t is determined with­
out error by considering just one observation vector.// 
Cprdiary The permissible parameter space eau be determined 
uithniit error by considering just one observation vector^ 
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VI SUMMARY 
The intent of this chapter is to guide the reader's in­
tuition and to keep his attention through a short exposition 
of this work in which almost all the burden of tedious 
technical reasoning has been removed. 
Chapter II covers mathematical material to be used in 
subsequent chapters. Most, but not all the material of that 
chapter is rather well known. Proposition II,1 appears to be 
new and is, in some sense, the point of return of almost all 
of the mathematical arguments in this work. The casual eye 
could easily pass this proposition by. However, the state­
ment ax=0 => X-O appears less trivial when X=H-T. Then AX=0 
-> X=0 is equivalent to AR=AT => R=T. Such a statement ap­
plied to scalars is us«£ùi, bui a person sot to 
matrices, could easily consider such a statement of practi­
cally no real interests If then the eye passes to 
(A) f] "ÇCX) =0, the reader might be prone to consider such a 
condition as unmanageable. It is my contention that this re­
lationship. while not the most natural one, is manageable and 
useful: That the results of chapters III, IV, and V were ob­
tained by such considerations represents three examples in 
support of this contention. 
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Projection operators are linear. The discussion of 
lemma 11.21 is one means of establishing this fact. In the 
case of a finite dimensional space, the vectors of which are 
ordered n-tuples of scalars, this operator can be represented 
by an (nxn) matrix and the projection of any vector in n 
space as the usual product of this matrix by the vector to be 
projected. From the linearity of projection operators, it 
follows that the range space and the null space of these op­
erators are linear. 
It can be shoe-n, as ia lemma ZI,22, that a satris 
defines a projection operator if and only if this matrix is 
idempotent. Via the idempotence property, conditional 
inverses enter the study of projection operators. By defini­
tion, a* is a conditional inverse of A if and only if hh*k=k~ 
This implies AA*AA* = AA»« Thus AA* is idempotent and con­
sequently is a projection operator. Since ail vectors in the 
column span, or equivalently the range space of A, can be 
expressed as At, then AA*At = At for all t, implying all 
vectors in the column span of A remain invariant under the 
operator AA». Since the column span of Aa* is contained in 
that of A for any choice of A*, AA* projects onto the column 
span of A. It is concluded at this stage that AA* describes 
some of the projection operators onto the column span of A, 
The discussion preceding lemma 11.26 shows that AA* describes 
all projection operators onto the column span of A as A* var-
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les over ail conditional inverses of A. In passing, a conve­
nient mathematical description of this variation is by means 
of the basic conditional decomposition defined in chapter III 
which introduces A* as a transformation of the Moore-Pen rose 
pseudoinverse, shown by lemma III.3 to be expressible in the 
form A'NA* for some matrix N. 
To this point, no means of projecting onto subspaces of 
the column span of A has been considered. Proposition III.6 
does not assure, but indicates that one possible way or 
projecting onto subspaces of the column span of A is by means 
of the operator A^ZA)"Z for some appropriate choice of 2. 
Remark III.7 asserts that any projection operator onto a 
subspaee of the coluinn span of A can be expressed as A(ZA)*Z 
with necessary and sufficient restrictions on Z given by 
proposition III.7. If A(ZA)»Z is a valid projection opera­
tor, propositions III.8 and 111.9 attempt to describe the 
range space and the direction space of this operator. 
This study brings out a fes curious by-products. One, 
remark III.9 extends to conditional inverses a result, re­
ported fay Tocher (1952), by which the inverse of a matrix can 
be found by inverting a matrix which is possibly smaller than 
the original matrix. Two, lemma III.7 asserts that any 
vector which is not orthogonal to the row span of an arbi­
trary matrix A is in the column span of A*A for some appro­
priate choice of conditional inverse A* of A. 
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Some attention is given to the set of matrices A" 
satisfying AAOft = AQ when the matrices A and Q are given. At 
one time these matrices appeared useful to me for projecting 
onto subspaces of the column span of A; however, these matri­
ces play no subsequent role in this work. 
Proposition 111.12 states, under the assumption that 
Ç(X) is an invariant subspace of V, that is an 
invariant subspace of V if and only if Ç(X) is an invariant 
subspace of V and is an outgrowth of the following statisti­
cal considerations. In the model y = xp +e, E(e)=0, V(e)=V, 
1st the coliîsn spaa of X be an ia'/ariaat subspace of V# i= e, 
there exists an H such that VX-XM. If a*y = SLSE (E(a*y)), it 
is known that 'a* must be in the column span of X. Assuming 
the column span of X is an invariant subspace of V, a'y must 
be BLUE for E{a-y). However, do there exist vectors z in the 
orthogonal complement of the column span of X such that Vz^O 
and Vz is in the column span of X? By the corollary to prop­
osition III» 12- the answer is no. It is the knowledge of the 
corollary to proposition III.12 that initiated a search for a 
more general underlying principle. Proposition III. 12 is the 
outcome of that search. 
Returning to the study of projection operators of the 
fors A{ZA)*Z which project onto some subspace of the column 
span of A, any linear subspace of the column span of A can be 
represented as Ç(A)f| Ç*(V) . This subspace can alternatively 
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be expressed as ^(AM) and the question arises as to what is 
an appropriate choice of M. This is the question addressed 
by proposition III.14. Also, how can vectors in 
^(A)- C(A)n C(V) be represented? Proposition III.15 at­
tempts to characterize a solution to this problem. 
How does all this apply to the linear model? It was 
seen in chapter II that projection operators provide a 
decomposition of a vector y, of length n, into two compo­
nents, one component, say x, being the projection of y onto 
the parameter space M, the other component being the 
projection of y onto soae complementary space of M with re­
spect to Euclidean n-space such that y = x 0 (y—x). This can 
be thought of as the estimation concept of the linear model 
y = X p fe by which a decomposition of the observation vector 
A A A 
y is sought such that y = xfe shsre x is constrained to the 
column space of X and e is not in this space. It is this 
concept which motivates section 2 of chapter IV. Such con­
siderations appear to be incomplete without soae inquiry of 
how the observation vector y is obtained. 
Roughly speaking, in section 1 of chapter IV, it is 
conceptualized that the observation vsctor y is the outcome 
of an interplay between two individuals called ^ for the sake 
of discussion; a statistician and nature- Nature chooses a 
vector X in the column span of X and a vector e obtained as 
the realization of a random event in accordance with a member 
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F, unknown to the statistician, of a set of probability dis­
tribution functions , known to the statistician. The 
vector y = x+e is made available to the statistician, who at-
A A 
tempts an educated guess, x and e of the original components 
X and e, known to nature. An important, but simple, result 
is given by proposition IV.1, by which e is almost surely in 
the column span of the covariance matrix V of the observation 
vector y. This fact is independent of whether V is known or 
not. 
Singularity of the covariance structure arises as a con­
sequence of the fact that the span of the carrier space for 
the probability of selection of e is a proper subspace of 
Euclidean n-space. This singularity introduces consequences 
which remain obscure for noasingular covariance matrices, 
p€rhaps the major conseguence of tliîs singularity is that be­
fore an observation vector y is available to the statistician 
from the model y = xp +e, any choice of parameter vector in 
tame coJkUmn span of X is a valid choice of X , a fact md^ 
pendent of the singularity of V, Once an observation vector 
is available, some vectors in the column span of X become 
ksîowîî Hîth certaiufcy to be lûcoccecb estîEâtéS ot Xp in the 
sense that this estimate can never equal the parameter to be 
estimated- Such is not the case for V nonsingular^ The 
subspace of the column span of X, from which any element 
remains a possibly exact parameter estimate given an observa-
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tion from the model is available, defines the permissible pa­
rameter space. In addition to the fact that for singular V, 
an available observation shrinks the space of possibly exact 
parameter estimates, the space from which future observation 
vectors may come is also shrunk. This space is called the 
permissible observation space. The selecting of additional 
observations, however, results in no extra reduction of the 
permissible parameter and observation spaces. Permissible 
parameter spaces are translates of only the linear space 
common to the column span of X and V. The permissible obser 
vatioa space becoses alœost surely a linear variety focaed b 
translation the column space of V. Essentially, this is the 
result of proposition IV-3. 
These facts lay a foundation for the study of what is 
known as best linear unbiased estimation, minimun vari­
ance linear unbiased estimation in the additive linear model 
An expression for the BLUE of x as defined above is 
symbolized as BLUEiX p ) and is yxven by proposition IV.*» and 
its corollary 1. It is interesting to note that the results 
of proposition IV.4 are expressed in the form BLUE(X0)=Py 
where ? is a projection operator^ but that BLUEi 'Xp ' }  could b 
expressed almost surely as Qy where QVX'=0 and QX=X with Q 
not idempotent when lg(I}, i.e. Q acts as a 
projection operator on the subspace ^(X)+C(V). Such 
pseudo-projection operators are suggested by proposition 
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111 . 1 0 .  Proposition IV.5 claims (Va: a'y = BLUE (E (a•y))) to 
be the linear space H « Several properties, 
including the question of invariance of BLUE (X pi) under dif­
ferent covariance structures are established before passing 
to the question of the maximum likelihood estimation 
technique under the assumption of correlated multinormally 
distributed error structure. The results found in this sec­
tion are similar to those of Zyskind and Martin (1969); how­
ever, the procedure for finding these results differs. The 
procedure given in this work is rather involved. 
When V is nonsingslarg it is known that BLUE(X p) is a 
consistent estimator for X p when the observation vector y is 
distributed N(XA.vi_ Proposition iv,9 states that for V 
singular, BLUE(X p ) is consistent for X p. 
Transformations are often applied to linear models. It 
the transformation is nonsingularthat is. invertible. there 
is reason to be confident that no information regarding 
BLuE(Xp) has been lost. The role of a transformation ap­
plied to the linear model resembles the role of a set of suf­
ficient statistics, A set of sufficient statistics applies 
reductions to the data without losing any information 
regarding the estimation of a particular parameter. Bo 
singular transformations exist shich reduce the data of some 
given linear model without losing information relative to 
estimating X ^  ? If such transformations exist, how can they 
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be characterized? A necessary and sufficient 
characterization is given in proposition IV.9 and in 
corollaries 2 and 3. Corollaries 2 and 3 give a least 
squares type resolution. An alternative resolution is in 
terms of defining a quasi inner product space [»,*] in which 
/\ A 
[(y-Xp),(y—Xp)] is minimized. This seems to be the ap­
proach of Kruskal (1968) or Seely (1969). Transformations 
which preserve BLUE(X^) are interesting for the case where 
the transformed model can be fit without error, for then an 
expression of BLUE(Xp) is immediately available by solving 
the equation obtained by omitting the error term in the 
transformed model. 
In general, the computation of BLOE(Xp) is more in­
volved than that for computing SLS£ (Ï^). In fact, there 
appears to be no guarantee, if the covariance matris V is 
unknown, that BLUE(XÔ) is a more precise estimator than 
SLSE(Xp)« Chapter V treats the question of just how bad 
5I3E{Xp) can be when BLDE(X^) is known. Such a view can be 
very unfair to SLSE(X/i), since when V is unknown, the 
estimator BLUE(XB) must be estimated. The efficiency of 
SLSE(5B) is defiuôu as the isisisus over 1- su ch that I'K is 
defined, of the ratio of the variance of BLuEîl'Xp; and the 
variance of SLSE(1'XA)= ID this work, the first step in 
studying this efficiency is to determine when SLSE(Xp) = 
BLUE (Xpi). It is found that the study of the efficiency of 
1 8 7  
SLSE(X^) under general design and covariance structures is a 
simple generalization of the same study when the column span 
of V contains the column span of X. Essentially, this study 
is algebraic and hinges on proposition V.3 which expresses 
the efficiency of the simple least squares estimator as the 
inverse of the constrained maximum over z of 
z*X'V+X(X'X)*X'VX(X'X)*X'V+Xz. This expression is to be in­
terpreted under 1^(V) in terms of definition V.3. 
Since V is symmetric, the span of the eigenvectors of V con­
tains the column span of X. In general, no subset of the 
eigenvectors of V spa» exactly. Consequently? consider 
the subset of the eigenvectors of V which are not orthogonal 
to the coluzn span of These eigenvectors can be parti­
tioned into that set, the elements of which are in Ç(X) and 
the set of remaining eigenvectors. The vectors of this first 
set can be assembled as the columns of a matrix Q, The 
remaining set of eigenvectors forms the columns of a matrix R 
yhich is seen to be important* Lemma V=12 asserts that this 
set can never consist of just one vector. By proposition 
the efficiency of SLSE(Xp) is obtained for some vector 
I'X in the row span of S'X, 
When the difference of the dimensions of the column span 
of X and C is one, lessa V,13, vhich states that the expres­
sion z'X'V+X(X'X)*X'VX(X*X)*X'V+Xz subject to z'X*V+Xz=1 is 
maximized for Xz in the column span of R, can be used to er-
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press the efficiency of the simple least squares estimator as 
[ (2h^+cos2ai) (3Ehicos2ai)]-i where the hi are the eigenval­
ues of the covariance matrix V, the cos a^ are the direction­
al cosines of the corresponding eigenvectors of V with re­
spect to that vector in the linear span of R which completes 
the column span of X with h^+ = 1/hi when hifO and zero oth­
erwise. Other expressions for this efficiency can be found 
in proposition V.5 and its corollaries. A further 
simplification occurs when the dimension of the column span 
of R is two. In this case, the two column vectors of 8 
"protrude" out of the coiiisn space of X. The efficiency of 
SLSE(Xp) decreases as the protrusion of these two vectors 
approaches a 45 degree angle and as the corresponding eigen­
values of V become more dissimilar. 
The general expression for the efficiency of SLSE{Xp) 
is given, under ; by proposition V.6. This ex­
pression has not been given a simple interpretation and 
appears mathematically not to be particularly tractable. 
When the column span of V does not contain the column 
span of X- it becomes necessary to complicate the 
partitioning of the eigenvectors of V relative to the colu-.n 
span of X as given by definition ?.4. The essential differ­
ence betsssn the partitionings is brought about by the fact 
that the mimimal set of eigenvectors of V, needed to supple­
ment the eigenvectors of V falling in the column span of X 
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can possibly contain eigenvectors having corresponding zero 
eigenvalues. These eigenvectors form a subspace producing 
unit efficiency and therefore must be discarded for purposes 
of determining a region producing the value defining 
Eff (SLSE (X^)). Thus proposition V.7 asserts that by 
partitioning the eigenvectors of V into four appropriate 
sets, the major results applicable to the column space of V 
containing the column space of X remain valid. This 
partitioning is also used to describe the linear variety of 
permissible parameteE vectors in terms of a translation 
vector applied almost surely to the linear space formed by 
all vectors common to the column span of V and X. 
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